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Abstract
Increasingly the fate of biodiversity appears tied to local and regional land-use planning (Groom et al. 2006, Miller et
al. 2008). In biologically rich, high-growth regions, development’s patterns and extent will over the next few decades
determine the fate of many species (Steinitz 1996, Hoctor 2003). Such is the situation in Florida’s Heartland, a sevencounty region located in the south central portion of the state. Conservationists have recently experienced a unique
opportunity to influence the course of development in this area through a fifty-year regional planning process called
Heartland 2060, which aims, among other things, to protect the area’s diverse biota. As such, the Central Florida
Regional Planning Council (CFRPC), which has conducted the Heartland 2060 effort, has sought a range of conservationrelated data. The University of Florida’s GeoPlan Center, the state’s Florida Natural Areas Inventory, The Nature Conservancy, and Archbold Biological Station have, along with other stakeholders, recently performed and submitted to CFRPC
an ecological inventory of the region.
I assisted with the geographic-information-system portion of this inventory and present that effort herein,
along with three other important spatial analyses for the Heartland region: a development-suitability analysis, a projection of land-use conflict (i.e., between development and conservation), and an exploration of potential fifty-year development patterns (including a trend pattern and three alternatives). The ecological inventory shows that much (nearly
46%) of the region is a high priority for conservation, though a large portion of this area (nearly 18%) is now in agricultural uses and can remain so without detriment to biodiversity. The ecological inventory also illustrates the region’s
status as the primary wildlife-traversable link between the large conservation areas in south Florida and the remainder
of the continent.
The development suitability analysis makes clear that large portions of the Heartland are well-suited for development, most notably the Lake Wales Ridge, a prominent north-south ridge that is home to several rare and endemic
species. The projected land-use-conflict model predicts significant conflict between conservation and development
along much of the Ridge’s western slope, especially in Highlands County. It also predicts conflict between conservation
and development in northern Hendry and southern Glades Counties and in a few other pockets around the region.
The exploration of fifty-year development patterns in the Heartland shows that the trend development pattern
will (1.) constrict or bifurcate at least two strategic conservation linkages; (2.) consume the majority of the Lake Wales
Ridge; and (3.) impact much aquifer-recharge land. However, the alternative development models prove that growth
in the region need not be deleterious to its biotic and other natural resources. By avoiding development on priority
conservation lands, by allocating a portion (say 25%) of projected population growth to redevelopment, and by increasing the density of new development, the Heartland can easily accommodate its projected growth to (and beyond) 2060
without further harming its flora, fauna, and hydrologic systems. In addition, it is argued that a conservation-friendly
development pattern will save public money, reduce reliance on the automobile, and protect the Heartland’s visual
resources and small-town character. Finally, it is hypothesized that these findings are applicable in many high-growth
parts of the United States and perhaps also in urbanizing nations such as China and India.
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1 Introduction
Local land-use policy is increasingly being recognized as fundamental to biodiversity conservation in the
United States. 		
		
--Miller et al. (2008), Biodiversity Conservation in Local Planning, page 53

Figure 1.1: Nighttime satellite image of Florida. (www.nasaimages.org)

As Figure 1.1 shows, development has spread across
large portions of peninsular Florida. Urban and suburban
land uses stretch almost continuously from Homestead
to Jacksonville on the Atlantic coast, and from Naples to
Clearwater on the Gulf. In addition, an urban/suburban
corridor has arced across the peninsula’s interior, following Interstate 4 from Tampa Bay to Daytona Beach.
Relatively rural south central Florida now finds itself surrounded by development, which can only be expected to
push inward.
In face of this pressure, seven counties in south
central Florida--often referred to as the state’s Heartland-are participating in a fifty-year regional-visioning process
known as Heartland 2060. These counties are DeSoto,
Glades, Hardee, Hendry, Highlands, Okeechobee, and
Polk (Figure 1.2). Conducted by the Central Florida
Regional Planning Council (CFRPC), this public, interdisciplinary effort was initiated in 2007 and will conclude later
this year. Essentially, the Heartland 2060 process seeks
to establish a set of land-use priorities that will guide regional growth and development over the next fifty years.
Ideally, this loose Regional blueprint will serve to
protect and enhance conservation areas, natural
resources, recreational areas, and open spaces;
enhance regional education and health care
opportunities; guide transportation and infra-

structure investment and planning future land
use; and build healthy communities through
economic development (CFRPC n.d.).
An effort of this scope has of course required data and
recommendations from a range of sources. As one of
these sources, this study is intended to inform a critical
segment of the Heartland 2060 process: the shaping of a
strategy for resolving (or at least minimizing) the inevitable tension between conservation and development in
this changing region.
Research Questions and Assumptions
More specifically, this study is designed to answer two
questions: (1.) Can Florida’s Heartland Region accommodate substantial population growth without degrading its
biodiversity and other natural resources? (2.) If so, what
might future development patterns in the Region look
like?
As suggested, the Heartland Region faces
substantial growth pressures. Currently estimated at
about 840,000, the Region’s population is expected to
exceed one million by 2025 and will approach 1.5 million by 2060. Chapter 7 will show that the Heartland is
also a biologically rich area, providing a unique home
for a number of threatened plants, animals, and natural
communities. It also serves as a strategic link between
9
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Broader Context
The pressures affecting Florida’s Heartland are neither
region- nor state-specific. This study is in fact set in the
context of two worldwide trends: (1.) earth’s largest
mass extinction in 65 million years and (2.) massive human population growth. These trends interact to create
the worldwide challenge of accommodating expanding
human populations without further degrading biotic
resources and other natural systems.
The relevance of land-use planning to this essential problem is simply and logically explained: Human
modification of the land is widely considered to be the
principal cause of the current mass extinction and the
degradation of other natural resources (see Chapters 2
and 3). Because of the clear relationship between human
populations and the quantity of land modified, we can
only expect this problem to intensify. Without carefully
planned development and decreased per capita land use,
many parts of the nation and world will lose numerous
native species and will experience increasingly diminished ecosystem services (e.g., aquifer recharge, climate
regulation, pollination, etc).
Conservationists and others concerned with
the stewardship of natural resources have come to
recognize that regional and local land-use policies and
decisions have the potential to minimize these harmful
consequences. In other words, land-use planning can
cushion the impacts of human population growth on the
natural world. This critical function depends upon landuse planners (1.) understanding the relationship between
land use and nature, (2.) possessing adequate inventories
of local natural resources, and (3.) having the capacity
to visualize the long-term results of what appear to be
incremental land-use decisions.
With its inventory of the Heartland’s ecological
resources, its projections of regional land-use conflict,
and its exploration of regional development patterns, this
document represents a case study in providing the data
and recommendations land-use planners will require
as they formulate priorities and guidelines for local and
regional development. Florida’s Heartland is an ideal
setting for this sort of study. As a biologically rich area
expecting to add more than 600,000 residents over the
next fifty years, it serves as a convenient laboratory for
evaluating whether large-scale population growth can occur without the further degradation of natural resources.
In addition, CFRPC’s information-hungry regional visioning process provides an ideal forum for the submission of
land-use-related data and recommendations.

Figure 1.2: Florida’s Heartland. Detailed maps appear in Chapter 7.

the protected areas of southeast Florida (e.g., Everglades
National Park and Big Cypress National Preserve) and
the rest of the state. For these reasons, conservationists
hope to preserve significant portions of the Region.
Through its examination of the above research
questions, this study attempts to spatially reconcile these
two needs--i.e., the need to accommodate population
growth and the need to protect biodiversity and other
natural resources. It acknowledges that the Heartland’s
many new residents will require places to live and work,
and that open space will continue to be developed. It
recognizes that hundreds of thousands of natural and
agricultural acres must be protected if the Region’s biotic
and other natural systems are to remain functional. And
it assumes that conservation and development will in
many cases compete for the same lands. In brief, this
study assumes that conservation planning and development planning should be closely linked. As will be
shown, this integration of the two can not only better
serve nature, it can foster a more efficient, more liveble
environment for people.
10
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Approaches
This study approaches the conservation-development dynamic from both perspectives. It identifies priority conservation lands and locates areas of high developmentsuitability. It then compares these results in an effort to
locate lands desirable for both uses. It is in these duallysuitable areas that the tension between conservation and
development will likely play out, and, from this paper’s
admittedly pro-conservation perspective, it is these areas
that must be protected in the near future.
But the overall goal is to integrate the two uses,
not to provide one with a plan for outmaneuvering the
other. For this reason, this study also explores formulae
for allocating regional development in conservationfriendly ways. It models the trend (default) development
pattern in the Heartland to the year 2060, demonstrates
this pattern’s relative incompatibly with conservation,
and then presents three alternative development patterns. It is through this exploration of trend and alternative development patterns that answers to the research
questions emerge. (As will become evident, the earlier
phases are required for this direct evaluation of the research questions.)
Investigating the feasibility and characteristics
of conservation-compatible development patterns in the
Heartland involves three research phases, two of which
call for several component steps. Briefly, these phases
and steps are:

Step A: A summary of Region-specific conclusions.
Step B: An assessment of the general applicability
of these conclusions.
Step C: A summary of process-related conclusions.
Step D: Suggestions for future study.
As would be expected, Phase I is essentially
a literature review that provides a foundation for the
spatial analyses undertaken in Phase II. Like any such
review, Phase I summarizes principles, theories, and case
studies directly relevant to the latter phases. In an effort
to derive maximum practical benefit from this phase,
Chapters 3-5 each culminate in brief summaries of landuse-related conservation principles. In addition, Phase I
offers an introduction to the Heartland’s physical environment, biota, and people.
Phase II consists of a series of spatial models, all
built with geographic-information-system (GIS) software
(ArcGIS 9.3). These models were produced using raster
operations, which will be introduced in Chapter 8. Phase
II is broken into four chapters, each of which describes
the purpose, context, methodology, and results of one
or more spatial models. Each Phase II chapter also offers
a brief discussion of those results. Phase II is a cumulative process, with the trend and alternative development
models building on Steps A-C.
Phase III offers conclusions based on both the
background research and the investigation. It provides
direct answers to the research questions and evaluates
these conclusions in the context of national and global
land-use trends. It suggests strategies for effecting new,
more adaptive development patterns. It offers processrelated recommendations for those undertaking similar
studies, and, as with any research paper, it points to opportunities for related research.

--Phase I: Background Research (Chapters 2-7)
Step A: An examination of the relationship between land use and natural systems (particularly
biotic systems).
Step B: A review of the science behind identifying
priority conservation areas.
Step C: A look at strategies for modeling land-use
conflict, trend development, and alternative development patterns.
Step D: A physical, biological, and cultural exploration of the study Region.
--Phase II: Investigation (Chapters 8-11)
Step A: An inventory of Heartland natural resources (with a focus on flora and fauna).
Step B: An analysis of development suitability in
the Region.
Step C: A projection of land-use conflict in the
Region.
Step D: A model of trend development in the
Region (to the year 2060).
Step E: Models of three alternative regional development patterns (also to 2060).
--Phase III: Conclusions (Chapter 12)

Using This Document
The three phases and their component steps build
towards a direct assessment of the research questions
(which is found in Chapters 11 and 12). However, all
phases and components are intended to provide practical
information for land-use decision makers in the Heartland and beyond. Chapter 8, for example, describes a
basic but widely applicable process for identifying priority
conservation lands. That said, few will have time to read
the entire paper. Certain critical sections have therefore
been marked with an asterisk; these are of greatest significance, particularly to land-use planners in the Heartland. Finally, those without a background or interest in
geographic information systems will likely wish to skip the
Modeling Process sections of Chapters 8-11.
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2 Biodiversity and Related Issues
Biodiversity must be conserved as a matter of principle, as a matter of survival, and as a matter of
economic benefit.
		
--UNEP, IUCN, and WWF (1992), Caring for the Earth

Figure 2.1: Endangered Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi). (www.britannica.com)

and the naturally occurring conditions and changes with
which life has become intertwined. This four-part definition implies that conservation efforts must operate at
several levels if the full richness of life is to be preserved:
It is insufficient (and unsustainable over any length of
time) to keep around a few living panthers, grizzly bears,
or desert pupfish if their genetic variety has been lost,
if the ecosystems in which they evolved have vanished,
or if they are removed from the evolutionary path along
which all of life must continue to travel if it is to remain
viable (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). The preservation
of a phenomenon (or set of phenomena) so complex as
biodiversity calls for broad approaches, some of which
will be discussed in this paper.

Chapter 1 introduced the link between biodiversity and
land use. It proposed that development planning should
be built in part around a careful analysis of local biotic
resources, particularly in fast-growing, biologically rich
regions like Florida’s Heartland. This chapter examines
the concept of biodiversity, the hazards it faces, and its
importance to humankind. In an attempt to establish
the win-win nature of biodiversity conservation, it also
outlines other land-use-related issues whose solutions
closely parallel efforts to protect biotic resources.
Biodiversity Defined*
The Keystone Center for Science and Public Policy provides a commonly cited definition of biodiversity (1991):

Biodiversity’s Status
Biodiversity is presently threatened at all four levels. The
scope of extant species has been narrowed by the largest
mass extinction—wrought primarily by man—since the
demise of the dinosaurs roughly 65 million years ago
(Groom et al. 2006). The International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) conservatively lists some 800 modern-day extinctions worldwide, including 229 in the United States (IUCN 2009).
The IUCN has also evaluated the status of about 45,000

Biodiversity is the variety of life and its processes. It includes the variety of living organisms,
the genetic differences among them, the communities and ecosystems in which they occur,
and the ecological and evolutionary processes
that keep them functioning, yet ever changing
and adapting.
Biodiversity thus includes all of life itself, its genetic
library, the assemblages into which life organizes itself,
13
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extant species around the world, finding that 38%--more
than one in three--face a “high” or “very high” risk of
extinction in the wild (IUCN 2009) (Figure 2.2). Biologist
E.O. Wilson estimates Earth’s current extinction rate at
.1% a year, “a thousand times greater than in pre-human
times, and a thousand times higher than new species are
being born” (2002). Domestically, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (n.d.) lists nearly 2000 plant and animal species as threatened or endangered, and thousands more
are candidates for listing (Randolph 2004). In Florida, 115
plant and animal species are threatened or endangered,
including such diverse fauna as the crested caracara (Caracara cheriway), the sand skink (Neoseps reynoldsi), and
the Florida panther, the latter of which likely numbers
less than 100 individuals (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
n.d., Florida Panther Society n.d.).

Figure 3-4. Recent
map from
Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Figurebear
2.3:range
Florida
blackthebear
sub-populations.
(Hoctor 2003)
Commission. This data was used as the basis for selecting random locations
either outside occupied range or only within occupied range.

of which may not be viable over the long-run without
an influx of genes from other populations (Hoctor 2003)
(Figure 2.3). According to Noss and Cooperrider (1994),
“small populations on habitat islands, if they survive at
all, may lose their evolutionary potential unless enriched
by gene flow from other populations” (61). Alarmingly,
many species and the genetic resources they represent
face this problem (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
At a larger scale, biodiversity is imperiled by the
degradation of natural communities and ecosystems. Between one-third and one-half of Earth’s terrestrial surface
has been modified to some degree by humans (Vitousek
80
et al. 1997), and “virtually all of earth’s ecosystems have
been significantly transformed through human actions”
(Reid et al. 2005, page 26). Worse yet, some ecosystems
are simply vanishing: Temperate grassland and savanna,
for instance, now cover less than 20% of their original
worldwide extent (Groom et al. 2006). Closer to home,
the United States has lost 58% of its native vegetation and more than 50% of its wetlands (Groom et al.
2006). Nearly all virgin forests within the coterminous
48 states have been destroyed (Noss and Cooperrider
1994), resulting in a catastrophic disruption of woodland
ecosystems. In the southeast, several ecosystem types
have been reduced to less than 50% of their original
range, and some, such as longleaf pine forest, now cover
less than 5% of their original extent (Carr et al. 2002). As
entire ecosystems like longleaf pine forest are lost, species who make their homes in the affected communities,
including the longleaf pine forest’s red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis), find themselves vulnerable
(The Nature Conservancy n.d.a.).
It is in part the suppression of an ecological
process—fire—that has diminished the extent of longleaf
pine forests and other pyric, or fire-dependent, ecosys-
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Reptiles
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Mammals
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Figure 2.2: Threatened (“vulnerable, endangered, or critically endangered”) species as percentages of major groups of organisms. Data are
for species evaluated by IUCN (#=45,000). (Data: www.iucnredlist.org)

Aside from the irrevocable genetic loss resulting from species extinction—by which entire volumes
are permanently removed from life’s DNA library (Wilson
1984)—biodiversity is threatened at its genetic level by
a loss of variability within species. Habitat loss and fragmentation (discussed in more detail later) have divided
many species into isolated populations whose limited
numbers offer insufficient genetic diversity for normal
evolution--and in some cases even for short-term survival
(Groom et al. 2006). Genetic drift1, inbreeding, reduced
fertility, and other maladies can severely erode the longterm viability of these isolated populations and that of
the taxa to which they belong (Harris 1984, Noss and
Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003). The Florida black bear
(Ursus americanus floridanus), for example, though not
listed as threatened or endangered, has become divided
into several isolated populations around the state, some
1

Whereby genes are randomly lost, limiting a species’ or
population’s adaptability (Noss and Cooperrider 1994)
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tems (Noss and Cooperrider 1994,). Without ecological
processes such as fire, flooding, nutrient cycles, and feedback effects (e.g., predation), the many ecosystems that
depend upon these dynamics are negatively impacted
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Peck 1998). Unfortunately,
humans limit the frequency and range of natural fires,
confine rivers and streams, disrupt nutrient cycles, and
tamper with natural feedback systems (e.g., predator
elimination), often impairing ecological processes vital to
biodiversity (Peck 1998).
The above threats to biotic diversity imply strain
on life’s ultimate process, evolution. The Keystone Center’s definition of biodiversity concludes with mention
of “the ecological and evolutionary processes that keep
them [organisms, communities, and ecosystems] functioning, yet ever changing and adapting”, suggesting that
continued biotic functioning requires, or at least correlates with, change and adaptation. Evolution has shaped
all of life (Dawkins 2004), and species, genes, communities, and ecosystems excluded from its scheme will not
persist (Frankel and Soulé 1981). As such, evolutionary
processes like migration, dispersal, and genetic interchange, all of which have been disrupted to some degree
by human impacts on the land, must be allowed to continue and/or resume (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor
2003). To take but one example, the Florida panther will
be unable to survive and adapt for long without an influx
of genetic material, which itself will require the migration
and dispersal of the species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994,
Hoctor 2003) (Figure 2.4).
On the whole, then, biodiversity is encroached
upon from several directions. Species, genetic variability, ecosystems, and natural processes all face serious
human-induced constraints, and I hope to show in the

coming chapters that many of these threats arise from
our land-use decisions. We should recognize the urgency
involved in removing these impediments to life’s natural
course: Widespread expert consensus holds that mankind’s actions over the next few decades will determine
the fate of innumerable biotic components (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003, Groom et al. 2006). The
following passage from Principles of Conservation Biology
by Groom et al. (2006) conveys this urgency:
Of the hundreds of thousands of human generations that have ever existed, no previous generation has had to respond to possible annihilation
of a large percentage of the species diversity on
the planet by humans. Unless humanity acts
quickly and in a significant way, the next generation may not have this opportunity. (page 6)
For those who require a more local warning, Hoctor
writes, “the future of Florida's biodiversity will likely be
determined by the conservation planning conducted
and policies enacted over the next ten to twenty years”
(2003, page 13). In short, the preservation of biotic
diversity requires immediate attention.
Biodiversity’s Significance*
Why all the concern over biodiversity? If many of
mankind’s activities are incompatible with life’s natural
course, why bother to change our practices, most of
which have served us well thus far? The answer to this
reasonable question centers on biodiversity’s considerable worth, often divided into two categories: (1.) instrumental value, or utilitarian importance to mankind, and
(2.) intrinsic value, life’s inherent, self-contained worth
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Carr et al. 2002).
Biodiversity’s instrumental value is founded in
its provision of numerous essential benefits to people
(Figure 2.5). The following is a partial list of life’s direct
services to mankind, also known as ecosystem services2:
--Gas regulation (Noss and Cooperrider 1994,
Costanza et al. 1997): as in maintaining the atmospheric balance of CO2 and O2
--Climate regulation (Noss and Cooperrider 1994,
Costanza et al. 1997, Reid et al. 2005): including the
control of atmospheric carbon and the stimulation of
rainfall
--Soil creation (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Costanza
2 Not all ecosystem services are derived from biodiversity; some are provided by non-living phenomena (e.g.,
the ozone layer).

Figure 2.4: Panther migration and dispersal--and thus evolution--face
various impediments. (www.fgcu.edu)
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al. 1997, Reid et al. 2005): for instance, fishing, huntet al. 1997): e.g., through the provision and decoming, and eco-tourism
position of organic matter
--Psychological and spiritual stimulation (Kaplan and
--Erosion control and sediment retention (Costanza
Kaplan 1989, Groom et al. 2006): as in the inspiraet al. 1997, Reid et al. 2005): for example, riparian
tion of awe and the facilitation of mental recovery
banks held in place by vegetation
--Waste treatment (Forman 1995, Costanza et al.
These benefits generally fall outside the domain
1997, Reid et al. 2005): for example, bioremediation
of markets and are therefore often undervalued or even
--Raw material production (Costanza et al. 1997, Reid
inestimable in economic terms (Costanza et al. 1997).
et al. 2005): to include lumber, fuel, fibers
Nonetheless, a team of ecologists and economists led
--Pollination (Costanza et al. 1997, Reid et al. 2005):
by Robert Costanza of the University of Maryland more
e.g., insects and bats pollinating fruit
than a decade ago (1997) developed a rough estimate
--Food production (Forman 1995, Costanza et al.
of the economic value of worldwide ecosystem services.
1997, Reid et al. 2005): including botanical, animal,
Costanza’s team concluded that these services were at
fungal and other sources
Figure
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the time
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Figure 2.5: A few ecosystem services and their contributions to
human well-being. (Reid et al. 2005)
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ruin) (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Randolph 2004). This
logical, cost-benefit appeal to human self-interest represents the instrumental justification for the conservation
of biodiversity.
Aside from its instrumental or utilitarian value,
many have argued that biodiversity possesses an intrinsic
value, an inherent worth altogether independent of its
usefulness to humans (Wilson 1984, Soulé 1985, Noss
and Cooperrider 1994). From this perspective, recognition of biodiversity’s innate value morally compels us to
conserve it (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Groom 2006).
E.O. Wilson and fellow biologist Paul Ehrlich (1991) have
tied this moral obligation to both our immense power
over other living things (power corresponding with responsibility) and to the fact that earth’s non-human lifeforms are our only known companions in the universe.
Approaching this issue logically, Noss and Cooperrider believe that if humans have intrinsic value, and if
our value is no greater than that of any other living thing
(they see “no objective reason for believing that humans
are fundamentally superior to any other organism”; page
23), then all living things have intrinsic value (1994). Others note that if biodiversity both preceded and gave rise
to humanity, it must have value in and of itself (Groom
et al. 2006). Going a step further, Holmes Rolston (1988)
proposed that ecosystems, too, have intrinsic value, since
they are required for the continuation and evolution of
individual organisms.
Though less concrete than the instrumental
justification for conservation, the intrinsic-value position

may offer a deeper, more versatile rationale for the protection of life, ecosystems, and natural processes (Groom
et al. 2006). Callicot argues (in Groom et al. 2006) that if
the intrinsic value of biodiversity were as widely recognized as the intrinsic value of human life, then “sufficient
justification [would be required] for putting it at risk—just
as we demand sufficient justification for putting soldiers
at risk by sending them to war” (page 115). In other
words, were the intrinsic value of non-human life widely
accepted, the burden of proof would fall upon those who
propose to meddle with it, and not upon those who seek
to preserve it (Groom et al. 2006). If humanity’s everexpanding scope of concern (Figure 2.6) comes to fully
include biodiversity, as it has commoners, women, and
minorities, instrumental justifications for the protection
of nature may be rendered moot.
Despite their very different foundations, the
instrumental-value and intrinsic-value arguments both
point in the same direction: Conserve biodiversity (Figure 2.7). Viewed in this light, debate about their relative
merits becomes less critical and perhaps counterproductive. Essentially, there exist a number of sound and vital
reasons—appealing to a wide range of philosophies and
political outlooks—for conserving the richness of life,
along with the systems and processes that make it possible.
Anthropocentric instrumental values
Conserve biodiversity
Non-anthropocentric intrinsic values
Figure 2.7: Norton’s convergence hypothesis. (Groom et al. 2006)

Related Issues
As mentioned earlier, the biodiversity crisis corresponds
with other land-use-related problems in the United
States and especially in Florida. Although these issues
are not the primary focus of this paper, they form an important sub-theme because of their acute nature in the
Heartland Region (and beyond), and because they most
likely arise from the same land-use practices that erode
biodiversity. These concerns include (but are not limited
to) increasingly limited freshwater, the loss of agricultural
land, degraded visual resources, and high infrastructure
costs.
First, the United States—particularly Florida—
lacks sufficient freshwater supplies to sustain its current
way of life (C. Barnett 2007). In the west, interstate
conflict over the Colorado River is a decades-old tragedy,
while in the southeast, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida
currently battle in court over the water resources of the
Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint basin (C. Barnett 2007.

Figure 2.6: Mankind’s expanding scope of concern. (Noss and Cooperrider 1994)
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Locally, at least two of Florida’s five Water Management
Districts, both extending into the Heartland Region,
have been forced to restrict freshwater use, and one has
resorted to costly desalinization (www.sfwmd.gov, www.
swfwmd.gov). Furthermore, Florida’s aquifers, upon
which the state is heavily dependent for drinking water,
face threats of varying severity (C. Barnett 2007).
The water crisis, or at least the supply side of
it, is closely tied to land use. Sprawling development
with its impervious pavement and rooftops, interrupts
the hydrologic cycle, accelerating runoff and riverine
flows while decreasing the quantity of water reaching
aquifers (Randolph 2004). While the aquifer retreats,
pollution and sediment fill rivers and streams (lakes, too),
compounding water quality and quantity problems for
people.
Productive lands are also threatened by inefficient development. Several sources point out that large
swaths of valuable agricultural lands are quickly being
consumed by urban and suburban development in the
U.S. (Forman 1995, Randolph 2004, Carr and Zwick 2007,
J. Barnett 2007, Steiner 2008). In quantitative terms, the
EPA estimates that development consumes 3,000 acres of
productive agricultural land daily in the U.S. (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency n.d.a.). In Florida, an average
of 10,000 acres of agricultural land are lost to development each year (Kolankiewicz and Beck 2006). This brewing crisis has yet to become a headlining issue, but the
loss of food- and fiber-producing acreage will eventually
come to the fore as growing U.S. and world populations
test the limits of earth’s carrying capacity (Ornstein and
Ehrlich 1989).
Furthermore, the same land-use practices that
contribute to the above crises degrade visual resources,
especially in rural and small-town regions like the Heartland. Carr and Zwick (2007), for example, lament the loss

of pastoral and natural scenery in formerly rural portions
of north Florida. In much of the state, these and other
scenic landscapes are being subsumed by dispersed,
sprawling development that results in places which “lack
unique identities” (Barnett et al. 2005, page 3). Visual
resources, small-town character, and ultimately quality
of life are all at stake when land-use decisions are made
(Randolph 2004).
Finally, inefficient land-use patterns waste public
funds. As far-flung natural and agricultural greenfields
are developed, roads, sewer lines, water service, the
electric grid, and school systems must be expanded to
accommodate new, relatively remote homes and businesses. Much of this cost is unnecessary in that ample
developable (or redevelopable) acreage exists in areas
already served by infrastructure. From a fiscal perspective, extending public services to peripheral subdivisions
and office parks at public cost is simply irresponsible.
A Common Denominator*
These hydrologic, agricultural, visual-resource, and fiscal
problems relate closely to the loss of biodiversity in that
what ameliorates one of the four issues generally helps
resolve the others (Randolph 2004). The conservation of
undeveloped land protects habitat, provides for aquifer
recharge and the buffering of water bodies, preserves
farmland, maintains scenic landscapes, and saves public
money. While this paper emphasizes biodiversity, the
land-use precedents, models, and recommendations
described herein should carry extra weight given their
potential to simultaneously address multiple land-usebased problems. I hope to emphasize throughout the
paper that well-conceived land-use decisions can often
lead to win-win outcomes, improving circumstances for
humans and non-humans alike.
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3 Island Biogeography, Landscape Ecology,
and Habitat Fragmentation
As designers and planners we must weave together this mosaic of patches and corridor networks, like a quilt
held together with threads, to hold the landscape from falling apart.
		
--Grant Jones, quoted in Dramstad et al. (1996), Landscape Ecology Principles in Landscape
			
Architecture and Land-Use Planning, page 5

Figure 3.1: A fragmented landscape in Australia. (www.wettropics.gov.au)

areas to other uses, reducing and isolating core habitats” (Randolph 2004). The fragmentation/reduction of
habitat results in a familiar mosaic of vegetated patches
surrounded by farmland or development (Figure 3.1).
Seen from the air, these remnant (or introduced) habitat
patches resemble islands, separated from similar habitat
by tracts of sometimes very dissimilar land cover.
Originating in the eighteenth century and popularized in the 1960s by biologists Robert MacArthur and
E.O. Wilson, island biogeography seeks to explain and
predict the number of species on true islands based on
their size, age, and distance from the mainland. In a nutshell, MacArthur and Wilson, like the seagoing naturalists
of the eighteenth century, found that species richness
correlated directly with island size and age and varied
inversely with an island’s distance from the mainland
(Harris 1984, Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
MacArthur and Wilson proposed an “equilibrium
theory” to explain these relationships. Species arrive at
and establish themselves on an island through colonization, they postulated, and leave by way of extinction (For-

In Chapter Two, I attempted to show that life faces significant challenges at the genetic, species, and ecosystem
levels, that natural processes face large-scale disruption,
and that many of these difficulties stem from human
modification of the land. Before launching into specific
land-use recommendations for biodiversity, it is necessary to examine non-human life’s relationship with land
use. This chapter therefore offers introductions to island
biogeography and landscape ecology, both integral to the
comprehension of biodiversity’s relationship with land
use. It then defines and discusses habitat fragmentation,
biodiversity’s most significant land-use-related impediment.
Island Biogeography
Many, if not most, biologists cite the fragmentation of
habitat as the principal cause of biodiversity’s recent
decline (Harris 1984, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, van
Langevelde 1994, Forman 1995, Hoctor 2003, Groom
et al. 2006). Discussed in more detail later, fragmentation is essentially the “incremental conversion of natural
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man 1995). Thus, “the number of species on an island
represents the balance between the rate of colonization and the rate of extinction” (Forman 1995, page 56)
(Figure 3.2). Predictably, islands closer to the mainland
enjoy higher rates of colonization than their more remote
counterparts, while larger islands, with their larger
populations, experience fewer extinctions than smaller
ones (Harris 1984, Forman 1995). As for age, the least
important of the three factors, newer islands have had
less time to collect colonists and therefore usually have
fewer species than older ones (Forman 1995). In addition, it was found that intermediate islands, or “steppingstones”, enhance the colonization rates of islands farther
out from the mainland (Forman 1995). An essential
conclusion to be drawn from these relationships is that
larger islands that are closer to a species source (i.e., the
mainland) will have greater species richness (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994).

rounding water—it has furthered our understanding of
species dynamics in fragmented landscapes (Harris 1984,
Forman 1995, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Groom et al.
2006). Conservation principles to emerge from island
biogeographic theory include the following1:
--Larger habitat patches generally host more species
than smaller ones (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
--Habitat patches that are close together are preferred over those that are dispersed (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994).
--Stepping stones (intermediate habitat patches)
can help species move from patch to patch (Forman
1995).
These concepts, though derived from an examination
of true islands, helped catalyze the primarily terrestrial
discipline of landscape ecology. And, as will be seen
shortly, they also help explain habitat fragmentation’s
many harmful effects.
Landscape Ecology
Landscape ecology, a relatively new science whose vocabulary and concepts facilitate comprehension of landscape
structure and function, defines the land as a heterogeneous assemblage of simple elements, the most important of which are patches, corridors, and matrices (Cook
and van Lier 1994, Forman 1995) (Figure 3.3). As suggested above, patches are simply homogenous polygonal
areas which differ to some degree from their surroundings (Forman 1995). Exemplified by remnant plots of
native vegetation in a developed (fragmented) landscape,
patches provide habitat and refuge for organisms who
often find the predominant landscape element (in this
example developed land) inhospitable (Forman 1995).
Landscape ecologists term this predominant element the
“matrix” (Forman 1995). It is generally the most extensive and interconnected component of the landscape,
and can take the form of forest, cultivated land, developed land, etc. (Randolph 2004). Similarly, corridors are
“linear or elongated patches” (Randolph 2004, page 513)
winding through the matrix, often connecting patches.
Strips of vegetation along watercourses represent a common and important corridor type (Forman 1995).

Figure 3.2: Colonization-extinction equilibriums (i.e., species richness)
vary according to islands’ size and distance from the mainland. (Noss
and Cooperrider 1994)

Conservationists were quick to link island
biogeographic theory to the problem of habitat fragmentation (Hoctor 2003). If habitat patches surrounded
by less-hospitable land cover were analogous to islands
surrounded by water, then small, isolated patches should
contain fewer species than large patches near a species
source. For this reason it has been assumed that nature
reserves should be both large and proximate to a species
source (Hoctor 2003). Although island biogeographic
theory offers an imperfect framework for considering terrestrial habitat patches—surrounding land, for one thing,
being far more traversable for most species than sur-

Desirable Patch Characteristics
In terms of patches, there exist important considerations
relating to ideal size, shape, and composition. As would
be expected, landscape ecologists, drawing in part on
1 Conservation principles and reserve design will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.3: Landscape elements. (www.ag.arizona.edu)

island biogeographic theory, recommend the preservation of large patches for the maintenance of biodiversity
(van Langevelde 1994, Forman 1995). Not only do large
patches sustain larger populations, which are less vulnerable to extinction (Noss and Cooperrider 1994), they
offer valuable interior habitat (a.k.a. core habitat)--home
to many rare and sensitive species--and they provide
habitat diversity (Dramstad et al. 1996). Small patches,
for their part, can provide refuge for wildlife (and people)
in developed landscapes, and can act as stepping stones
between larger habitat areas (Forman 1995). With
regard to shape, it is proposed that patches include both
a core area for interior species and a few dendritic arms
to enhance species dispersal (Dramstad et al. 1996).
Composition-wise, structural diversity, often caused by
natural disturbances, is recommended within patches
(Forman 1995).

preservation of biodiversity in fragmented landscapes
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
Certain corridor characteristics can enhance conduit and source functionality, and some of these qualities
are integral to Chapter 4’s discussion of reserve design. A
corridor’s width, for example, has significant bearing on
its utility as a conduit/source (Harris and Scheck 1991,
Forman 1995, Dramstad et al. 1996). In general, wider
corridors allow greater species movement and therefore serve as better conduits/sources (and habitat) than
narrow ones (Forman 1995). Connectivity, a measure of
connectedness that varies inversely with the number of
gaps in a corridor, also affects conduit/source functionality; not surprisingly, higher connectivity enhances both
functions (Forman 1995, Dramstad et al. 1996). Where
corridor gaps cannot be avoided, stepping stones (small
intermediate patches between corridor termini) can
mitigate the effects of low connectivity (Dramstad et al.
1996). In addition, corridors whose vegetative characteristics matches that of their component patches will promote enhanced inter-patch species movement (Dramstad
et al. 1996).
On the other hand, some corridors—roads
for example—can act as barriers to species movement
and as conduits for development, poachers, and exotic
species (Forman 1995). The barrier effects of road corridors, a leading cause of habitat fragmentation, can be
ameliorated to a degree by over- and under-passes or
tunnels for wildlife (Forman 1995) (Figure 3.4). As will
be discussed later, road density has become an important indicator of habitat suitability, particularly for large
mammals such as elk (Cervus canadensis) and black bears
(Ursus americanus) (Forman 1995).

Desirable Corridor Characteristics
The structure and function of corridors is also of significance to biodiversity. Among the several functions of
corridors proposed by Forman (1995), three are relevant
here. First, corridors (natural ones, at least) provide habitat, often for edge, or generalist, species, but occasionally
for specialized species, especially in riparian contexts
(Forman 1995). Corridors also function as conduits for
organisms and other natural phenomena, providing a
pathway for water, nutrients, seeds, animals, etc. to
move across the landscape (Forman 1995). Given their
conveyance of plants, animals, and other organisms, corridors act as species sources, bringing new life to patches
with which they intersect (Forman 1995). This conduit/
source role makes corridors particularly critical to the
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2004). As pointed out earlier, this process is the principal
cause of the current biodiversity crisis2 (Harris 1984, Noss
and Cooperrider 1994, van Langevelde 1994, Forman
1995, Hoctor 2003, Groom et al. 2006). Constructive approaches to this problem require a moderately detailed
understanding of habitat fragmentation’s consequences,
which include small, isolated populations, edge effects,
and disrupted natural regimes.

Figure 3.4: A bobcat (Lynx rufus) using an underpass in Florida. (www.
transwildalliance.org)

In Sum: Indispensable Landscape Components
Landscape ecology thus offers a vocabulary and framework for describing and understanding landscape structure and function, and it provides an important scientific foundation for land-use-based efforts to preserve
biodiversity. Its tenets arise in numerous conservation
contexts (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Carr et al. 2002,
Hoctor 2003, Randolph 2004), and, by way of international corroboration, have been used by conservation planners in Europe (Cook and van Lier 1994). Forman (1995)
summarizes landscape ecology’s conservation-related
conclusions as follows:

Figure 3.5: Loss of natural land cover (fragmentation) near
Cadiz, Wisconsin, 1831-1950. (www.mhhe.com)

Four indispensable components in the landscape
are: A few large patches of natural vegetation,
wide vegetation corridors along major water
courses, connectivity for movement of key
species among the large patches, and heterogeneous bits of nature throughout human-developed areas. (page 452)

Small, Isolated Populations
The most obvious constraints associated with fragmented
habitat are that remnant patches are generally too small
to support viable populations of many organisms, and
that their movement from one patch to another is often a
great challenge or even an impossibility (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Forman 1995). Three types of species are
largely unaffected by these limitations: those that can
survive in the matrix surrounding remnant patches (e.g.,
house mice), those “able to maintain viable populations
within individual habitat fragments” (e.g., microbes), and
those which are mobile enough to move from patch to
patch (e.g., certain birds) (Noss and Cooperrider 1994;
quote from page 53). Nearly all other (non-human) life
forms face significant challenges in fragmented environments.
It was pointed out earlier that small populations are inherently more vulnerable to extinction than

Informed by these principles, we will now look in more
detail at the land-use-based causes of biodiversity’s
decline, which will in turn lead to a brief discussion of
conservation biology and reserve design.
Habitat Fragmentation
Underlying the above discussion of islands, patches,
corridors, and inhospitable matrices is the unfortunate
fact that our state and national landscapes have become
severely fragmented (Peck 1998), leaving us with little
more than these puzzle-piece-like compoments (Forman 1995) (Figure 3.5). Recall that fragmentation is the
reduction and isolation of habitat areas caused primarily
by human modification of natural land cover (Randolph

2 Climate change and invasive species are other causes
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Groom et al. 2006) but are
generally beyond the scope of this paper.
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large ones (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Especially in
its population expand northward from its present territhe case of larger mammals, many, if not most, patches
tory in the Everglades region (Hoctor 2003). However,
possess insufficient area and resources to sustain viable
the panther’s incompatibility with disturbed landscapes
populations (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Randolph
and its difficulty crossing highways have deepened its
2004). What constitutes a viable population? In very
isolation (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Comiskey et al.
general terms, 500 breeding individuals are required for
2002, Kautz et al. 2006). These challenges to wildlife
the long-term viability of a population, meaning that
movement imply a strong need for inter-patch connecthe total number of individuals would need to “greatly
tivity (Randolph 2004), a topic discussed in more detail
exceed” 500 (Harris 1984; quote from page 104).3 Below
in Chapter 4. In the absence of functional linkages,
this threshold, populations are exposed to inbreeding,
island biogeographic theory becomes more applicable to
reduced fertility, genetic drift, and a general shortage of
patches, suggesting that many small, isolated patches will
the genetic variability needed to both sustain a healthy
contain few species.
population and allow it to adapt (Noss and Cooperrider
1994, Hoctor 2003).
Edge Effects and Disrupted Natural Regimes
To consider one example, the Florida panther
Habitat fragmentation presents other, more subtle
faces a high threat of
problems. As Forman
extinction (U.S. Fish and
puts it, “[f]ragmentaWildlife Service n.d.)
tion affects nearly all
because of its restricecological patterns and
tion to a relatively
processes” including
large habitat patch in
flows of wind, water,
south Florida (Noss
and nutrients (1995;
and Cooperrider 1994,
quote from page 415).
Hoctor 2003). Although
Of particular concern
this landscape includes
are fragmentation’s
some 2.2 million acres,
promotion of edge
it cannot support a
effects and its modificaviable population of
tion of natural regimes.
panthers because each
Edge effects occur
animal requires on the
where different land
order of 30,000 acres
covers or successional
of habitat (Kautz et al.
stages border one
2006) (Figure 3.6). As
another--e.g., where a
Figure 3.6: Estimated carrying capacities of primary and secondary panther habitat
a result, the panther
row crops abut woodareas in south Florida. (Kautz et al. 2006)
finds itself threatened
lands--and they usually
by inbreeding, reduced fertility, and a loss of evolutionary
extend at least 150 feet into a patch (Randolph 2004)
potential (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). 		
(Figure 3.7). Along these edges, species may encounter
The risks of living in an undersized, isolated
different microclimates and special types of predation
patch would be of far less consequence if organisms
and competition (Peck 1998). As a case in point, woodcould move easily among patches. However, in fragland birds living near pasture edges are subject to higher
mented landscapes, developed and even agricultural
than normal rates of brood parasitism by the brownmatrices represent significant barriers to movement for
headed cowbird (Molothrus ater), which thrives along
many species, thereby increasing their isolation (Forman
such boundaries (Steinitz et al. 1996). In general, edge
1995). Roads in particular hinder movement between
effects contrast with interior conditions, which feature
patches. Some species avoid them altogether while
decreased human influence, a more stable microclimate,
others are regularly killed or injured attempting to cross
and a higher proportion of specialist species (Forman
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003). The panther,
1995). By increasing the proportion of edge-to-interior
for example, would enjoy a more favorable outlook could
area, fragmentation reduces the extent of valuable interior habitat (Forman 1995).
3 This so-called 50/500 rule has in many contexts been
Finally, natural regimes—to which many organreplaced by more specific and sophisticated viability
isms are closely adapted—are also impacted by fraganalyses; however, it remains a useful standard.
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animals (Forman 1995); and slow (or prevent) forest regeneration (Forman 1995). None of these changes bode
well for biodiversity.
Other Costs*
In sum, habitat fragmentation, perhaps the norm in
Florida’s and America’s present-day landscape, threatens
biodiversity in several ways, not the least of which are its
reduction, isolation, and sometimes extirpation of wildlife
populations, its promotion of edge effects, and its impairment of natural regimes. The effects of fragmentation
have also begun to impact people, particularly in hydrologic terms. For example, reduced riparian vegetation
and increased impervious surface (paving)--both characteristic of fragmented landscapes--exacerbate flooding
and accelerate aquifer degradation, which are potentially
disastrous problems in populated areas (Forman 1995,
Steinitz et al. 1996, C. Barnett 2007). More generally, as
a threat to biodiversity, habitat fragmentation imperils
the many ecosystem services outlined in Chapter 2. The
reduction and isolation of natural habitat thus represents
“one of the greatest threats to biodiversity worldwide”
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994, page 51) and involves
significant costs to people. The remainder of this paper
explores potential solutions to this critical issue.

Figure 3.7: Edge versus interior habitat. Various effects from the matrix surrounding these patches extend into the patches themselves.
(www.sof.eomf.on.ca)

mentation (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Forman 1995,
Randolph 2004). Fragmented landscapes can inhibit fire
(Randolph 2004); increase storms’ impact on plants and
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4 Conservation Principles
In response to the problems of habitat fragmentation, landscape ecologists and wildlife managers have
recognized the need to preserve and connect core habitats. 						
		
--John Randolph (2004), Environmental Land Use Planning and Management, page 559

Figure 4.1: Bison (Bison bison) in Yellowstone National Park, the core of one of North America’s largest conservation areas. (www.nationalgeographic.com)

Recall that biodiversity includes organisms, genetic
resources, communities/ecosystems, and ecological and
evolutionary processes (Keystone Center 1991). Conservation-oriented disciplines, such as the relatively new
sciences of landscape ecology and conservation biology,
recognize that these biotic components require significant amounts of land if they are to persist. More specifically, sufficient land must be set aside to represent all
ecosystem types, to maintain viable populations of all native species, and to maintain natural processes (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003). As such, many experts
feel that land conservation amounts to the “cornerstone
of a national biodiversity strategy” (Noss and Cooperrider
1994, page 93). Unfortunately, traditional approaches
to land conservation, such as the preservation of scenic
(e.g., Yellowstone) or undesirable (e.g., the Everglades)
areas, have proved inadequate (see Chapter 5), prompting the development over the past thirty or so years of a
number of conservation (or “reserve design”) principles
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003). The most
important of these principles, offered in simplified form,

are the focus of this chapter.
Reserve Extent and Context*
Guidelines for reserve extent and context attempt to
establish how much land should be set aside for conservation and what land uses should surround it. Given
nature’s complexity, it is hardly surprising that no universal prescription exists; in truly concise form, these
guidelines could be summarized, “it depends”. For our
purposes, it should be sufficient to consider the following
criteria when evaluating reserve extent:
--Does the reserve include adequate interior habitat?
Smaller reserves will be more heavily impacted by
edge effects, and may in fact include little more than
edge habitat (Peck 1998). If protecting interior species is a concern, reserves will need to be larger and
shaped in such a way (e.g., somewhat circular) that
sufficient interior habitat is included (Peck 1998).
--What is the overall quality of habitat within the
reserve? “Poor habitat quality can reduce the effec25
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biodiversity than a pasture-ringed 700,000 acre reserve
that does achieve these objectives. All things considered,
scientific estimates of the portion of a region that should
be preserved range from 25-75% (Noss and Cooperrider
1994).

tive size of a reserve by reducing the populations it is
able to support” (Peck 1998, page 95). Thus reserves
containing high-quality habitat may not require as
much area as those containing a higher proportion of
marginal habitat.
--Is the reserve large enough to support disturbance
regimes? Many organisms are dependent upon
natural disturbance regimes, but recently disturbed
areas may not be inhabitable by these and other
species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Peck 1998). For
this reason, reserves should be large enough that
disturbances affect only “a relatively small part…at
any one time” (Noss and Cooperrider 1994; quote
page 165).
--Are all communities or habitat types and all species
native to the region included? (See Chapter 5 for a
more in-depth discussion of this consideration.)
--Is the reserve large enough to support wide-ranging
species? Thousands of acres are required to support
a single panther, grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horrilis), or wolf pack (Canis lupus) (Harris 1984). Many
consider these and other wide-ranging carnivores to
be keystone species, or organisms whose presence
is essential to an ecosystem’s health (Kendeigh et al.
1950-51, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Forman 1995).
Because reserves capable of sustaining large-carnivore populations may require in excess of 10 million
acres (Noss and Cooperrider 1994)—an area larger
than the state of Maryland—the concept of inter-reserve connectivity, discussed in the next section, has
become increasingly important (Hoctor 2003).

Connectivity
Reserve function can be greatly enhanced by connectivity, which is in general terms “the capacity of a landscape
to support the movements of organisms, materials, or
energy” (Peck 1998, page 73) (Figure 4.2). I will take a
more narrow view, emphasizing what Noss and Cooperrider (1994) call “functional connectivity”, or a landscape’s traversability for certain target species. This
potential for population and genetic interchange makes
connectivity a key conservation principle, especially given
that individual reserves are often inadequate to sustain
populations of wide-ranging species (Chapter 3, Noss and
Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003). Indeed, some believe
that few reserves are viable as self-contained units (Steinitz 1996). This section will therefore describe several
functions of connectivity and examine some of its physical manifestations.

Context is closely linked to extent in that recommended reserve size varies directly with surrounding
land-use intensity (Harris 1984). Harris (1984) notes that
an old-growth forest reserve surrounded by clear-cut and
early-seral-stage regeneration might require as much as
ten times the area of an old-growth reserve surrounded
by mature timber. Widespread recognition that context
is vital to the functioning of a biotic reserve (Harris 1984,
Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003) has led to
proposals that reserves be surrounded by buffer zones,
mostly-natural areas in which low-intensity human activities, such as recreation or carefully managed silviculture,
are allowed (Harris 1984, Peck 1998, Hoctor et al. 2000).
Surrounding land use therefore represents an important
consideration as reserves are sized and located.
The bottom line in reserve size and context is
of course function (Peck 1998). A buffered million-acre
reserve that fails to represent all regional ecosystem
types, maintain viable populations of native species,
and support natural process is probably of less value to

Figure 4.2: High (A) and low (B) connectivity landscapes. (Randolph 2004)

The Benefits of Connectivity
Connectivity, also referred to as habitat linkage, serves
biodiversity in several ways. As mentioned, its principal
advantage is the facilitation of species movement, a kind
of bio-conductivity which operates at several levels. First,
connectivity allows members of a species to move about
within their home range (Hoctor 2003). Such movement
includes seasonal migration--as in the case of elk, who
use forested corridors to move between summer and
winter ranges--and locomotion for purposes of foraging or hunting (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Peck 1998).
Connectivity also facilitates the dispersal of species
(Peck 1998, Randolph 2004), bridging, in the parlance of
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scape ecology (Chapter 3), are the fundamental unit of
island biogeography, species sources and habitat islands.
connectivity, and they are supplemented in some cases
Sub-adult male black bears, for example, migrate away
by stepping stones and what may be called barrier-refrom their parents’ home ranges, dispersing anywhere
duction (Forman 1995, Dramstad et al. 1996, Peck 1998,
from a few miles to more than a hundred (Hoctor 2003).
Randolph 2004). Defined earlier as “linear or elongated
In addition, the threat of climate change suggests that
patches” (Randolph 2004, page 513), corridors provide
connectivity may provide an essential escape route for
connectivity by linking pieces of habitat, thereby facilitatspecies affected by sea-level rise or changed habitat
ing the inter-patch movement of organisms (Randolph
conditions (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003).
2004).1 Examples of corridors include riparian strips,
Locally, the Florida panther may soon be forced to move
northward if its current low-lying home range is claimed
washes, hedgerows, and essentially any other bands of
by Florida Bay.
remnant vegetation (Forman 1995). Riparian corridors
Connectivity also serves to meld semi-distinct
are of special significance because they are nutrient-rich,
populations into metapopulations (van Langevelde 1994),
hardwood-dominated2, and, of course, relatively abunwhich are simply networks of component populations
dant in water, which is valuable both for drinking and as
that benefit from intermigration and the exchange of
the basis for rich aquatic food chains (Harris 1984, Dramgenetic material (Groom et al. 2006) (Figure 4.3). Due
stad et al. 1996).
to habitat fragmentation’s partition of landscapes and
In general, corridors providing optimal conpopulations worldwide, metapopulations are increasingly
nectivity for biotic elements should exhibit the following
common and important (Peck 1998). Not only does a
characteristics, many of which will be recognizable as
functional metapopulationproducts of landscape ecol-made possible by habitat
ogy (see Chapter 3):
connectivity--promote interbreeding, it also decreases
--Wide corridors are preferthe severity of local extincable to narrow ones, but
tions, since other compoprecise width requirements
nent groups of a metapopuvary across species (Ranlation are able to recolonize
dolph 2004, Groom et al.
vacant areas (Peck 1998).
2006). Moreover, viable
To return to the black bear
minimum width is depenexample, conservation plandent upon corridor length
ners in Florida believe that
(Peck 1998). The black bear,
linking the state’s five main
for example, is thought to
subpopulations (Figure 2.3)
need a minimum corridor
into one or more functioning
width of approximately 5 km
metapopulations will imfor regional-scale connectivprove the species’ chances
ity (Hoctor 2003), but for
for survival in an increasingly Figure 4.3: A metapopulation made possible by connectivity. (www.coryi.org) more local movement may
fragmented landscape (Hocrequire a clearance of only
tor 2003).
a few dozen meters (Hillary Swain, personal communication). The length of time a corridor is expected
Connectivity in the Landscape*
to function is also an issue. Corridor-width rules-ofIn many ways, then, connectivity is the opposite of
thumb put forth by Harris and Scheck (1991) provide
fragmentation, mitigating isolation, enhancing movea useful summary: A short-term (i.e., weeks or
ment, and bolstering populations against inbreeding and
months) corridor for well-studied individual animals
extinction. As a result, it has been accepted as “a critical
calls for a width measured in “tens of meters”; a
reserve design principle” (Hoctor 2003, page 51; Kautz et
1 Although the term “corridor” can also refer to humanal. 2006, Hoctor et al. 2008). But what does connectivity
wrought features of a linear nature, such as roads and
look like in the landscape? Further, what characteristics
canals (Forman 1995), I will use it as Randolph (2004)
should ideal habitat linkages exhibit? Given their practidoes--to refer to elongated, natural or semi-natural
cal significance to current conservation efforts, these
patches that link other patches.
issues will be briefly addressed here.
2 Harris states that hardwoods provide greater quantities
Corridors, introduced in the discussion of landof food for wildlife than do conifers (1984, pp. 142-143).
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corridor expected to function for years for an entire
well-studied species requires a width measured
in “hundreds of meters”; while a long-term (i.e.,
decades or centuries) corridor serving many poorlyunderstood species necessitates a width measured
in kilometers (quoted in Forman 1995, page 155).
(Note also the importance of understanding the corridor’s users.)
--Functional corridors also exhibit continuity (Randolph 2004). Corridors should include few gaps, and
unavoidable gaps should be of limited width (Forman
1995). Some types of squirrels, for example, seem
to require “an essentially continuous line of trees
to move between dispersed woods” (Forman 1995,
page 202). Bottlenecks in corridors are also to be
avoided (Hoctor, personal communication).
--In terms of vegetation, corridors whose floristic
features match those of the patches they connect
are preferred (Dramstad et al. 1996), and those composed of native vegetation are preferred to those
dominated by introduced plants (Randolph 2004). In
addition, corridors offering structural diversity (i.e.,
a range of vegetation types) are favored over those
exhibiting homogeneity (Forman 1995, Randolph
2004). Heterogeneity is of special importance if
corridors are to support the movements of multiple
species (Randolph 2004).
--When possible, redundant corridors, those providing more than one route along which to move from
patch to patch, are also desirable (Randolph 2004).

Randolph (2004) provides a concise summary of ideal
corridor features: “Corridors should be continuous, wide
as possible, redundant, and reflective of natural and
historic conditions” (page 559) (Figure 4.4).
Where gaps in and barriers to connectivity
are found, corridors may be supplemented by stepping
stones and certain barrier-reducing features. Stepping
stones--small, dispersed patches between larger habitat
blocks--provide a degree of connectivity where corridor
gaps are unavoidable3 (Dramstad et al. 1996) (Figure
4.5). Ideally, stepping stones should be arranged in a
linear cluster, wherein redundant travel routes between
patches are possible (Dramstad et al. 1996).
Barrier-reducing features, such as wildlife overand underpasses, serve to maintain connectivity where
permanent corridor obstructions, most notably roads,
are found (Forman 1995). Forman (1995) observes that
such features have been used in Europe, Australia, and in
various American states, including Florida. Alligators (Alligator mississippiensis), for example, rely on underpasses
beneath U.S. 441 near Gainesville, Florida, to access the
full extent of Payne’s Prairie, a local wetland (personal
observation). Likewise, panthers use underpasses to
traverse I-75 in south Florida (Noss and Cooperrider
1994, Forman 1995). Thus, corridor gaps and obstructions should not be viewed as insurmountable obstacles,
but rather as challenges to be overcome through creative
landscape solutions. On the other hand, the creation of
3 The utility of stepping stones will depend to some degree on the species using them and the condition of the
matrix (Hoctor, personal communication).

Figure 4.4: A summary of desirable corridor attributes. (Randolph 2004)
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unit in which, not surprisingly, “the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts” (Noss 1992, page 17). What follows
is brief discussion of desirable network attributes, along
with a conservation-network case study.
Desirable Conservation-Network Characteristics*
The basic characteristics of optimal conservation networks parallel those suggested for individual reserves and
corridors: Networks should include large core reserves
and wide corridors, and these should be buffered by
tracts of mostly-natural land where humans engage in
only low-impact activities (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
Beyond the guidelines already offered for individual
reserves and for connectivity, recommendations for successful conservation networks include the following:

Figure 4.5: Habitat patches in a stepping-stone pattern provide a degree
of connectivity. (www.unl.edu)

new barriers to natural flows--again, roads are the primary culprit here--should be avoided or at least carefully
planned (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor 2003).
Conservation Networks
Modern conservation principles, many of which are
grounded in island biogeography and landscape ecology, thus call for adequately sized and buffered habitat
patches linked by connective features such as corridors
(Figure 4.6). Many believe that the fusion of these
elements into conservation networks represents biodiversity’s best chance for long-term survival in our
fragmented landscape (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Peck
1998, Hoctor 2003, Groom et al. 2006). As Peck (1998)
puts it, “[t]he concept of reserve networks developed
from the realization that isolated reserves are not sufficient to preserve biodiversity” (page 105). Conservation
networks (a.k.a. reserve networks or ecological networks)
are simply groups of habitat patches, often buffered,
which are functionally linked by corridors (Peck 1998).
In this way, they are a summation of the principles and
elements examined thus far. Functionally joined, the
components of a reserve network behave as a synergistic

--Core reserves located close to one another are
preferrable to widely scattered reserves (Noss
and Cooperrider 1994). This principle is based on
island biogeographic theory (see Chapter 3), which
postulates that islands further from species sources
will enjoy less species richness than those more
proximate (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Furthermore, even wide-ranging species will disperse only
so far (Hoctor 2003).
--Ideally, a “dendritic network of corridors containing many nodes of small and medium-sized forest
islands” should link individual habitat cores (Noss
and Cooperrider 1994, page 145). Thus, core
reserves linked merely by a single straight-line corridor form a sub-optimal network.
--Similarly, Forman (1995) argues that a high degree
of circuitry is desirable in networks. Circuitry refers
to the degree of reticulation (i.e., the number of
loops) present in a system. According to Forman
(1995), these loops offer alternative routes for traveling animals who wish to avoid predators, disturbances, and other risky situations.
--Networks should include areas of high ecological
value and should represent as many native ecosystems and species as possible (Noss and Cooperrider
1994). The identification of these must-protect
areas will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Conservation networks therefore emphasize
integration, whereby a number of carefully arranged
components together provide biodiversity with options
unavailable in individual reserves. The need for networks
is highlighted by the shortcomings of current reserves,
particularly with regard to wide-ranging species, who
need more land than is generally available in discrete
blocks to maintain viable populations (Noss and Cooper-

Figure 4.6: Basic ecological network components. (Randolph 2004)
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rider 1994, Carr et al. 2002, Hoctor 2003, Groom et al.
2006).
Nonetheless, conservation networks face
criticism, including claims that they may only provide
connectivity for a handful of species and that few, if any,
such networks have been validated in practice (Boitani
et al. 2007). These critiques are evidently outweighed
by a preponderance of evidence in favor of networks.
Hoctor writes, “all research on biodiversity conservation
indicates the same thing: large, functionally integrated
reserve networks are required to effectively conserve
biodiversity” (2003, page 266). Consequently, detailed
conservation-network proposals have been developed for
several states and for portions of northern Europe (Cook
and van Lier 1994, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Hoctor et
al. 2000, Hoctor et al. 2008).

--Restoration and maintenance of essential connectivity among diverse native ecological systems and
processes.
--Facilitation of the ability of these ecosystems and
landscapes to function as dynamic systems.
--Maintenance of the evolutionary potential of the
biota of these ecosystems and landscapes to adapt
to future environmental changes.
In pursuit of these goals, Hoctor et al. proceeded
to identify potential network features using a GIS-based
process that sought to systematically and defensibly
locate both areas of ecological significance and suitable
linkages between them (Hoctor et al. 2000). A similar
process will be detailed in Chapter 5; for now, suffice it
to say that the FEN effort focused on preserving “important habitats for native species, significant natural communities, wetlands, roadless areas, floodplains, and high
quality aquatic ecosystems…and the landscape linkages
necessary to protect a functional statewide network”
(Carr et al. 2002, page 11). The principles discussed thus
far are readily evident in the FEN prototype map (Figure 4.7), with buffers and linkages complementing core
reserves. Although the final FEN plan (Figure 4.8) does
not distinguish between buffer areas and core reserves,
its numerous habitat cores joined by carefully located
corridors still resemble the network schematic shown in
Figure 4.6.
In terms of FEN methodology, extent was
controlled by a 2,000 hectare minimum size for these
core reserves, this area being judged sufficiently large for
important species and natural processes (Hoctor et al.
2000). Context was addressed by excluding from consideration areas subject to negative edge effects, specifically
those within 180 meters of urban land uses (Hoctor et al.
2000). Connectivity was provided through the identification of suitable corridors between core reserves, many of
which turned out to be riparian (Hoctor et al. 2000). The
FEN thus manifests many of the principles and guidelines
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, and provides a strategic
guide for conservation in the state.

A Conservation-Network Case Study: The Florida Ecological Network
The various conservation and conservation-network principles find application in projects like the Florida Ecological Network (FEN), first proposed by Noss and Harris in
the 1980s (Noss 1987) and later developed in detail by
Hoctor and colleagues (Hoctor et al. 2000, Hoctor 2003).
The FEN project’s conservation objectives correspond
closely with those put forth herein, namely to represent
all ecosystem types, to maintain viable populations of all
native species, and to maintain ecological and evolutionary processes. The following list of FEN goals is taken
directly from Hoctor (2003):
--Conservation of critical elements of Florida’s native
ecosystems and landscapes.

Figure 4.7: Florida Ecological Network
prototype. (Noss and Cooperrider 1994)
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Figure 4.8: Proposed Florida Ecological Network. (Hoctor 2003)

Figure 2-4. Florida Ecological Network model results. The results include existing and
proposed conservation lands within the ecological network. Existing
conservation includes all public lands with some conservation management
and private preserves. Proposed conservation lands include all projects
within official federal, state, regional and local land acquisition/protection
programs. Although the ecological network includes water within all of the
31
major rivers and most intact estuarine
systems, these features have not been
differentiated from other areas of open water in this figure.
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5 Selecting Conservation Areas
Selecting sites that warrant the highest degree of protection is the most vital task in the entire
land protection process... 											
		
--Noss and Cooperrider (1994), Saving Nature’s Legacy, page 100

Figure 5.1: Gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus), a threatened species. (www.juddpatterson.com)

Before going further, however, I should explain why traditional, non-scientific conservation efforts have proved
insufficient.

Chapter 4 introduced a few of the most important
reserve-design principles, including guidelines for sizing,
buffering, and linking biotic reserves. Chapter 5 turns to
the critical task of identifying lands most worthy of conservation efforts. Faced with ongoing habitat fragmentation--and equipped with limited time and money--conservationists must prioritize; they must protect and acquire
land strategically so as to quickly preserve biodiversity’s
most essential, most threatened domains (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994, Groom et al. 2006). Each preservation
or acquisition must therefore be of maximum value to
nature, a requirement that calls for detailed, defensible
analysis and mapping of biotic resources.
This identification process, also known as the
“ecological inventory”, has emerged as a science, albeit
one still in its early stages of development (Hoctor
2003, Groom et al. 2006). Like many expanding sciences, it involves competing theories and approaches
(Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006). This chapter will touch
briefly on these alternative approaches (which are often
complimentary) and will attempt to draw from them, in
the style of previous chapters, a workable list of recommendations for the identification of naturally vital places.

Traditional Conservation Shortcomings
As suggested in Chapter 4, traditional criteria for locating
conservation areas in the U.S. (and beyond) have proved
inadequate for the preservation of biodiversity primarily
because they have not emphasized biotic needs. State
and national parks and other managed lands exist where
they do mainly for aesthetic, recreational, or historic
reasons (Forman 1995). In addition, many economically
worthless lands have been set aside for conservation
(Groom et al. 2006). Yellowstone National Park, with its
unique geologic features, epitomizes scenic conservation,
while waterlogged Everglades National Park represents
the preservation of economically marginal areas.
Our current conservation portfolio is therefore
biased toward scenic and marginal lands, and fails to
protect a representative mix of biotic elements (Noss
and Cooperrider 1994, Groom et al. 2006). Areas of low
economic value, including infertile and steep lands, are
overrepresented, while some habitat types--especially
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tially, then, Gap Analyses have borne out that traditional
conservation techniques protect an unrepresentative mix
of species and communities.
Nor do the extents of our parks and conservation areas correlate well with the natural ranges of large
vertebrates (Forman 1995). Bison, for example, regularly
venture out of Yellowstone Park (and are often killed by
neighboring ranchers) (U.S. National Park Service n.d.b.),
while Florida panther routinely foray northward onto
private lands from their base in Everglades National Park
and Big Cypress National Preserve (Hoctor 2003). Even
if park boundaries did correspond more closely with the
ecologically determined territories of wide-ranging species, our existing parks and reserves are simply not large
enough or sufficiently connected to sustain viable populations of these and other native species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). In sum, traditional conservation criteria have
led to the selection of “inefficient and unrepresentative”
reserve areas, at least with regard to biodiversity (Groom
et al. 2006, page 521).

those associated with valuable human enterprise (e.g.,
tall-grass prairie [U.S. National Park Service n.d.a.])--are
under-protected (Groom et al. 2006). As a result, the
most threatened ecosystems and species--those in the
path of human activities--are often poorly protected in
the current conservation scheme (Groom et al. 2006).
Federally funded Gap Analyses, which identify
species and communities inadequately represented in
conservation areas, highlight these shortcomings. One
such analysis in Hawaii revealed an “almost complete
lack of overlap” between conservation areas and the
habitat of endangered birds (Groom et al. 2006, page
518) (Figure 5.2). In Idaho, Gap Analysis showed that
mountainous habitats were well represented in conservation areas, but that “habitat types found on lands most
appealing for human settlement” were not (Carr et al.
2002, page 6). Similarly, California’s Gap Analysis showed
that desert-scrub, subalpine, and alpine habitats were
well represented, while more economically valuable ecosystems, such as prairie grasslands and hardwood forests,
were inadequately protected (Davis et al. 1998). Essen-

Figure 5.2: Gap Analysis results from Hawaii
showing the poor correlation between finch
habitat (gray areas) and conservation lands
(solid-line polygons). (Groom et al. 2006)
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Multiple Contemporary Approaches
More effective methods for identifying potential conservation lands have
evolved over the past few decades.
These contemporary approaches share
a reliance on geographic information
systems (hereafter GIS) to systematically and defensibly assimilate various
spatially referenced datasets--such as
land cover, habitat quality, and hydrologic features--into graphic outputs
(maps) which may be used to guide
conservation efforts (Peck 1998, Hoctor
2003, Randolph 2004). Present-day
approaches diverge, however, on the
issue of whether ecological inventories should emphasize the habitats of
individual species (i.e., species-based
approaches), the representation of
natural communities (communitybased approaches), or the overall pattern of landscape elements (landscapebased approaches) (Steinitz et al. 1996,
Hoctor 2003, Lindenmayer and Fischer
2006). In other words, opinions differ
as to whether ecological inventories
should apply (1.) a “fine filter”--one
that combs an area land for valuable
habitat on a species-by-species basis;
(2.) a “coarse filter”--which seeks to
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identify all (or most) natural community types; or (3.) a
patch-matrix-corridor method--one that focuses on preserving a suitable mix of these key landscape elements.
As will be shown, each approach has its pros and cons,
and an optimal strategy for identifying conservation areas
may draw tactics from all three (Hoctor 2003). What
follows is a very brief introduction to the species-, community-, and landscape-based approaches to identifying
areas that require protection.

Community-Based Approaches
Also known as “coarse-filter” approaches, communitybased methods for selecting conservation areas emphasize representation, or the preservation of at least some
sample of all natural communities or ecosystems (Noss
and Cooperrider 1994). With the identification and preservation of natural communities, the thinking goes, entire
suites of species associated with these ecosystems will
be preserved (Hoctor 2003). In quantifiable terms, it has
been estimated that coarse-filter approaches can protect
85-90% of species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
Community-based methodology is founded in
an examination of vegetation types, often using aerial
or satellite imagery, this being the most straightforward
means of identifying and mapping ecosystems (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994). To cite another example from FNAI,
that agency has used aerial photography to determine
that scrub, sandhill, and pine flatwoods communities (among others) are currently underrepresented in
Florida’s conservation portfolio (FNAI 2009a) (Figure 5.4).
As mentioned, Gap Analyses often proceed along similar
lines, comparing an inventory of an area’s habitat types
(communities) with a catalogue of those protected by its
conservation lands.
Feasibility is the central advantage of coarsefilter approaches in that an inventory of several dozen or
even several hundred community types is far more workable than a jumble of datasets representing thousands
or millions of individual species (Noss and Cooperrider
1994). However, as indicated, some species, especially
rare, endemic, and wide-ranging ones, will be overlooked
by the coarse-filter approach (Noss and Cooperrider
1994). In addition, some natural communities or ecotypes may be difficult to identify with remotely sensed

Species-Based Approaches
Like the federal Endangered Species Act of 1973, speciesbased approaches to selecting conservation areas seek
to identify and protect habitat critical to the survival of
individual species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Often
targeting rare, endemic (found in only one area), or
wide-ranging organisms, the species approach involves
understanding the habitat needs of a particular species
and then mapping (and protecting) areas that satisfy
those criteria (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Groom et al.
2006) (Figure 5.3). The Florida Natural Areas Inventory
(FNAI), for example, uses rare-species-habitat maps to
help guide the Florida Forever program, a publicly funded
initiative that acquires essential conservation lands in the
state (FNAI n.d.).
Species-based approaches are valuable in that
their “fine-filters” identify naturally critical areas that may
be passed over by other “coarser” inventory methods
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Their principal disadvantage is quite simply the impracticality of understanding
the habitat needs of all species in a region (some of
which may have yet to be named or described) and locating habitat suitable for each organism (Lindenmayer and
Fischer 2006).

Figure 5.4: A community-based approach: Remaining dry prairie
(orange), sandhill (green), and scrub (purple) are shown in northern
Highlands County. (Data: FNAI)

Figure 5.3: A species-based approach: Scrub jay habitat appears in green
on this map of northern Highlands County. (Data: GeoPlan)
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data (Hoctor, personal communication).
Landscape-Based Approaches
Others believe that effective biotic conservation depends
on the identification and protection of key landscape
elements and patterns (Forman 1995). According to this
landscape-ecology-allied perspective, characteristics of
the landscape mosaic--composed of patches, corridors,
and the matrix--affect many species in predictable ways
(Forman 1995; see Chapter 3). As a result, landscapebased theorists believe the preservation of strategic
mosaic components will enhance species richness and
population viability, facilitate dispersal, and promote
natural processes (Forman 1995, Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006, Hoctor, personal communication).
Which landscape elements are deemed most
strategic? Those providing inter-patch connectivity (i.e.,
corridors)--especially through a hostile matrix--are most
critical for protection, as are large patches and what Forman calls “convergence points”, which are places where
three or more habitat types come together (Forman
1995, Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006). In one example
of a landscape-based conservation approach, Hoctor
(2003) identified potential linkages between the various
black bear sub-populations in Florida, concluding that
enhanced landscape connectivity would promote the
long-term viability of black bears and many other species
(Figure 5.5).
Like community-based analyses, landscapebased approaches can effectively guide conservation
efforts without bogging down in investigations of every
species in an area of concern (Forman 1995, Hoctor
143
2003). On the other hand, landscape-based approaches
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may require supplemental analyses (a finer filter) to
ensure the protection of all species (Hoctor et al. 2000,
Hoctor 2003).
A Mini-Synthesis of Contemporary Approaches*
As has been suggested, these approaches potentially
complement one another (Hoctor 2003, Lindenmayer
and Fischer 2006, Groom et al. 2006). In fact, a regional
conservation analysis involving all three approaches may
represent the ideal (Kiester et al. 1996). This concept
finds practical application in the Ecoregional Planning (or
Ecoregional Assessment) process, a fusion of species-,
community-, and landscape-based approaches developed by The Nature Conservancy, a global non-profit that
identifies and protects areas of high biotic significance
(Hoctor 2003, The Nature Conservancy 2006). Although
Ecoregional Assessments may combine the best of
all worlds, they require time, manpower, and funding
unavailable for many ecological inventories, including
Heartland 2060’s. As a result, citing various sources, I
offer a simplified and hopefully workable distillation of
contemporary approaches to the conservation inventory.
These principles, arranged from coarse filter to fine filter,
form a theoretical basis for the inventory described in
Chapter 8.
In general, conservation inventories should seek
to identify the following areas for protection:
--Representative samples of all natural communities / habitat types (Noss and Cooperrider 1994,
Peck 1998, Hoctor 2003, The Nature Conservancy,
2006): This vegetation-based coarse-filter approach
will protect most species and ecosystems in a single
stroke (Noss and Cooperrider 1994), making it “[o]ne
of the most important steps within a reserve design
process” (Hoctor 2003, page 49). Identifying communities currently underrepresented in conservation
portfolios, exemplified by Gap Analysis and FNAI’s
natural communities inventory, is of special importance (Hoctor 2003).
--Important water bodies and wetlands (Noss and
Cooperrider, Hoctor et al. 2000, Carr et al. 2002,
Randolph 2004): Conservation efforts should not be
limited to terrestrial systems (Noss and Cooperrider
v1994). The loss and degradation of wetlands and
water bodies worldwide is well-publicized (particularly in Florida; see C. Barnett 2007), and several of
the most endangered plant and animal groups in the
United States are aquatic (Groom et al. 2006) (Figure
5.6). High priority aquatic areas include functional
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Figure 5.6: A high proportion of several aquatic taxa (underlined) are threatened by extinction in the United States. (Groom et al. 2006)

Figure 5.7: Endemic plant taxa in the U.S. by state. Notice that Florida ranks third behind
California and Hawaii. (Noss and Cooperrider 1994)

wetlands1, springs, estuaries, and water
bodies harboring rare fish (FNAI 2009a).
--Roadless areas (Noss and Cooperrider
1994, Carr et al. 2002, Hoctor 2003): Somewhat insulated from human interference,
areas of low road density are preferred by
many large vertebrates, including black
bears, wolves (Hoctor 2003), and elk (Forman 1995). Furthermore, roads diminish
landscape connectivity (see Chapter 4) and
correlate directly with animal mortality
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994). For these
reasons, roadless areas are a high priority
for conservation.
--Landscape linkages (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Forman 1995, Dramstad et al.
1996, Peck 1998, Hoctor et al. 2000, Carr et
al. 2002, Hoctor 2003, Groom et al. 2006):
Given the many benefits of landscape connectivity (see Chapter 4), it should come
as no surprise that the identification and
preservation of linkages between habitat
patches is an essential conservation step.
Datasets representing key landscape linkages are included in the ecological inventory
described in Chapter 8.
--Areas of high species richness, also
referred to as biodiversity hotspots (Noss
and Cooperrider 1994, Peck 1998, Carr et
al. 2002, Wilson 2002, Groom et al. 2006):
In simple terms, species richness can be
thought of as the number of species per
1,000 individuals in an ecosystem (Randolph
2004). Examples of species-rich ecosystems include temperate old-growth forests
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994), tropical rain
forests (The Nature Conservancy 2006), and
estuaries (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency n.d.b). Such areas yield many species protected per acre preserved (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994).
--Areas of endemism (Noss and Cooperrider
1994, Peck 1998, Groom et al. 2006, The
Nature Conservancy 2006): Endemic species
occupy limited ranges, from “single outcrops
to entire physiographic regions” (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994, page 101) (Figure 5.7).
Therefore, when the habitat of endemic species is fragmented (or destroyed), these spe-

1 I.e., “wetlands existing in a natural state”
(FNAI 2009a, page 68)
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cies, having no fall-back range or population source,
will probably vanish altogether (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Isolated or once-isolated regions, such
as the Heartland Region’s Lake Wales Ridge--at one
time a string of islands--often feature high levels of
endemism (Hoctor 2003).
--Habitat supporting rare and endangered species
(Harris 1984, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Peck
1998, Groom et al. 2006): As recognized by the
Endangered Species Act, the habitat of beleaguered
species must be preserved if they are to stand any
chance of recovery. In many cases--for example, the
critically endangered panther’s--further habitat loss
may result in extinction for rare and endangered
organisms (US EPA 2009). Hence the essential nature
of identifying and protecting these areas, usually on
a species-by-species basis.
		
These guidelines for identifying priority conservation areas are not meant to be comprehensive.2
Instead, they introduce the ecological inventory’s most
fundamental criteria and hopefully simplify the rather
technical details of the various contemporary approaches. In cases where time and funding for conservation
analysis are limited, as was the case with the Heartland
2060 ecological inventory, attention to these essential
principles should preserve the bulk of biotic elements.
It should also be recognized that reserve design
is an iterative process, that portfolio flaws identified
down the road can in many cases be remedied (Hoctor
2003). More importantly, conservationists must recognize that, while imperfect reserve selection is pardonable, inaction is not. As indicated in Chapter 2, habitat
fragmentation and biotic impoverishment are proceeding
at such a rate that even imperfectly conceived conservation efforts are of value. Hoctor (2003) summarizes this
“do the best with what you’ve got and soon” concept as
follows:

Conservation Lands as Green Infrastructure
Returning to a principal sub-theme of this paper, I should
point out that the protection of areas meeting the above
criteria offers direct benefits to humans. As seen in
Chapter 2, biodiversity itself provides a range of valuable services to humankind, including climate regulation,
food production, and waste treatment. It follows that
preserving areas essential to biotic systems protects
these irreplaceable functions. But the conservation of
lands and waters of special value to living things yields
additional benefits, perhaps the most important of which
are the protection of ground and surface water. Preserving roadless (i.e., undeveloped) areas, for instance,
often protects locales which are most critical to aquifer
recharge (C. Barnett 2007), while preserving wetlands
and riparian corridors protects surface water quality (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency 2001, Carr et al. 2002,
Randolph 2004). In one example of the recognition of
wetlands’ value for flora, fauna, and people, the $10 billion federal Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan
was conceived as both an eco-centric effort and an urban
water supply measure (C. Barnett 2007). Thus the protection of Florida’s (and the world’s) increasingly limited
freshwater supplies and its biotic resources can in many
cases proceed hand-in-hand.
Visual, recreational, and what might be termed
psycho-spiritual resources are also protected when areas
of high biological significance are preserved (Kaplan and
Kaplan 1989, Benedict and McMahon 2006). By virtue of
their landforms, water bodies, and non-human inhabitants, pristine natural areas--a term largely interchangeable with biologically significant areas--please the eye
and recharge the mind (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). For
the business-oriented, the appeal of such places can be
translated into tourist dollars (Benedict and McMahon
2006). Witness for example the proliferation of ecotourism in reserve-filled, biota-rich Costa Rica and New
Zealand (Figure 5.7).
Furthermore, the conservation of areas critical to biodiversity is not inconsistent with agriculture.
Hoctor (2003) states that low-intensity agricultural lands,
including unimproved pasture and pine plantations, can
provide habitat and linkages for rare and other species,
and can serve as valuable buffers between developed
areas and core reserves. (See also Harris 1984.) While
the interests of agriculture and biota do not always align,
farms and other working landscapes--themselves often
endangered by development--can fit into a conservation
scheme.
Recognition of the wide range of ecosystem
services and other anthropocentric benefits provided by

Reserve designers will never have all of the
information they would like, and yet there is a
need to make decisions now as habitat loss and
fragmentation accelerate. There are simply too
many species and too much ecological complexity for us to have all the answers. Therefore we
are forced to make decisions based on the best
available information. (page 267)
2 For a more detailed discussion of the selection of
conservation areas, see Noss and Cooperrider 1994 or
Hoctor 2003.
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Figure 5.7: Brochure for an international eco-tourism agency. (www.
worldwideecolodges.com)

conservation lands has given rise to the term “green infrastructure”, which in essence refers to natural and seminatural lands functioning in ways that benefit people
(Weber 2003, Randolph 2004, Benedict and McMahon
2006). Considered by some to be as important for people
as roads and utility lines (Randolph 2004), green infrastructure networks have been proposed for Georgia (Randolph 2004), Florida (Benedict and Drohan 2003), Maryland (Weber 2003), and EPA Region Four (the southeast)
(Carr et al. 2002). While green infrastructure is not the
primary focus of this paper, the point to be made here is
that biodiversity-focused conservation efforts mesh nicely
with attempts to preserve ecosystem services and other
natural functions that enhance our quality of life (Carr
et al. 2002, Hoctor 2003, Weber 2003, Randolph 2004,
Groom et al. 2006). Conservation’s multiple benefits
should thus be emphasized to policy makers and taxpayers as potentially expensive land-preservation proposals
are brought forth.
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6 Land-Use Suitability, Land-Use Conflict,
and Alternative Futures
Are there alternatives that should be considered that can accommodate the forecasted population growth
and also maintain the region’s high biodiversity and other environmental qualities?
		
--Steinitz et al. (1996), Biodiversity and Landscape Planning: Alternative 			
			
Futures for the Region of Camp Pendleton, California, page 88

Figure 6.1: Three-D model representing an alternative development pattern for metropolitan Orlando. (Barnett et al. 2005)

vation and development planning calls for methods and
precedents for assessing land-use suitabilities and for allocating future development in biodiversity- and peoplefriendly ways. These methods and precedents form the
subject matter of this chapter, which reviews one approach to modeling land-use suitability and conflict and
then examines two efforts to devise adaptive land-use
patterns for high-growth regions.

As stated initially, it increasingly appears that conservation efforts must be integrated with local and regional
development planning (Groom et al. 2006, Miller et al.
2008). There is simply insufficient conservation funding to protect/acquire all or even a safe proportion of
the biologically sensitive areas specified in Chapter 5.
Furthermore, we ourselves are part of life’s diversity, and
in many parts of the world, including Florida’s Heartland,
our requirements--such as housing, food, and employment--are expanding. Unfortunately we have not shown
much tendency to put non-human needs on an equal
footing with our own, particularly where land use is concerned (see Chapter 2). As a result, conservationists are
recognizing that the protection and acquisition of land for
conservation purposes should proceed in tandem with
the allocation of land for future human needs (Hoctor
2003, Groom et al. 2006, Kautz et al. 2006, Miller et al.
2008). This two-pronged approach aims to put people in
those areas best suited to our needs while preserving for
nature those places best able to meet its requirements.
The emerging trend towards integrating conser-
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LUCIS
The Land-Use Conflict Identification Strategy, or LUCIS,
has been developed by Carr and Zwick, both faculty
members here at the University of Florida’s School of
Landscape Architecture and Planning (see Carr and Zwick
2007). Used in Chapter 10 as part of this paper’s analysis
of potential land-use conflict in the Heartland Region,
.(
the LUCIS approach serves two primary purposes in this
study: First, it identifies areas valuable for conservation
that may soon succumb to development, potentially
allowing conservationists to purchase or protect these
areas before they are modified. As Hoctor puts it, “pri-
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oritization is essential to identify the lands that should be
targeted for conservation action first” (2003, page 255).
LUCIS achieves this sort of prioritization by highlighting
areas of high conservation value that will likely be developed in the near future. Second, the maps generated
by LUCIS will serve as a foundation for the alternative
regional futures proposed in Chapter 11. The LUCIS maps
will identify areas best-suited for development and conservation, and, where potential conflict exists, they will
help resolve it using relatively objective criteria. What
follows is a very brief overview of the LUCIS approach
based on an environmental planning/design course
taught by Carr and Zwick at the University of Florida, and
on their 2007 book Smart Land-Use Analysis: The LUCIS
Model (ESRI). The abbreviated LUCIS approach used
in Chapter 10 will be accompanied by a more detailed
explanation of the necessary GIS operations.
Developing “statements of intent” and supporting goals are the first steps in the LUCIS process. Statements of intent express in strategic terms the aim of
identifying lands most suitable for particular uses. For
example, a statement of intent might read, “identify
lands most suitable for agricultural uses.” Goals are more
specific, breaking the very general statements of intent
down into more manageable pieces. Thus the sample
statement of intent might include goals like identifying lands well suited for row crops, citrus groves, and
livestock. Once intentions and goals are established,
relevant datasets, usually in the form of shapefiles or
rasters, are gathered; these may be drawn from geophysical, biological, demographic, economic, political, cultural, or infrastructure-related disciplines. For instance,
identifying lands best suited for agriculture might require
shapefiles representing soil types, slope, natural land
cover, highways, etc.
Next, land-use suitabilities are determined, a
process that usually involves stakeholder input. In the agricultural-suitability example, the LUCIS facilitator would
convene those with a stake in local agriculture, such as
farmers, citrus growers, and ranchers, and these participants would identify land characteristics most important
to their respective positions. Farmers, for example, might
cite soil type, slope, and proximity to highways as the key
determinants of a plot’s value (if lacking, datasets representing each would need to be gathered). This input is
used to develop ranked lists of essential criteria for each
goal—that is, stakeholder-defined lists of what makes
land suitable for their particular use. Thus, in the simplified example, the row-crop-suitability list might read: soil
type (.5), slope (.3), and proximity to highways (.2), where
soil type is weighted 50%, slope 30%, and proximity to

highways 20% (in determining an area’s value as cropland).
Once these weighted (ranked) lists have been
established, a map is created for each criterion, identifying choice, mediocre, and poor areas (along a gradient)
in terms of that characteristic—for example, the best and
worst (and everything in between) soils for crops. These
individual maps, which are grids composed of many small
cells—usually ten or thirty meters square—are called
single utility assignments (SUAs). After an SUA has been
created for each criterion, these maps are aggregated using the weights established by the stakeholders. As SUAs
are stacked one upon another, so are individual cells,
allowing the GIS to calculate a weighted sum for each cell
in the output grid, which is called a multiple utility assignment, or MUA. In the full LUCIS approach, this process
would be repeated to establish key criteria, SUAs, and
MUAs for urban development suitability and conservation suitability.
Suit. for
livestock

Suit. for row
crops
Suit. for
intensive
livestock

Suit. for
silviculture

Suit. for
specialty
agriculture

Figure 6.2: MUAs representing various agricultural goals in north central
Florida. Greens indicate high suitability, yellows moderate, and reds low.
(Carr and Zwick 2007)

At this point the researcher would have a suitability grid in hand for each goal (e.g., grids showing
lands most suitable for row crops, citrus, and ranching)
(Figure 6.2). LUCIS next prescribes that s/he aggregate
these suitabilities. In this process, either the stakeholders convened for the suitability analysis or a new group
must evaluate the relative importance of the sub-goals.
Continuing the earlier example, the agricultural stakeholder group might decide that row crops are more
important than citrus production, and that citrus is more
important than ranching. Essentially, then, this step asks
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participants to assess the relative importance of the goal
MUAs as they are combined to create an output grid for
the entire statement of intent. Determining the relative importance of several sub-goals can be an intricate
process; Carr and Zwick recommend an approach called
pair-wise comparison, which involves the use of special
software (see Chapter 9 of Carr and Zwick 2007).
Once the stakeholders have assigned weights
to the various goals, the MUAs are combined according
to these specifications, generating what is referred to as
a preference grid (Figure 6.3). In the agricultural example, the preference grid would be simply a weightedsum combination of the row crop, citrus, and ranching
suitability grids. This process is repeated for the urban
development and conservation statements of intent.

In this way LUCIS is used to identify areas preferred (and suitable) for the three principal land uses,
urban development, agriculture, and conservation, and
it highlights those places where these land uses are likely
to conflict in the coming years. This result can serve as
a foundation for the development of efficient, conflictminimizing alternative futures for the study area.
Alternative Futures
This section describes two case studies in modeling
alternative regional futures. The first, centered in the
high-growth region between Los Angeles and San Diego,
is a biodiversity-focused assessment of both a default
development course and a series of alternatives based on
modified land-use policies. The second, involving metropolitan Orlando, also considers biodiversity in devising an
alternative future for that region, but bases its alternative proposal on anthropocentric issues as well. These
case studies form a precedent for the alternative futures
analysis undertaken in Chapter 11 of this paper.
Biodiversity and Landscape Planning: Alternative Futures
for the Region of Camp Pendleton, California
Led by Carl Steinitz of Harvard’s Graduate School of
Design and prepared for the federal government, the
1995-1996 Camp Pendleton study explored “how urban
growth and change in the rapidly developing region
between San Diego and Los Angeles might influence the
biodiversity of the area” (Steinitz et al. 1996, abstract)
(Figure 6.4). Like this effort, the Camp Pendleton study
examined a high-growth region and operated under the
hypothesis that habitat loss and fragmentation caused
by development represent major threats to biodiversity.
The Camp Pendleton study also parallels this effort in that
it used multiple parameters (a landscape pattern model,
several single-species models, and a species-richness
model) to map areas of high biotic significance within
the region, and then assessed the impacts of various
land-use programs on these spatial representations of
biodiversity. The Camp Pendleton study differs from this
paper, however, by virtue of its indefinite time horizon,
its alternative future criteria, and its in-depth analysis of
the various futures’ impacts on soils, hydrology, fire, and
visual resources.
Steinitz et al. began their process by modeling
the Pendleton region’s default development course, a
future based on existing policies, plans, and trends. This
model, termed Plans Build-Out, did not extend to a finite

Figure 6.3: Agricultural preference grid obtained by combining the MUAs
at in Figure 6.2 according to a stakeholder-specified formula. North to
south, the urban areas are Gainesville and Ocala. (Carr and Zwick 2007)

The researcher would now have three preference grids for the study area--agriculture, urban development, and conservation--which represent land-use
preference in terms of three separate criteria sets (the
three goals). These three grids should of course be compared to identify areas considered valuable by more than
one criteria set--for example, by both agriculture and
development. The GIS procedures required for this step
are outlined in Appendix D; for now, suffice it to say that
areas identified as valuable (high preference) by more
than criteria set are prone to land-use conflict.1

sion is that LUCIS identifies lands likely to be sought after
by more than one type of land use (e.g., conservation
and development).

1 For those confused by the methodology of LUCIS, don’t
worry. The essential point to be taken from this discus43
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Figure 6.5: Existing development (as of 1990) and projected trend development (to build-out) in the Camp Pendleton Region. Development is represented by yellow (residential) along with orange and lavender (commercial). Conditions within Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton remain essentially static.
(Steinitz et al. 1996)
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US Department of Defense, US EPA Region 9, ORD/NHEERL/WED; Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton, The Nature Conservancy
Types of future scenarios: [Time Frame 1990-2010]
1. Plans Build-Out: development allowed under current jurisdiction plans
2. Spread: low density and clustered rural residential development
3. Spread with Conservation 2010: Spread but with conservation measures
4. Private Conservation: low density development with large-lot private conservation
5. Multi-Centers: cluster development and new communities
6. New City: most development in one city in Riverside County
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Additional studies were done at restoration, subdivision, and third order watershed scales.
Evaluation criteria:
Visual preference, Agricultural productive soils, Runoff curve number, Flood hydrograph, Water discharge, Fire risk, Landscape ecological pattern, Single species
potential, Species richness, Species with 500+ home ranges
Results:
On a five point scale (1=worst, 5=best) for each evaluation criterion, the sums of the scores for each scenario were:
1. Plans Build-Out:
18
2. Spread:
14
3. Spread with Conservation 2010:
29
4. Private Conservation:
49
5. Multi-Centers:
31
6. New City:
32

Figure
6.6: Criteria and results for trend development and the five alternative patterns used in the Camp Pendleton study. (White et al. 2003)
Consequences:
Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton and other interested parties used evaluation results in considering policies for land use planning in the region.

--Alternative 3 (“Private Conservation”): Promoted

Studies at the University of Central Florida and completed

--Alternative 4 (“Multi-Centers”): Used a polycentric
approach, creating a small number of development
centers; also included a greenway/corridor network.
--Alternative 5 (“New City”): Concentrated growth in
a single new city.

University of Pennsylvania (Barnett et al. 2005). Its focus
was the seven-county region just north of--and partially
overlapping with--the Heartland Region; study counties
included Brevard, Lake, Orange, Osceola, Polk, Seminole,
and Volusia--essentially the Orlando metropolitan area
and its immediate surroundings. (Polk County is also participating in the Heartland 2060 process.)
Unlike the Camp Pendleton effort, the Orlandoarea study considered both environmental and anthropocentric issues, including concerns related to transportation, economic competitiveness, sense-of-place, and
overall quality of life in the region. These human-centered
issues are not the primary focus of this paper. However,
because of the Orlando region’s proximity to this paper’s
study area, because the Heartland 2060 process has been
partially modeled on Central Florida 2050 (of which the
Penn study is a component), and because human and
natural needs are often best addressed in concert, BarPlans Build-Out 2010
nett’s study merits review here.
The Penn class began with an analysis of the
Orlando region’s history, environment, economy, demographics, etc. (For a similar analysis of the Heartland
Region, see Chapter 7). They then modeled the region’s
default growth and development pattern to 2050, a (then)
forty-five year horizon by which the seven study counties
would have added 4.2 million people. Similar to Steinitz et al.’s Plans Build-Out model, this default scenario,
referred to as the Trend Model, multiplied projected
population increases by existing residential densities and
determined that nearly 1.2 million acres of additional
development would be required by 2050 to accommodate
the region’s new residents (the region’s total acreage is
about 5.3 million). It assumed that development would
occur in places with easy access to both employment centers and already-developed areas, that wetlands would be
avoided, and that no new area conservation lands would
be acquired. The Trend Model is mapped and summa-
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of Camp
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lotspublished
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withinUniversity.
areas of biotic importance.
Professor Jonathan Barnett’s urban design studio at the
http://www.gsd.harvard.edu/studios/brc/brc.html (last accessed 9 April 2003)

Once modeled (legible copies of the mapped
models are unavailable), these alternatives were evaluated by the same criteria used to assess the Plans BuildOut model (Figure 6.6). In general, the Spread alternative
performed worst--worse even than Plans Build-Out--while
the Private Conservation alternative performed best.
However, the New City alternative best protected species
richness and performed second-best in terms of protecting landscape patterns. Thus, Private Conservation represents a sensible all-around choice, but if biodiversity is of
paramount importance, the New City option also deserves
consideration.
Existing 1990
Steinitz et al. drew other important conclusions.
They found, for example, that when “the scenarios are carried forward to their build-out, all of the alternatives cause
serious impacts”, especially on biodiversity (page 129).
This finding implies a need for more-carefully conceived
growth alternatives--or a critical analysis of human population growth’s long-term viability in this region. Equally
significant was their conclusion that land-use policies
enacted between 1995 and 2010 would have a far greater
protective effect than those implemented after 2010, by
which point, according to the authors, “it will be too late
to make a difference” (page 129). Clearly, in fast-developing areas, environmental criteria must quickly become an
integral part of land-use decision-making, lest the balance
be tipped so far that natural systems cannot recover.
Alternative Futures for the Seven County Orlando Region,
2005-2050
Commissioned by the Metropolitan Center for Regional
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dependent development will seriously strain the seven county Orlando
region’s resources” (page 51).
IG:C9
The Trend Model’s gloomy
BD9:A
implications set the stage for an alterIG:C9
native proposal, logically called the
BD9:A
Alternative Model. It first specified the
phased acquisition of about 600,000
acres of additional conservation land in
the region, for, according to the Penn
team, “the only method of effectively
protecting these areas is to purchase
them, either through fee-simple ownership or conservation easements” (page
49). (Notice that this assessment differs
significantly from that of Steinitz et al.,
who suggested that private ownership
could adequately protect natural areas.)
As for prioritization, the Penn team
recommended the acquisitions begin
with those lands subject to immediate
development pressures and those areas
whose preservation would maintain
essential linkages between existing
conservation areas (Figure 6.8). This
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which their Alternative Model also adFigure 6.7: Barnett et al.’s (2005) trend development model for central Florida.
dressed. The team proposed a series
rized in Figure 6.7.
)&high-speed rail lines in and around the region,
of light and
)&
Like Steinitz et al., the Penn team found the dealong which development density would be increased.
fault scenario costly in environmental terms. They calcuThey also recommended several regional “nodes” and
lated, for example, that the Trend Model consumed some
“super-nodes”, which would become high-density (i.e.,
600,000 acres of the region’s “environmentally sensitive”
9-20 dwelling units per acre), mixed-use residential and
land (page 42; defined as areas important for connectivity employment centers (Figure 6.9). These centers, the team
and aquifer recharge). But unlike Steinitz et al., they did
believed, would foster community, sense of place, and
not limit their estimates to environmental costs. Barnett
a variety of housing options. As the region’s rail-based
et al. also calculated the Trend Model’s impact on area
transit system gained favor, the nodes/super-nodes would
utility, transportation, and school budgets. Not surprising- become intertwined in synergistic fashion, stimulating the
ly, the Trend Model proved costly by all measures, requirregional economy. The Alternative model is mapped in
ing approximately $12 billion for highway improvements
Figure 6.10.
and $104 billion for new roads, utilities and schools. The
The Penn team also estimated the Alternative
Penn team speculated that these costs could undermine
Model’s costs, both in terms of land developed and dollars
the region’s economic competitiveness. In more subjecspent (Table 6.1). These figures compared favorably with
tive terms, they decided that trend development “creates
those generated by the Trend Model: In the Alternative
urban spaces that lack unique identities” (page 3). In face scenario, development would require about 420,000 acres
of this and other evidence, Barnett’s et al. concluded that
by 2050 (408,000 of which would be “environmentally
“continuing the current trend of low density, automobile-
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Table 6.1: Comparison of area consumed by and
costs associated with the trend and alternative models. (Barnett et al. 2005)
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Figure 6.10: Barnett et al.’s (2005) alternative
development model for central Florida.
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sensitive”--a 33% decrease from Trend consumption).
New road and utility expenditures (“urbanization costs”),
would total $37.8 billion, a 64% savings. All told, despite
its land-acquisition and mass-transit costs, the Alternative Model was projected to save $26.3 billion and about
743,000 acres over Trend. Barnett et al. summarized its
benefits as follows: “[T]he Alternative Model describes a
superior quality of life and shorter transportation times,
while preserving a large portion of the most environmentally sensitive lands as large, connected open areas” (page
86).

and modeling efficient, people- and biodiversity-friendly
land-use patterns, even in high-growth regions like the
Heartland. According to Groom et al., these spatially
represented approaches “have the advantage of providing concrete examples that can influence planners and
motivate actions where words and statistics alone may
not” (page 465). A blend of the methods described in this
chapter will be applied later (Chapters 8 - 11) to illustrate
land-use suitability, potential land-use conflict, and alternative futures for the Heartland Region. First, however,
we should possess at least a foundational knowledge of
the study Region. An introduction to Florida’s Heartland is
thus offered in the next chapter.

“Concrete Examples”*
Fortunately, then, tools and strategies exist for devising
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7 The Study Region
Little more than a hundred years ago, the Ridge was a wilderness dotted with lakes and streams.
		
--Tricia Martin (1998), Florida’s Ancient Islands: The Lake Wales Ridge, page 9

Figure 7.1: (Clockwise from top left) Downtown
Sebring; Bok Tower, Lake Wales; Oaks and palmetto, Polk County; Highway 27, Lake Wales; Lake
and picnic shelter, Highlands County; Downtown
Sebring; (Center) Citrus grove, Highlands County.

This paper’s spatial focus is Florida’s “Heartland” Region,
the seven counties participating in the Central Florida
Regional Planning Council’s 50-year visioning process.
These counties are DeSoto, Glades, Hardee, Hendry, Highlands, Okeechobee, and Polk, a 160-mile-long assemblage
unified by economic, political, social, and environmental
commonalities (Central Florida Regional Planning Council
n.d.) (Figure 7.2). Encompassing some 4.8 million acres
and home to nearly 850,000 people, the Heartland is
a land-locked, primarily rural area, but is nonetheless
experiencing rapid population growth and development.
This chapter provides an overview of the Region, including
brief descriptions of its geography, plants and animals, history, demographics, economy, and land-use patterns.

surround it (Figure 7.3). The Ridge itself is a sandy crest
atop a limestone foundation (White 1970). Reaching a
maximum height of 295 feet (peninsular Florida’s highest point), it extends more than 100 miles from northern
Polk County to southern Highlands County, a remnant
of a much longer ridge that once reached into southern
Georgia (White 1970, Martin 1998). Its width is usually
no more than a few miles, with its southern third or so including an axial intraridge valley of about two miles width
(White 1970).
The Lake Wales Ridge and the smaller Lakeland
and Winter Haven Ridges parallel central Florida’s Atlantic
coast, an orientation that hints at their origins. All three
are relic beach ridges created two to five million years ago
when sea levels were much higher than today’s (White
1970, Martin 1998, Sundquist 2008). These far-reaching
waters unevenly eroded and dissolved a once-uniform
central-peninsula highland, depositing excess sand atop

Regional Geography and Geomorphology
The defining physical features of the Heartland Region are
the Lake Wales Ridge and the several lakes that dot and
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Figure 7.2: The Study Region. (Data: FGDL)
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Figure 7.3: Regional Geography. (Data: FGDL)
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those limestone strands best able to resist the sea’s
assault (White 1970). When sea levels retreated, these
sand-covered holdouts became the present-day ridges,
large portions of which have remained above sea level
since the Miocene era (ending some 5 million years ago).
Thus while most of the Florida peninsula has been covered by water for much of the past several million years,
plant and animal life found a haven atop the ridges, contributing to the rich, unique variety of organisms found
there today (see Heartland Flora and Fauna). Aside from
their biodiversity value, the ridges’ percolation-friendly
geology make them important aquifer recharge areas
(Sharpe 2005, Martin 1998).

formed when an accumulation of organic matter at its
southern end effectively dammed surface water flowing
southward from the Kissimmee River valley (Audubon
of Florida 2006). South of this natural dam, that surface
flow resumes in the form of the Everglades, which touch
Hendry and Glades Counties.
Other important Heartland physical features include its several rivers and the Green Swamp. Among the
most important rivers are the Peace, flowing southward
through Polk, Hardee, and DeSoto Counties; the Kissimmee (Figure 7.4), which connects Lakes Kissimmee and
Okeechobee; and the Caloosahatchee, which flows west
from Lake Okeechobee to the Gulf of Mexico. Fisheating
and Arbuckle Creeks are smaller but significant riverine
systems in Highlands and Glades Counties. The Green
Swamp is a 560,000 acre largely hydric natural area which
extends into northern Polk County (from Sumter and Lake
Counties). The Swamp gives rise to several watercourses,
including the Peace River, and provides important habitat
for some 330 species, such as black bear and the threatened Florida scrub jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens) (SWFWMD n.d.).
Heartland Flora and Fauna
Against this physical backdrop evolved a number of rich
natural communities (Figure 7.5) and unique organisms. Atop the ridges, primarily xeric and long isolated
by surrounding seas, sandhill and scrub communities
predominate (or did until recently) (Martin 1998, Sundquist 2008). Sandhill areas (Figure 7.6) feature open
pinelands—generally longleaf pine (Pinus palustris)—
whose translucent canopies allow grasses and small
shrubs, including wiregrass (Aristida stricta) and gopher
apple (Licania michauxii), to thrive on the forest floor
(Martin 1998). Sandhill ecosystems support black bear,
the endangered mole skink (Eumeces egregious), the
threatened Florida mouse (Podomys floridanus), and
many others (Sundquist 2008).
Scrub, “Florida’s version of a desert” (Martin
1998, page 12), occurs on very well-drained soils, such
as those along the ridge slopes (Sharpe 2005). Scrub
(Figure 7.7) is characterized by xerophytic plants like sand
pine (Pinus clausa), myrtle oak (Quercus myrtifolia), and
Florida rosemary (Ceratiola ericoides) (Sundquist 2008).
Scrub communities provide habitat for a range of animals, including the threatened Florida sand skink (Figure
7.8), a snake-like reptile which “swims” through loose
sand, the scrub jay, and the keystone gopher tortoise,
whose burrows provide essential shelter for amphibians,
owls, and rodents (Mushinsky and McCoy 1991, IFAS
1991, Sundquist 2008).

Figure 7.4: Kissimmee River. (www.internationalrivers.org)

The lakes on and around the ridges--there are
at least 40 of .5 square miles or larger--are primarily
sinkhole-based (White 1970, Sharpe 2005). As with other
sinkhole lakes in Florida, these water bodies were formed
by the dissolution of subterranean limestone, which led
to a collapse of surface strata, creating a basin that filled
with rain and groundwater (White 1970). Many of these
sinkhole lakes, including Lakes Jackson and Placid, are
located in the intraridge valley. Southeast of the ridges,
Lake Okeechobee, the Region’s largest, originated in
less dramatic fashion. Covering some 675 square miles
but averaging only nine feet in depth, Okeechobee was
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Figure 7.5A (above): Pre-Columbian natural communities in central Florida (AFNN 1991). Figure
7.5B (at right): Remaining extent of select natural
communities (FNAI 2009a). Notice the vastly reduced extent of all communities shown, especially
scrub and sandhill.

Figure 7.6: Sandhill. (www.boktowergardens.org)

Figure 7.7: Scrub. (The Nature Conservancy)
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These xeric ridge communities (sandhill and
scrub), hotspots for endemism, host some of the highest
concentrations of threatened and endangered flora and
fauna in the United States (Martin 1998). Citrus groves
and development have encroached upon the ridges,
leading to the destruction or modification of some 83%
of ridge habitats (primarily sandhill and scrub) by 1990
(Archbold Biological Station n.d.). As a result, approximately fifty ridge plants and animals are threatened or
endangered (Sharpe 2005; Table 7.1).
In the mesic category is the Region’s most extensive natural community, pine flatwoods, a longleaf or
slash (Pinus elliotti) pine forest with thick ground vegetation, often saw palmetto (Serenoa repens) or gallberry
(Ilex glabra) (FNAI 1990, Sundquist 2008). Pine flatwoods
are home to several rare plants, including Rugel’s pawpaw (Deeringothamnus rugelii) and Canby’s wild indigo
(Baptisia calycosa var. calycosa). The ecosystem supports
threatened animals like the red cockaded woodpecker
and the Florida panther (Figure 7.9) (Sundquist 2008).
Like sandhill and scrub, pine flatwoods have fared poorly
as Florida has developed; FNAI states that “very few”
stands of pristine pine flatwoods remain in the state
(1990, page 24).
Unforested mesic communities, known as dry
prairie, are also prevalent in the Heartland Region. Sandy
and moderately well-drained, dry prairie communities
feature a few trees (e.g., Sabal palmetto) and clumps
of shrubs (e.g., saw palmetto) amidst large expanses of
wiregrass, broomsedge (Andropogon virginicus), and love
grasses (Eragrostis spp.) (FNAI 1990, Sundquist 2008).
Endemic to Florida, dry prairies harbor the threatened
Florida sandhill crane (Grus canadensis pratensis; Figure
7.10), the rare crested caracara (Figure 7.11), and the tiny
least shrew (Cryptotis parva) (FNAI 1990). Dry prairie
communities have retreated considerably from their
original extents, as can be seen by comparing Figures
7.5A and 7.5B.
At the hydric end of the spectrum, the Region
contains several wetland forests, such as those found
along the Kissimmee, Caloosahatchee, and Peace Rivers.
These forests are characterized by a canopy of evergreenhardwoods (e.g., live oak [Quercus virginiana]) and palms
(e.g., sabal), with variable vegetation density at the
understory (e.g., swamp dogwood [Cornus foemina]) and
groundcover (e.g., maiden ferns [Thelypteris spp.] levels
(FNAI 1990). Animal life includes the black bear, the
threatened eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon couperiI),
and the swallow-tailed kite (Elanoides forficatus) (FNAI
1990). Timber operations have significantly reduced
wetland forest areas in Florida (FNAI 1990).

Figure 7.8: Sand skink. (www.flickr.com)

Figure 7.9: Florida panther. (FFWCC)

Figure 7.10: Sandhill crane. (www.worldpress.com)

Figure 7.11: Crested caracara. (www.birdforum.net)
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A hydric community found only in south central
Florida is the seepage slope ecosystem (also known as
cutthroat seep), which occurs on ridge sides where water
absorbed by well-drained upland soils seeps outward, allowing cutthroat grass (Panicum abscissum), Curtiss’ dropseed
(Sporobolus curtissii), and other grasses to thrive (Martin
1998, FNAI 1990). Shrub and tree growth is limited by regular fires, which reset the successional process every two to
five years (Martin 1998). Seepage slopes provide food and
habitat for animals like the squirrel tree frog (Hyla squirrella), cottonmouth (Agkistrodon piscivorus), and black bear.
One source estimates that only one percent of this community’s original extents remain (Martin 1998).
As noted in the community descriptions, many
Heartland ecosystems and species face acute challenges,
these having been prompted primarily by habitat destruction and fragmentation (Mushinsky and McCoy 1991).
Figure 7.5B, which shows the remaining extents of several
(but not all) natural communities in the Region, illustrates
the impact agriculture, homebuilding, and other human
activities have had on area ecosystems. Our harmful effects
on Regional fauna are summarized by Table 7.1, which lists
threatened and endangered animals associated with upland
(essentially xeric) habitats along the Lake Wales Ridge, as
compiled by Archbold Biological Research Station. In addition to habitat fragmentation, exotic plants and animals,
most notably Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius) and
feral hogs (Sus scrofa), have disrupted indigenous flora and
fauna (Martin 1998). In many cases, these adaptable newcomers are capable of out-competing and replacing their
native counterparts (Martin 1998).
Despite these challenges, Figure 7.12, an index of
native biodiversity across the state, shows that portions of
the Region remain as biologically rich as any in Florida. This
variety of life—which is apparently withdrawing into the Region’s conservation and economically marginal areas—calls
for additional analysis and protection, the former of which
will be offered in Chapters 8-11.
The Heartland’s History
How human activity in the Heartland came to affect its natural systems is of course closely linked to mankind’s overall
history in the Region. A brief historical overview begins
with the arrival of Florida’s first people, nomadic huntergatherers, roughly 12,000 years ago (10,000 BCE), a date
that corresponds with the extinction of a number of game
animals, possibly due to over-hunting by the immigrants
(Gannon et al. 1996, Sundquist 2008). A new, more complex
culture, the early Archaic, arose in the state by about 7,500
BCE, but agriculture did not become widespread until the
eighth century CE (Gannon et al. 1996). As in other parts
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Table 7.1: Threatened and endangered upland animals of the Lake
Wales Ridge. Threatened and endangered upland plants (#=35) not
shown. (Data: Archbold Biological Station)

Figure 7.12: CLIP
biodiversity hotspots.
Based on a survey of
13 indicator species.
(Data: CLIP)
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of the world, the proliferation of agriculture prompted
further cultural development, with a group known as the
Belle Glade culture building a series of villages, mounds,
and canals in present-day Glades County during the first
millennium CE (Gannon et al. 1996). Along with the
Timucua, who farmed and fished in the Region’s northern reaches, the Belle Glade peoples persisted into early
colonial times, perhaps witnessing the arrival of Ponce
de Leon’s expedition in 1513, at which point Florida was
home to some 350,000 Native Americans (Gannon et al.
1996, The Metropolitan Center for Regional Studies n.d.).

until becoming a United States territory in 1821 (Gannon
et al. 1996).
American settlers moving into central Florida
from Georgia and the Carolinas--coupled with Washington’s policy of removing Native Americans to lands west
of the Mississippi--sparked a series of nineteenth-century
wars between the U.S. and the Seminoles (Gannon et
al. 1996, Martin 1998). The first of these, taking place
1817-1818 in southern Georgia and northern Florida,
served to drive some Seminoles bands southward into
the Heartland (Gannon et al. 1996). The Second Seminole War (1835-1842) had a more direct impact on the
Region, with a pitched battle involving some 1,500 men
taking place in 1837 in present-day Okeechobee County
(Gannon et al. 1996). As this second war drew to a close,
most Seminoles were removed from Florida to Indian Territory west of the Mississippi (Gannon et al. 1996). At the
time of Florida’s statehood in 1845, less than one thousand remained on the peninsula (Gannon et al. 1996).
In 1849, officially an “interbellum” year, renegade Seminoles attacked and destroyed a trading
post near Payne’s Creek in present-day Hardee County
but were handed over to U.S. authorities by Seminole
leaders. (Gannon et al. 1996, Florida Park Service n.d.).
Tensions soon flared again, however, and a third and final
Seminole war broke out in 1855 and lasted until 1858
(Gannon et al. 1996). During this final conflict, bands of
Seminole warriors attacked a number of isolated homes
and small military detachments in central and southern
Florida, but were eventually pursued into the swamps
and Everglades, from which all but about 200 were removed by the start of the Civil War (Gannon et al. 1996).
The Civil War (1861-1865) drained the Region’s
supplies--central Florida’s ranches provided beef for the
Confederacy--and depleted its manpower but brought no
significant battles to the area (Martin 1998, The Metropolitan Center for Regional Studies n.d.). After the war,
the foundations of the Heartland’s present-day economy
began to emerge, particularly after railroads penetrated
southern Florida in the 1880s (Gannon et al. 1996).
Cattle ranching expanded and was soon complemented
by citrus farming in the uplands and phosphate mining in
the Peace River valley (Gannon et al. 1996, Martin 1998).
Lumber mills and turpentine plantations flourished, to
the detriment of the area’s longleaf pine forests (Martin
1998). Steam-powered vessels plied Lake Okeechobee,
the Caloosahatchee, and the Kissimmee, which led to the
dredging and straightening of those rivers in the 1870s
and 1880s (Derr 1998). Truck farming emerged around
1900 near Lake Okeechobee, and fruits vegetables grown
there were shipped north via refrigerated rail cars (Gan-

De Leon’s arrival ushered in an entirely new
era in which explorers, missionaries, and gold seekers
traversed the peninsula, spreading disease and fostering
general upheaval among the natives (The Metropolitan
Center for Regional Studies n.d.). In one famous example, the de Soto expedition skirted the Heartland in 1539
on its way northward into various present-day southeastern states (Gannon et al. 1996) (Figure 7.13). More permanent European influence, in the form of missions, did
not settle upon Florida’s interior until the seventeenth
century, a development accompanied by a “spectacular
shrinking” of the native populations (Gannon et al. 1996,
page 87).

Figure 7.13: Possible DeSoto expedition route, 1539-1544. (www.govst.edu)

During the early eighteenth century, Creek and
Muskogee refugees from the Apalachicola River valley,
along with a few runaway black slaves, morphed into
the Seminole tribe, which began its century-long retreat
down the peninsula’s interior in an effort to escape white
settlement in northern Florida and along the coasts (Gannon et al. 1996, The Metropolitan Center for Regional
Studies n.d.). In the second half of the eighteenth century, Florida changed from Spanish to English and then back
to Spanish hands, in whose possession it was to remain
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non et al. 1996).
The twentieth century brought large-scale population growth and development to the Heartland. The
Florida land boom of the 1920s--including construction of
Edward Bok’s tower (Figure 7.14) and gardens near Lake
Wales--gave way to the Great Depression, but an influx of
military spending and personnel--especially in the form of
Avon Park Air Force Range in Highlands County--touched
off a mid- and late-twentieth century population boom
that continues today (Gannon et al. 1996, Martin 1998,
The Metropolitan Center for Regional Studies n.d.). Polk
County, for example, saw its population soar from about
87,000 in 1940 to almost 500,000 in 2000 (BEBR 2004).
Even rural Okeechobee county experienced population
growth of nearly 1100% (3,000 to 35,910) between 1940
and 2000 (BEBR 2004). Table 7.2 summarizes regional
population changes during the twentieth century.
Other twentieth-century developments included
the construction of dikes, levees, and canals around Lake
Okeechobee and the Everglades, along with various Corps
of Engineers “improvements” to the Kissimmee River (C.
Barnett 2007). This taming of area hydrology enabled

HEARTLAND POPULATION GROWTH 1930‐2000*
1930
2000 Change % Change
DE SOTO COUNTY
7,745
32,209
24,464
316
GLADES COUNTY
2,762
10,576
7,814
283
HARDEE COUNTY
10,348
26,938
16,590
160
HENDRY COUNTY
3,492
26,938
23,446
671
HIGHLANDS COUNTY
9,192
87,366
78,174
850
OKEECHOBEE COUNTY
4,129
35,910
31,781
770
POLK COUNTY
72,291 483,924 411,633
569
HEARTLAND REGION
109,959 703,861 593,902
540
*1930 first census for which data are available for all Heartland
counties. Data: BEBR
Table 7.2: Regional population growth, 1930-2000. (Data: BEBR 2004)

citrus, sugar, and other crops to be grown on reclaimed
land near Lake Okeechobee, but has also led to decreased freshwater flows and heavy nutrient loads in the
Everglades (C. Barnett 2007). Interestingly, restoration of
the Kissimmee River’s natural course and a re-plumbing
of the Everglades along more natural lines are presently
underway (C. Barnett 2007).
Restorations notwithstanding, given current
trends, the farms that replaced the Okeechobee-area
wetlands may soon be replaced by suburban development (C. Barnett 2007), which has already consumed
large portions of Polk County, especially around Lakeland. The Heartland’s population continues to grow and
require additional housing (Gannon et al. 1996, BEBR
2009), a trend that will be discussed further in the next
section and again in Chapter 11.
Regional Demographics*
This section will present estimates of current regional
population, it will briefly describe this population’s
characteristics, and it then will turn to projections of
population growth in the Heartland, estimates of which
are made complex by the potential for sea level rise and
large-scale migration inland from the surrounding coastal
counties. Please note that population data have been
obtained from three sources, BEBR (the University of
Florida’s Bureau of Economic and Business Research),
FGDL (the Florida Geographic Data Library), and the
U.S. Census Bureau, and therefore may not correspond
perfectly.
BEBR (2009) estimates the Heartland’s 2008
population at 840,878, which is divided among its component counties as shown in Figure 7.15. Polk County,
whose largest cities Lakeland (93,333) and Winter Haven
(33,353) are also the Region’s largest, contributes more
than half, while Highlands County, whose largest cities
are Sebring (10,714) and Avon Park (9,033), contributes about 12% (BEBR, U.S. Census Bureau 2009). The

Figure 7.14: Bok Tower, Lake Wales.
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Figure 7.16: Lakeland, Polk County. (www.photographersdirect.com)

Figure 7.15: 2008 study county populations. (Data and graphic: Steed 2009)
Figure 7.17: LaBelle, Hendry County. (Google Images)

LABELLE

Figure 7.18: Regional population centers. (Data: FGDL)

Figure 7.19: Regional population density. (Data: U.S. Census Bureau, FGDL)
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College Degree (or greater)

Table 7.3: Percentage of
regional population age 25+
with high school diploma in
2000. (Data and table: www.
cfrcp.org)

Hendry 8.2%

DE SOTO
GLADES
HARDEE
HENDRY
HIGHLANDS
OKEECHOBEE
POLK
HEARTLAND

2008
,
34,487
11,323
27,909
,
41,216
100,207
40,003
585,733
,
840,878

Glades 9.8%

Figure 7.20: Percentage of regional population age 25+ with college
degree in 2000. (Data and graphic: www.cfrcp.org)

of Polk County residents age 25 and older have a high
school diploma, compared with only 54.2% in Hendry
County (Steed 2009) (Table 7.3). Polk County also leads
the way in proportion of those 25 and older with a bachelor’s degree (14.9%), while Hendry again brings up the
rear with 8.2% (Steed 2009) (Figure 7.20). Both educational measures are below the state average, as would be
expected in a rural region.
As is the case for much of Florida, the essential
question concerning Heartland population figures is not
whether they will increase, but rather by what magnitude. If the twentieth century and current trends are
any indication, the Heartland may soon become rather
crowded. BEBR (2009) provides high, medium, and low
population growth projections for all Florida counties
through 2035; however, since the Heartland visioning
process extends through 2060, extrapolations were needed. Thus the figures cited herein through the year 2035
are BEBR’s medium projections (BEBR 2009), and those
beyond are extensions derived by the method shown in
Appendix A. Regional population growth projections are
summarized numerically in Table 7.4 and graphically in
Figure 7.21.
Figure 7.21 makes clear that it is primarily Polk
County’s growth that will drive the Region’s demographic

Region’s principal cities are shown in Figure 7.18. The
remaining 150,000 or so residents are divided among the
five more rural counties, Hardee, DeSoto, Glades, Hendry,
and Okeechobee, which contain no municipalities larger
than 6,800 people (Arcadia) (U.S. Census Bureau 2009b).
Not surprisingly, Figure 7.19 shows population
density to be highest in northern Polk County and along
the Lake Wales Ridge in Highlands County, particularly
around the intraridge lakes. Density also tends to be
higher along arterial roads, an condition that will factor
into Chapter 9’s discussion of development suitability. In
2000, the Region’s overall population density in people/
acre (including water) was .15 (U.S. Census Bureau 2000),
though this figure increased to .18 by 2008 (BEBR 2009).
The Heartland’s demographic characteristics
parallel those of other relatively rural portions of Florida.
According to 2000 U.S. census figures, the most recent
available, 79% of the Region’s residents are white, of
which some 17% are of Hispanic origin. Approximately
13% of Heartland residents are black, 1% Native American, 1% Asian, and about 6% fit some other category or
did not provide data (U.S. Census Bureau 2000). The median age is 28, and the mean household size is 1.7 (U.S.
Census Bureau 2000).
Educational figures vary by county. Nearly 75%
2000
,
32,209
10,576
26,938
,
36,210
87,366
35,910
483,924
,
713,133
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HEARTLAND REGION POPULATION GROWTH PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2060
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
35,100
36,600
38,400
40,100
41,800
43,300
44,884
46,469
11,600
12,100
12,600
13,000
13,500
13,900
14,375
14,850
28,400
28,900
29,500
30,100
30,700
31,200
31,809
32,418
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
42,700
45,700
49,200
52,700
56,100
59,200
62,484
65,769
101,900
108,600
116,300
123,700
130,700
137,400
144,548
151,695
40,500
42,600
44,500
46,400
48,200
50,000
52,013
54,026
586,200
,
630,100
,
679,600
,
728,100
,
774,300
,
818,500
,
866,297
,
914,093
,
846,400
904,600
970,100 1,034,100 1,095,300 1,153,500 1,216,410 1,279,319

2050
,
48,053
15,325
33,027
,
69,053
158,843
56,039
961,890
,
1,342,229

2055
2060
,
,
49,638
51,222
15,799
16,274
33,635
34,244
,
,
72,337
75,621
165,991
173,139
58,051
60,064
1,009,686
,
,
1,057,483
,
,
1,405,138 1,468,048

BEBR 2009 medium projections
p j
Extrapolations based on BEBR (2009) data; see Appendix A
X

Table 7.4: 2000 populations by county and region, 2008 population estimates by county and region, and 2010-2060 population projections by county
and region. (Data: BEBR; for 2040-2060 projection formula see Appendix A)
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gains over the next half-century.
Polk’s population is projected
to rise from its current level of
585,733 to more than a million
by 2060; included in this nearly
500,000-person increase will be
most of the Region’s new residents.
However, the potential for significant growth in other Heartland
counties should not be overlooked.
Rural Hendry County, for example,
is projected to reach more than
75,000 residents by 2060, an 83%
increase over current figures-which exceeds Polk’s predicted
81% jump. Similarly, Highland’s
County’s 73,000 new residents
would represent a 73% increase
Figure 7.21: 2000 population, 2008 population estimates, and 2010-2060 population projections by
over its current total. Thus the
county and region. (2000-2035 data: BEBR; 2040-2060 data are extrapolations; see Appendix A)
percentage increases must also be
considered (Table 7.5), as they offer
GROWTH AS PERCENTAGES, 2008-2060
an important index of change, development, and coming HEARTLAND POPULATION
2008
2060
Change
% Change
public expenditure, particularly in rural counties lacking DE SOTO
34,487
51,222
16,735
48.5
heavy infrastructure.
GLADES
11
11,323
323
16
16,274
274
4
4,951
951
43
43.7
7
HARDEE
27,909
34,244
6,335
22.7
These projections are clouded by the distinct
HENDRY
41,216
75,621
34,405
83.5
possibility of sea level rise and resultant flooding in
HIGHLANDS
100 207
100,207
173 139
173,139
72 932
72,932
72 8
72.8
coastal counties surrounding the Region, a disaster that OKEECHOBEE
40,003
60,064
20,061
50.1
POLK
585,733
1,057,483
471,750
80.5
could prompt mass migration from both the Gulf and
HEARTLAND
840,878
1,468,048
627,170
74.6
Atlantic coasts to the relatively high-elevation Heartland counties. Figure 7.22 shows the portions of Florida
BEBR 2009 medium projections
covered by one, three, and six meter sea level increases.
Extrapolations
based on BEBR ((2009);
p
); see Appendix
pp
X
A
Table 7.5: Projected county and regional population increases as percentGiven the wide range of estimates tossed around, preages. (2000-2035 data: BEBR; 2040-2060 data: see Appendix A)
dicting the extent of sea level rise is currently an inexact
science. Predicting how these estimated increases in
sea level will affect Florida’s coastal populations is less
certain still. What can be stated with relative certainty
is that a one meter sea level rise will displace about
7.8 million Floridians, a three meter increase will force
9.8 million to move, and a six meter increase will send
about 11.5 million Floridians packing (Carr and Zwick
2009). It is only reasonable to assume that many of
those displaced from south and central Florida’s coasts
will seek refuge in the Heartland, an outcome that
could push the Region’s population growth beyond
even the highest current projections.
The Heartland Economy
As is now the case for much of America, the service
and retail sectors provide a large share (46.1%) of
Heartland jobs (Figure 7.23). Manufacturing and
construction together employ about fifteen percent of

Figure 7.22: Sea level rise scenarios. (Data and
map: Carr and Zwick 2009)
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the Region’s workforce, with government and natural resources adding roughly another seven percent each. The
other major Heartland employment sectors are transportation, finance, insurance, real estate, and wholesaling
(Jensen 2009).
A summary of major employers by county confirms the importance of retail and service jobs--especially
health-care-related employment--in the Region (Figure
7.24). Wal-Mart is a top-four employer in four of the

seven study counties, and health care facilities are at or
near the top in all counties except Glades. Publix Super
Markets, based in Lakeland, employs some 8,500 in Polk
County alone, a figure that has likely increased since this
survey was conducted in 2006.
Figure 7.24 also shows the importance of the
natural resource sector, including mining and agriculture,
to the Heartland economy. Six of the seven counties are
home to a top-four natural-resource-based employer,
with Hendry featuring three, including
U.S. Sugar. Along with sugar, citrus,
beef, dairy products, sod, blueberries,
and winter vegetables are the Region’s
chief agricultural exports (McCarthy
Professional and Business
2009). Also noteworthy are the 3,000
Services
37,848 13.7%
phosphate mining and processing jobs
Retail Trade
35,564 12.9%
provided by Mosaic Corporation in Polk
Health Services
31,605 11.5%
County. As pointed out in the HeartLeisure and Hospitality
land History section, phosphate mining
Services
23,322 8.0%
has been a regional economic staple
Manufacturing
20,886 7.5%
since the late nineteenth century.
Construction
20,603 7.4%
Somewhat understated by
Public Administration
18,786 6.8%
these figures is tourism’s importance to
Natural Resources
18,523 6.7%
the Region. Presumably a large portion
Transportation
13,896 5.0%
of the eight percent of Heartland jobs
Finance, Insurance, & Real
falling within the “leisure and hospitalEstate
13,728 4.9%
ity services” sector (Figure 7.23) owe
Wholesale Trade
11,377
4.2%
their existence to tourism. This sector
US�Bureau�of�Labor�Statistics,�2006
added jobs between 1996 and 2006
(Steed 2008), and, to consider but one
Figure 7.23: Regional employment by industry. (Jensen 2009)
county, is referred to by Polk County’s
government as a “strong economic
force” locally (Polk County Board of
Highlands
Commissioners n.d.).
Florida Hospital Heartland
Wal-Mart (560)
Highlands Regional
Cross Country Auto
Beyond sectors and employers,
(1,200)
Medical Center (450)
Services (375)
how well does the regional economy
Glades
Moore Haven Correctional
Lykes Bros (100)
Brighton Seminole Bingo
Glades Electric Co-op (65)
provide for its residents? In a word,
(219)
(80)
poorly, at least when compared to
DeSoto
Florida as a whole. The average HeartWal-Mart (300)
DeSoto Medical Hospital
Peace River Citrus (140)
Bethel Farms (87)
(290)
land wage for 2008 was $30,900, nearly
Hardee
$10,000 below that year’s average
Florida Institute for
Walmart (288)
C.F. Industries (175)
Peace River Electric (137)
Rehabilitation (550)
annual state wage (Table 7.6). Regional
Okeechobee
unemployment for 2008 exceeded the
Columbia Raulerson
Walpole, Inc. (300)
Larson Dairy, Inc. (225)
McArthur Farms, Inc. (160)
Hospital (375)
state’s rate by more than a percentage
Polk
point, and the percentage of HeartPublix Super Markets
Wal-mart (5,500)
Lakeland Regional
MOSAIC (3,000)
land residents living in poverty (20.56)
(8,500)
Medical Center (4,000)
Hendry
surpassed the state figure (13.30) by
US Sugar Corp (1,800)
Southern Gardens (261)
A Duda & Sons (250)
Hendry Hospital Authority
more than seven percent. Within the
(140)
Region, Polk County led the way in
Natural Resources
Healthcare
income ($35,183) and featured the lowEnterprise Florida, 2006
est poverty rate (15.30%). Glades and

Heartland�Employment�by�Industry,�
2005

Major Employers, 2006

Figure 7.24: Major employers by county. (Steed 2009)
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Hendry Counties enjoyed the lowest unemployment
rates at 6.50%. Highlands County offered the lowest
wages ($27,691), while Hendry suffered the highest
unemployment (10.20%) and poverty (23.80%) rates.
Thus, while cost of living rates are likely lower in
the Heartland than in much of Florida, its economy
comes up short by some important measures.
Existing Regional Land Use and Conservation Areas
Land uses within the Region reflect its traditional
economic bases. Agricultural land uses consume
nearly 47% of the Heartland’s 4.8 million acres
(Table 7.7, Figures 7.25-7.26). Following agriculture
Table 7.6: 2008 income, unemployment, and poverty by county and region.
(in extent) are a series of natural and semi-natural
(Data: Florida Office of Economic and Demographic Research)
“uses”: At 28.5%, natural land cover, whether formally
set aside for conservation or simply unused by people,
represents the second-largest category; open water or wetlands ranks
third (6.6%); and range (open land that may or may not be in agricultural
use) is fourth-largest at 6.5%. Next come extractive land uses--essentially mining--which consume 4.9% of the Region’s area, mostly in Polk
and northwest Hardee Counties (see Figure 7.26). Polk County, in fact,
boasts that 200,000 acres--or some 15.3% of its area--has been mined
for phosphate (Polk County Board of County Commissioners n.d.). Not to
be overlooked are residential land uses, ranking sixth regionally at 4.2%.
Infrastructure/utility (.5%), commercial (.5%), recreational (.3%), institutional (.2%), and industrial (.2%) uses round out the list. Some .8% of the
Region’s area is used in a way classified as “other” by the water management districts. Broadly speaking, intensive land uses are most common
in Polk and Highlands Counties, while the other counties tend toward
agricultural land uses. Glades County, with its relatively high proportion
Table 7.7: Regional land use (2008). (Data: SFWMD,
of natural land cover, is something of an exception to this generalization.
SWFWMD, SJRWMD)
Of special importance to this study are conservation lands. While some 1.4 million Heartland acres are
considered to be in a natural state by the water management districts, the Region contains only 714,990 acres of
formally designated conservation land--that is, lands set
aside and managed primarily for non-human life (Figure
7.27). The Region’s largest conservation area, Avon Park
Air Force Range, located in Polk and Highlands counties,
protects about 108,000 acres, including large swaths of
valuable “unaltered natural communities” (Martin 1998).
Fortunately, the preservation and health of native ecosystems figure importantly in the Air Force’s management
plan for the Range (Martin 1998). Kissimmee Prairie
Preserve, which adjoins the Avon Park Range’s eastern
boundary, encompasses approximately 53,000 acres,
offering the Region’s second-largest haven for plant
and animal life. Managed by the South Florida Water
Management District (SFWMD), the Preserve includes
large expanses of dry prairie, along with several sloughs
that support mesic and hydric forests (FNAI 2009b). The
Figure 7.25: Regional land use (2008). (Data: SFWMD, SWFWMD, SJRWMD)
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Figure 7.26: Existing (2008) regional land use (Data: SFWMD, SWFWMD, SJRWMD). The ten-mile
buffer zone around the study area was not included in Table 7.7 or Figure 7.18.
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the same deficiencies that plague such efforts around
the country (and world)—in essence, the Heartland’s
reserves were selected not on biological criteria but
rather because they are of marginal value to people (e.g.,
the Green Swamp), because of their scenic qualities (e.g.,
Bok Tower Gardens Preserve), or simply because of random landowner benevolence (e.g., Babcock Ranch, Avon
Park Range). As a result, the Region’s conservation lands
must be supplemented by scientifically justified acquisitions that will provide critically needed biotic protection
in a cost- and area-efficient manner (see Chapter 5). The
identification of these “must-preserve” areas is the subject of the next chapter.

SFWMD also owns and manages the Kissimmee River
Preserve, which protects some 48,000 acres along the
Kissimmee, mostly in Highlands and Okeechobee Counties. In Glades County, the Fisheating Creek Conservation Easement, about 41,000 acres in size, protects that
watercourse’s riparian ecosystems, along with some dry
prairie and mesic flatwoods (FNAI 2009b).
On the Region’s periphery are two important
conservation blocks, the Green Swamp assemblage of
conservation lands in Polk, Lake, and Sumter Counties,
and the Big Cypress National Preserve-Everglades National Park complex in Collier, Monroe, and Dade Counties.
Efforts to link these and other large conservation areas by
way of corridors winding through the Heartland will be
discussed in Chapters 8, 10, and 11.
The Region includes
dozens of other small- and medium-sized conservation areas.
Owner/managers of these smaller
preserves include the Nature
Conservancy, Archbold Biological Station, county governments,
and, of course, state agencies like
the Department of Environmental
Protection, the water management
districts, and the Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission (FNAI
2009b).
Despite this seemingly
extensive conservation portfolio,
dozens of area plants and animals
are endangered or threatened (see
Heartland Flora and Fauna), and
some ecosystems are vastly underrepresented in protected areas
(FNAI 1990). Sandhill and scrub
communities, once common in the
Heartland, are especially imperiled,
and few other ecosystems enjoy
anything like their original extents
(FNAI 1990). Wide-ranging species,
such as bear and panther, are generally confined to a few large conservation blocks like Big CypressEverglades and the Green Swamp,
which may not be large enough to
support viable populations (Hoctor
2003; see Chapter 3).
In general, the Region’s
conservation portfolio suffers from

Figure 7.27: Regional conservation lands. (Data: FGDL, TNC)
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8 The Heartland Ecological Inventory
Put forth a bold vision of what it might take to maintain all of biodiversity in a region and then work out
the details later. The vision will provide direction and motivation for all subsequent talk. 			
		
--Noss and Cooperrider (1994), Saving Nature’s Legacy, page 157

Figure 8.1: (Foreground) Florida black bear. (www.florida.sierraclub.org);
(Background) A portion of the Heartland Ecological Inventory GIS model.

was to provide a defensible mapped inventory of areas
within the Region that require protection based on their
value to biodiversity and their role in maintaining freshwater resources. (In a moment I will discuss how projecting agricultural production factored into the HEI.)
A CFRPC-appointed advisory body, the Heartland 2060 Technical Advisory Group (TAG), conducted
the HEI. Chaired by The Nature Conservancy’s program
director for Peninsular Florida, TAG included wildlife
biologists and conservation planners from the University of Florida’s GeoPlan Center (GeoPlan), Florida State
University’s Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI), the
University of South Florida, and The Nature Conservancy,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and Archbold Biological
Station (see TAG roster in Appendix B). The group met
several times to formulate strategy and rules for the HEI
GIS models and, later, to evaluate the models’ results. (A
website was also used to vet model results.) My role in
the process was to build and revise the GIS models based
on the strategy, rules, and critiques provided by TAG.
These models were revised several times per TAG input,
and a final product was approved in early 2010. In short,
the HEI was a collaborative, iterative effort based on a
range of expert opinions and contributions.
While TAG did not explicitly state its goals for
the HEI, they were clearly implied to be the identifica-

The Heartland Ecological Inventory (HEI) used GIS
datasets and software (ArcGIS 9.3) to identify conservation priorities in the study Region. The process focused
on identifying lands essential to biodiversity, but also
highlighted areas important for the maintenance of
surface- and ground-water resources. The HEI therefore
represents an application of conservation science to the
preservation of both biological resources and ecosystem services in a development-prone region, a process
likely of value in many high-growth areas. As would be
expected, the HEI draws upon several of the principles
introduced in Chapters 2 through 5. This chapter summarizes the HEI process, presents its findings, and offers
a bit of analysis.
HEI Context and Purpose
The HEI was conducted to inform the Heartland 2060
process, a regional visioning study carried out from 20072010 by the Central Florida Regional Planning Council
(CFRPC). As indicated in Chapter 1, this effort aimed to
establish a broad, non-binding blueprint for the Region’s development over the next half-century--a vision
founded upon regional values (as perceived by CFRPC),
most notably an interest in “preserving natural areas and
protecting wildlife and agricultural production” (Central
Florida Regional Planning Council n.d.). The HEI’s role
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tion of: (1.) important wildlife habitat, particularly that
of rare and endangered species; (2.) ecosystems underrepresented in the Region’s current conservation portfolio; (3.) landscape elements necessary for continued
ecological functioning; and (4.) lands important for the
protection of surface- and ground-water. These goals
were largely complimentary (see Chapter 2) in that areas
found to be essential for one goal often proved important
for others. The goals parallel the conservation principles
outlined in preceding chapters and are evident in the
model descriptions and maps that follow.

uses were sorted into these classes, see Appendix B).
Two dimensions with three classes yielded a three-bythree matrix, as shown in Table 8.1. However, as will be
seen shortly, the Other category was ultimately detached
from the final matrix model based on TAG instructions.
(This category has been modeled and mapped; see Appendix B).
Why bother with the second dimension,
land-use intensity? Why not simply prioritize based on
conservation value? The answer is threefold, centering
on political palatability, current theories on biodiversity
vis-a-vis agriculture, and overall Heartland 2060 goals.
First, simply sorting the input datasets by conservation
value would have resulted in a fairly conventional natural
resource inventory--but one in which most of the Region
was mapped in some shade of green. Since the HEI’s
results were to be made public, TAG felt that claiming
too much land for conservation (i.e., painting too much
of the map green) would be impolitic. In particular, TAG
did not want area farmers and other rural landowners (an
important regional presence) to feel that environmentalists were attempting to restrict their land-use rights.
Second, many TAG members are of the position that agricultural and other non-intensive human
land uses (to include silviculture) are compatible with
the preservation of biodiversity and the protection of
ecosystem services. As Oetting puts it, “The intent of
the matrix land use categories is to recognize that not all
natural resources must be set aside as conservation lands
in order for the resources to persist” (personal communication). And, because the overall Heartland 2060

HEI Strategy
After some deliberation and a few trial approaches, TAG
settled on a rules-based inventory strategy that came
to be known as the matrix model1. Developed by Jon
Oetting of FNAI, the matrix model provided a twodimensional system for evaluating the Region’s natural
resources. In the first dimension--value for conservation-the model sorted input data into three priority classes:
Priority 1 (higher conservation value), Priority 2 (moderate conservation value), and Priority 3 (lower conservation value). In the second dimension--current land-use
intensity--input data were sorted into three classes based
on a simple ranking of current land-use intensities: Natural (primarily undisturbed by human activity), Working
(modified by humans but not intensively developed), and
Other (intensively developed or otherwise heavily modified by human activity). (For a description of how land
1 In this context, “matrix” has nothing to do with the
predominant landscape element.
"Natural"

"Working"

"Other"

Priority 1

Natural land use, Conservation
Priority 1

Working land use, Conservation
Priority 1

Other land use, Conservation
Priority 1

Priority 2

Natural land use, Conservation
Priority 2

Working land use, Conservation
Priority 2

Other land use, Conservation
Priority 2

Priority 3

Natural land use, Conservation
Priority 3

Working land use, conservation
Priority 3

Other land use, Conservation
Priority 3

Table 8.1: Schematic representation of the matrix modeling approach used for the Heartland Ecological Inventory.
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process sought to protect agricultural land uses, their
incorporation into the conservation model was thought to
expand the model’s utility and, in effect, its constituency.
For these reasons, the final matrix model split conservation priorities into Natural and Working categories, with
Natural priorities shown in shades of green and Working
priorities in shades of brown. In this way, the final map is
not overly green, and many agricultural lands have been
identified as a resource whose protection is valuable in
both biological and human terms.

Goal 2: Identify ecosystems underrepresented in the
Region’s current conservation portfolio.
Datasets:
6. Under-Represented Natural Communities (“Natcom”): Shows the remaining extents of several natural communities (ecosystems) identified by FNAI as
under-represented in or under-protected by existing
conservation areas. (FNAI)
7. Potential Natural Areas (“PNA”): Identifies quality
natural communities (criteria included patch size and
rarity) on privately owned lands. (FNAI)

Modeling Process
With the matrix as a strategic guide, TAG proceeded to
gather relevant input datasets for the model. Targeted
were reliable shapefiles and rasters spatially representing
resources considered integral to the four HEI goals outlined above. Because of limited time and funding, the HEI
relied primarily on existing datasets, such as those already
developed and/or catalogued by the Florida Geographic
Data Library (FGDL) and FNAI. Tom Hoctor of the University of Florida’s GeoPlan Center created new datasets for
resources not adequately represented by existing analyses. Sorted by goal, the datasets used in the HEI process
are briefly described below; some contribute to more
than one goal and thus appear more than once. Maps of
the input datasets appear on the following pages.

Goal 3: Identify landscape elements necessary for continued ecological functioning.
Datasets:
8. Conservation Land Buffers (“Conservation Buffers”): Identifies and prioritizes areas around existing
conservation lands where intensive land uses may
negatively impact the conservation lands. (The Nature Conservancy, GeoPlan)
9. Conservation Land Smoke Buffers (“Smoke Buffers”): Identifies and prioritizes areas around existing
conservation lands where intensive land uses may
conflict with prescribed burns within the conservation areas. (The Nature Conservancy)
10. Florida Ecological Greenways Network (“Greenways”): Represents ecological hubs--large core
patches of high conservation value--and a network of
corridors connecting them. (GeoPlan)
11. Landscape Integrity Model (“Landscape Int.”): An
index of ecological integrity based on a combination
of patch size and land-use intensity. For example,
larger patches with lower-intensity land uses rate
highly, while smaller, intensively used patches are
assigned a lower value. (GeoPlan)
12. Priority Buffers Along Riparian Corridors (“Riparian Buffers”): Delineates important natural or seminatural land cover along rivers and streams. (Tom
Hoctor, GeoPlan)
13. Riparian Greenways (“Riparian Greenways”): A
supplemental catalog of riparian corridors with a
focus on connectivity. (Tom Hoctor, GeoPlan)
--Also directly relevant: Wetlands (#5)

Goal 1: Identify important wildlife habitat, particularly
that of rare and endangered species.
Datasets:
1. Bear Habitat Model (a.k.a. “Bear”): Represents
potential black bear habitat in the Region. (Source:
Tom Hoctor, GeoPlan)
2. Panther Habitat Model (“Panther”): Represents
potential panther habitat in the Region. (Tom Hoctor,
GeoPlan)
3. Rare Species Habitat Conservation Priorities
(“FNAIHAB”): An inventory of important habitat for
plants and animals (terrestrial and aquatic) based
on both species richness and species rarity. Includes
habitat for all federally-listed and many state-listed
species. (FNAI)
4. Strategic Habitat Conservation Areas (“SHCA”):
Shows important habitat conservation needs on private lands for 30 terrestrial vertebrates; similar to a
Gap Analysis. (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission)
5. Wetlands (“Wetlands”): A catalogue of all wetlands in the Region based on water management
district land-use/land cover data. (St. John’s River,
South Florida, and Southwest Florida Water Management Districts)
--Also directly relevant: Natcom (#6), PNA (#7),
Greenways (#10), Riparian Greenways (#13)

Goal 4: Identify lands important to the quality and quantity of surface- and ground-water.
Datasets:
14. Aquifer Recharge Model (“Aquifer Recharge”): A
prioritization of potential value for aquifer recharge
based on features that contribute to aquifer vulnerability (e.g., topographical depressions and thickness
of aquifer-confining strata). (FNAI)
--Also directly relevant: Wetlands (#5); Priority Buffers Along Riparian Corridors (#12); Riparian Greenways (#13)
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categorization rules were developed for each dataset
by experts and passed along to me for implementation.
These rules are best summarized in the matrix-with-rules
table shown below (Table 8.2).
Table 8.2 is simply a fleshed-out version of Table
8.1; it can be thought of as a set of instructions for distributing and processing the input datasets based on the
overall matrix strategy. Thus, for example, the FNAIHAB
input dataset’s highest priority (P1; see map 3) remained
Priority 1 in the matrix model but was split in two by the
model’s current-land-use-intensity dimension. Similarly,
Bear Habitat values 9 and 8 (see map 1) became Priority
1, which was split in two by current land-use intensity.
Like FNAIHAB and Bear Habitat, most inputs datasets
were already prioritized according to conservation value,
allowing us to compress their prioritization schemes into
three classes, which we then to split using the land-useintensity layer shown at left.
However, a closer look at Table 8.2 reveals some
exceptions to the general rule of “compress the conservation priorities and then categorize according to land-useintensity”. By design, some input datasets appear in only
one category. To take one case, per FNAI’s definition, the

The other important matrix model input was of
course the land-use-intensity dataset used to represent
Natural, Working, and Other land-use intensities; this
dataset is mapped at left. A reclassified version of watermanagment-district land-use data, this layer provided the
matrix’s second dimension, current land-use intensity.
(Again, for the specifics of this reclassification, see Appendix B.) As such, it was factored into all operations in
which input datasets were sorted into Natural/Working/
Other categories. Essentially, then, this dataset was used
to tease the three levels of conservation value into nine
separate categories, each reflecting both conservation
value and current land-use intensity.
Input datasets in hand, TAG next drew up a
workable rule-set for implementing the Matrix strategy.
The inputs shown on the preceding pages (except the
land-use-intensity dataset) required both prioritization
by conservation value and categorization by land-use
intensity. This process called for a set of rules whereby
each input dataset would be sorted along both parameters. Such a rule-set was devised (and revised) through
a committee process, the particulars of which are mostly
beyond my expertise. Suffice it to say that prioritization/
Heartland 2060
Resources by Conservation Strategy Final Matrix

Revised January 2010

"Natural"
Priority 1 Bear - Values 9, 8 on natural
FNAIHAB P1 on natural
Greenways: C1-2 on natural lancover
NC: Scrub and sandhill if on PNA 1-4,100 or LI 7-10
NC: All dry prairie, seeps, sandhill upland lake
Panther - Value 9 on natural
Riparian Buffers - Value 1 on natural
SHCA P1 on natural

"Working Landscapes"
Bear - Values 9, 8 on working
FNAIHAB P1 on working
Greenways: C1-2 on working lancover
Panther - Value 9 on working
Riparian Buffers - Value 1 on working
SHCA P1 on working

"Other"
Recharge - P1
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 on other

Priority 2 Bear - Value 7 on natural
Conservation Buffers - Value 9, 8, 7 on natural
FNAIHAB P2-3 on natural
Greenways P1-3 on natural
NC: All Seepage Slope/Bog and Tropical Hammock
NC: Rem. scrub and sandhill
Panther - Value 7 and 8 on natural
SHCA P2-3 on natural
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on natural
Wetlands - all

Bear - Value 7 on semi-natural
Conservation Buffers - Values 9, 8, or 7 on working
FNAIHAB P2-3 on working
Greenways P1-3 on working
Panther - Value 7 and 8 on working
Riparian Buffers - value 2-3 on working
SHCA P2-3 on working
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on working

Conservation Buffers - Value 8 on other
Recharge - P2-3
Smoke Buffers - Value 8 on other

Priority 3 Bear - Value 6, 5, 4 on natural
Bear - Value 6, 5, 4 on working
Conservation Buffers - Values 5-6 on other
FNAIHAB P4-6 on natural
Conservation Buffers - Value 4-5-6 on working
Recharge - P4-5
on natural
FNAIHAB P4-6
on working
Smoke Buffers - Value 6-7 on other
"Working Landscapes" Greenways P4-6/Riparian Greenways
"Other"
Abbrev.
Name
Full Name
Landscape Int
P7-10 on
natural
Greenways P4-6/Riparian
Greenways Bear
on working
NAIHAB P1 on working
Recharge
- P1
Bear
Habitat Model
NC: All upland
hardwood
forest
and9pine
flatwoods
Landscape IntConservation
P7-10 on working
HCA P1 on working
Smoke
Buffers
- Value
on other
Buffers
Conservation Land Buffers
parian Buffers - Value 1 on working
FNAIHAB
Panther - Value 6 and 5 on natural
Panther - Value
6 and 5 on working Rare Species Habitat Conservation Priorities
nther - Value 9 on working
Florida Ecological Network Greenways
SHCA P4-5 on natural
SHCA P4-5 onGreenways
working
ar - Values 9, 8 on working
Landscape
Smoke Buffers - Values 6-7 on natural
Smoke BuffersLI- or
Values
6-7 onInt.
workingLandscape Integrity Model
eenways: C1-2 on working lancover
NC
Natural Communities
Abbrev.
Full
Name
Panther Name
Panther
Habitat Model
"Other" "Working Landscapes" Abbrev. Name
Full Name "Other"
NAIHAB P1 on working
Recharge
P1
Bear
Bear
Habitat
Model
PNA
Potential
Natural
Areas
Bear
Bear Habitat Model
HCA
working
- Value 9 on
other
Conservation
Buffers
Conservation
LandModel
Buffers
Recharge
Aquifer Recharge
lue 9P1
onon
other
ConservationSmoke
BuffersBuffers
Conservation
Land
Buffers
parian Buffers
- Value
1 on working
FNAIHAB
Rare
Species
Conservation
Priorities
FNAIHAB Recharge - P2-3
Rare Species Habitat Conservation Priorities
NAIHAB
P2-3 on
working
Riparian Buffers
Priority
BuffersHabitat
Along Riparian
Corridors
ntherP2-3
- Value
9 on working
Greenways
Florida
Network Greenways
Greenways Smoke Buffers
Florida
Ecological
Network Greenways
HCA
on working
- Value
8 on other
Riparian Greenways
RiparianEcological
Greenways
ar - Values
9, 8on
onworking
working
LI
or Landscape Int.
Landscape
Integrity
Model
LI or Landscape
Int.
Landscape
Integrity
Model
eenways
P1-3
Conservation
Buffers - Value
8 on
other
SHCA
Strategic Habitat
Conservation
Areas
eenways:
C1-2
on working
lancover
NC
Natural
Communities
Natural Communities
moke
Buffers
- Value
9 or 8 on
working NC
Smoke Buffers
Conservation
Land Smoke Buffers
Panther
Panther
Habitat Wetlands
Model
Panther
Panther Habitat Model
parian Buffers - value 2-3 on working
Wetlands
WMD FLUCCS
PNA
Potential Natural Areas
PNA
Potential Natural Areas
nther - Value 7 and 8 on working
Recharge
Aquifer will
Recharge
Model to as “categories”, rows as “priorities”.
Recharge
Aquifer Recharge
Model
ar - Value 7 on semi-natural
Table 8.2:
Matrix modeling approach
with rules. Columns
be referred
NAIHAB
P2-3
on working
Recharge - P2-3
Riparian Buffers
Priority Buffers Along Riparian Corridors
Riparian Buffers
Priority Buffers Along Riparian Corridors
onservation
Buffers
- Values 9, 8, or 7 on working
HCA
on working
Smoke Buffers
- Value
8 on other
Riparian Greenways
Riparian Greenways
lue 8P2-3
on other
Riparian Greenways
Riparian
Greenways
eenways
working
ConservationStrategic
Buffers -Habitat
Value 8
on other
SHCA
Strategic Habitat Conservation Areas
rs
- ValueP1-3
8 on on
other
SHCA
Conservation
Areas
moke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on working Smoke Buffers
Smoke Buffers
Conservation Land Smoke Buffers
Conservation Land Smoke Buffers
parian Buffers
- value
2-3 on working
Wetlands
WMD FLUCCS Wetlands
Wetlands
WMD FLUCCS Wetlands
NAIHAB
P4-6 on
working
Recharge - P4-5
ntherP4-5
- Value
7 and 8 on working
HCA
on working
Smoke Buffers - Value 6-7 on other
ar - ValueInt7 P7-10
on semi-natural
ndscape
on working
Conservation Buffers - Values 5-6 on other
onservation
Buffers - Values
9, 8, or 7ononworking
working
eenways P4-6/Riparian
Greenways
ar - Value 6, 5, 4 on working
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assigned to the SUA cells expressed whether or not those
cells met the rule-specified
criterion or criteria. Rule
“FNAIHAB P4-6 on natural”,
for example, specifies cells in
the FNAIHAB input dataset
having values of 4, 5, or 6
that overlap with the Natural
portion of the land-use
intensity dataset. The GIS
Figure 8.2: Sample raster.
(Stanley Latimer)
operation therefore began by
examining all cells in dataset
FNAIHAB, and finding the ones assigned 4s, 5s, or 6s by
that dataset’s creator. The operation then compared
these FNAIHAB 4/5/6 cells with the land-use intensity
dataset to determine which overlapped with areas having
a Natural land-use intensity. Finally, the operation created a new, output grid (an SUA), perfectly coextensive
with both inputs, in which cells were assigned a 1 if they
met the criteria and a 0 if they didn’t (Figure 8.3). Simply
put, the GIS operation used the input datasets (e.g.,
FNAIHAB) and the land-use intensity dataset to identify
areas meeting the rule’s criteria.

Natural Communities dataset includes only natural areas,
so it appears only in the Natural Category. In some instances, Natural Communities was sorted along a second,
land-use related dimension using the Potential Natural
Area or Landscape Integrity layers.
Beyond this straightforward exception, though,
we encounter the tricky issue of which datasets are compatible with which land-use-intensities, from which I will
take some refuge by stating that TAG made these judgements. Oetting (personal communication) has provided a
synopsis of their logic:
Resources included in the “Natural” land use
category are those resources that require relatively pristine natural systems in order to function and persist long term....While some of these
resources could potentially remain viable with
some degree of human disturbance, natural land
cover is highly preferable, especially for those
resources in Priority 1 on the matrix. Resources
included in the “Working Landscapes” category are resources which are compatible with
relatively low-intensity human land uses such as
agriculture and silviculture....Resources included
in the “Other” category are potentially compatible with moderate or even high intensity land
uses, assuming that impacts to the resources are
carefully accounted for.
The matrix therefore implies that land-use intensities
should not be increased in most areas currently classified as Natural or Working. The resources represented
by the datasets in these categories basically will not
tolerate higher-intensity uses. Thus a one-sentence
explanation of why inputs appear where they do might
read: Resources (represented by datasets) were placed
in categories denoting the land-use intensities they can
safely tolerate. Applying this logic, TAG placed Wetlands
only in Natural, Panther Habitat in Natural and Working,
Conservation Buffers in all three, and so on. Wetlands,
they evidently feel, are compatible with natural conditions only, panthers with natural conditions and agriculture/silviculture, and conservation land buffers with both,
plus, perhaps, more-intensive land uses.
How were these rules transcribed into GIS
models? In brief, each rule in the matrix--e.g., “FNAIHAB
P4-6 on natural”--required a unique GIS operation which
generated a unique output dataset. Carr and Zwick
(2007) term an output dataset representing a single rule
a “single utility assignment” (SUA). SUAs are in raster, or
grid, form, meaning they are composed of millions of tiny
cells (in this study, cell size = 10 meters by 10 meters),
each possessing an assigned value (Figure 8.2). Because
the matrix’s rules were used to create SUAs, the values

Figure 8.3: Portion of the SUA for rule “FNAIHAB P4-6 on natural”.
Green areas met this rule’s criteria and were areas assigned a value of
1; other areas were assigned a value of 0.

This sort of GIS operation was performed for
all fifty-six matrix rules, yielding fifty-six SUAs. These
datasets were then combined by category, with, for
example, the Natural category’s twenty-six SUAs coming
together to form a single output dataset. Carr and Zwick
(2007) call a dataset of this type--one created by combining more than one SUA--a “multiple utility assignment”
(MUA). Next, the MUAs produced by combining each
category’s SUAs were themselves combined into a “complex MUA”, which encompasses all fifty-six rules and thus
serves to represent the entire matrix (Figure 8.4).
If entire categories of SUAs were simply combined, how were the three priority classes achieved?
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Rule 1
SUA

SUA

Natural Category
MUA

Working Category

SUA

MUA

Addition

Rule 3

Cell Statistics Maximum

Rule 2

Matrix Model
Complex MUA

Other Category
MUA

Figure 8.4: Diagram showing the progression from SUA to complex MUA. SUAs are not shown for the Working and Other categories. (Adapted from
Carr and Zwick 2007)

Above I wrote (to simply the SUA concept) that SUA cells
were assigned a value of 1 if their input datasets’ cells
met rule-specified criteria and a 0 if they did not. In fact,
this was only true for those SUAs coming out of the matrix’s Priority 3 row. SUA cells meeting the criteria specified by rules in the Priority 2 row were assigned a value of
2 (and other cells 0), while criteria-meeting cells for Priority 1 rules were assigned a 3 (and other cells 0). Because
the SUAs were combined using a GIS operation called Cell
Statistics Maximum, this numbering scheme provided for
the three priority classes: The Cell Statistics Maximum
operation searches a set of rasters and finds the highest
cell value in the set at each location (Figure 8.5); that
maximum value is assigned to corresponding cells in the
output layer (the MUA). Thus, for each location (i.e.,
each cell), Cell Statistics Maximum examined the input

rasters (the SUAs), found the maximum value, and then
assigned this value to that location in the output raster
(the MUA). In this way, Priority 1, which was assigned a
value of 3, trumped Priority 2 (value = 2), which trumped
Priority 3 (value = 1). (Priority 1, of course, also trumped
Priority 3.) Those locations at which all SUAs provided a
value of 0 remained 0.
The final combination, represented by the
second purple bar in figure 8.4, involved multiple steps.
First, the Natural MUA was reclassified so that its 1-2-3
prioritization became 7-8-9. Similarly, the Working MUA
was reclassified so that its 1-2-3 prioritization became
4-5-6. At this point we had three MUAs (though the
Other MUA was not included in the final combination),
each with a separate prioritization code, which would allow us to know which cells were which in the final model.
We would know, for instance, that a cell with a value of 7
meant Natural Priority 3 and that 6 meant Working Priority 1. Then we combined the MUAs using Cell Statistics
Maximum, creating a complex MUA representing the entire matrix (Figure 8.6 [next spread]). (Since the Natural,
Working, and Other MUAs were mutually exclusive, any
of several operations would have served for the combination.)
Two last methodology points remain before
turning to the HEI’s results. First, to avoid including
maps for all fifty-six SUAs, they have been combined
(using Cell Statistics Maximum) by input dataset within
each category. So, for example, Priorities 1, 2, and 3 on
Natural for FNAIHAB have been placed on the same map,
as have FNAIHAB’s Priorities 1, 2, and 3 on Working. Per

ONE LOCATION

INPUT RASTERS

Figure 8.5: At each location, Cell Statistics Maximum chooses the highest cell value from the set of input rasters. (Stanley Latimer)
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Figure 8.6: Diagram of the matrix modeling
process. Enlargements of diagram compoments
appear in the next section. The Other category
does not appear in this diagram as it was detached from the Matrix model per TAG.
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Cell Statistics Maximum, the higher priorities covered the
lower ones, an irrelevant loss as the SUAs were ultimately
combined with the same operation. Second, as mentioned earlier, the Other category was dropped from the
final matrix model (the complex MUA). TAG chairperson
Tricia Martin (personal communication) explains its exclusion as follows:

cess described above. The Other MUA, however, was
not factored into the final matrix model and is presented
separately in Appendix B.
The matrix model’s SUAs (i.e., its reclassified inputs) and MUAs (i.e., the combined SUAs) are mapped on
the following pages, and the final model appears on page
116. Greens denote conservation priorities located on
Natural land uses and browns conservation priorities on
Working land uses. Darker colors indicate higher conservation priorities and lighter colors lower priorities, while
areas not appearing as any shade of green or brown
are not considered conservation priorities. The Natural
land-use category is presented first; maps are ordered
to match (as closely as possible) Table 8.2. Because of
the model’s complex structure, diagrams introduce each
modeling phase.

In the end, we decided to delete the “other”
land use category. We were concerned that the
entire study area was deemed a priority of one
kind or another and that this wouldn’t play well
with landowners and county commissioners.
SUAs were created for this category’s rules, and from
these an MUA was derived using the combination pro-
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6 on Working

SCHA: 1 on
Working
Bear: 7 on
Working
Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Working
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Working
Greenways: 1‐3
on Working
Panther: 7, 8 on
Working
SHCA 2, 3 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 8,
9 on Working
Rip. Buffers: 2, 3
on Working
Bear: 4‐6 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Working
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Working
Landscape Int. 7‐
10 on Working
Consv. Buffers: 4‐
6 on Working
Panther: 5, 6 on
Working
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Working

Panther: 5, 6 on
Working
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Working
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Working Category MUA
Bear: 8, 9 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 1 on
Working
Greenways: 1, 2
on Working
Panther: 9 on
Working
Riparian Buffers:
1 on Working
SCHA: 1 on
Working
Bear: 7 on
Working
Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Working
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Working
Greenways: 1‐3
on Working
Panther: 7, 8 on
Working
SHCA 2, 3 on
Working

Conservation Priorities on
Working Landcover

MUA

Smoke Buffers: 8,
9 on Working
Rip. Buffers: 2, 3
on Working

Natural
Model

Bear: 8, 9 on
Natural
FNAIHAB: 1 on
Natural
Greenways: 1, 2
on Natural

Natural
Model

Bear: 4‐6 on
Working

NatCom: Scrub
and SH if on PNA
1‐4 or 100
NatCom: Dry
Prairie, Sandhill
Upland Lake
Panther: 9 on
Natural
Riparian Buffers: 1
on Natural
SCHA: 1 on
Natural

B
Bear:
7 on Natural
N t l

NatCom: Dry
Prairie, Sandhill
Upland Lake
Panther: 9 on
Natural
Riparian Buffers: 1
on Natural
SCHA: 1 on
Natural

Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Natural
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Natural
Greenways: 1‐3
on Natural

Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Natural
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Natural
Greenways: 1‐3
on Natural

NatCom: Seep.
Slope/Bog, Trop.
Hammock
NatCom:
Remaining
Sandhill, Scrub
Panther: 7, 8 on
Natural
SHCA 2, 3 on
Natural

Landscape Int. 7‐
10 on Working

Smoke Buffers: 2,
3 on Natural

NatCom: Seep.
Slope/Bog, Trop.
Hammock
NatCom:
Remaining
Sandhill, Scrub
Panther: 7, 8 on
Natural
SHCA 2, 3 on
Natural
Smoke Buffers: 2,
3 on Natural

Wetlands: All

Bear: 4‐6 on
Natural

Wetlands: All

FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Natural
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Natural
Bear: 8, 9 on
Working
Landscape Int.: 7‐
10 on Natural
FNAIHAB: 1 on
Working
NatCom: Upland

Consv. Buffers: 4‐
6 on Working

HW Forest, Pine
FW
Greenways: 1, 2
on Working
Panther: 5, 6 on
Natural
Panther: 9 on
Working
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Natural
Riparian Buffers:
1 on Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Natural
SCHA: 1 on
Working

Panther: 5, 6 on
Working

FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Natural
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Natural

CELL STATISTICS MAXIMUM

Bear: 4‐6 on
Natural

Conservation
Priorities
Conservation
Priorities
on
Landcover
onNatural
Natural
Landcover

RECLASSIFY

Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Working

B
Bear:
7 on Natural
N t l

CELL STATISTICS MAXIMUM

FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Working

Bear: 8, 9 on
Natural
FNAIHAB: 1 on
Natural
Greenways: 1, 2
on Natural
NatCom: Scrub
and SH if on PNA
1‐4 or 100

Landscape Int.: 7‐
10 on Natural
NatCom: Upland
HW Forest, Pine
FW
Panther: 5, 6 on
Natural
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Natural
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Natural

Bear: 8, 9 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 1 on
Working
Greenways: 1, 2
on Working
Panther: 9 on
Working
Riparian Buffers:
1 on Working

Bear: 7 on
Working

SHCA: 4, 5 on
Working

Greenways: 1‐3
on Working
Panther: 7, 8 on
Working
SHCA 2, 3 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 8,
9 on Working

Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Working

Rip. Buffers: 2, 3
on Working

ory

ory

Bear: 4‐6 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Working
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Working
Landscape Int. 7‐
10 on Working
Consv. Buffers: 4‐
6 on Working

SCHA: 1 on
Working
Bear: 7 on
Working
Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Working
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Working
Greenways: 1‐3
on Working
Panther: 7, 8 on
Working
SHCA 2, 3 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 8,
9 on Working
Rip. Buffers: 2, 3
on Working
Bear: 4‐6 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Working
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Working
Landscape Int. 7‐
10 on Working
Consv. Buffers: 4‐
6 on Working
Panther: 5, 6 on
Working
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Working

Panther: 5, 6 on
Working
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Working
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FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Working
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Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Working

Matrix Model
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Greenways: 1, 2
on Natural
NatCom: Scrub
and SH if on PNA
1‐4 or 100
NatCom: Dry
Prairie, Sandhill
Upland Lake
Panther: 9 on
Natural
Riparian Buffers: 1
on Natural
SCHA: 1 on
Natural

B
Bear:
7 on Natural
N t l

Bear: 8, 9 on
Natural

Greenways: 1, 2
on Natural
NatCom: Scrub
and SH if on PNA
1‐4 or 100
NatCom: Dry
Prairie, Sandhill
Upland Lake
Panther: 9 on
Natural
Riparian Buffers: 1
on Natural
SCHA: 1 on
Natural

Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Natural
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Natural
Greenways: 1‐3
on Natural

B
Bear:
7 on Natural
N t l

Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Natural
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Natural
Greenways: 1‐3
on Natural

NatCom: Seep.
Slope/Bog, Trop.
Hammock

Panther: 7, 8 on
Natural
SHCA 2, 3 on
Natural
Smoke Buffers: 2,
3 on Natural

NatCom: Seep.
Slope/Bog, Trop.
Hammock
NatCom:
Remaining
Sandhill, Scrub
Panther: 7, 8 on
Natural
SHCA 2, 3 on
Natural
Smoke Buffers: 2,
3 on Natural

Wetlands: All

Bear: 4‐6 on
Natural

Wetlands: All

FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Natural
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Natural
Bear: 8, 9 on
Working
Landscape Int.: 7‐
10 on Natural
FNAIHAB: 1 on
Working
NatCom: Upland

HW Forest, Pine
FW
Greenways: 1, 2
on Working
Panther: 5, 6 on
Natural
Panther: 9 on
Working
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Natural
Riparian Buffers:
1 on Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Natural
SCHA: 1 on
Working

FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Natural
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Natural

CELL STATISTICS MAXIMUM

Bear: 4‐6 on
Natural

Conservation
Priorities
Conservation
Priorities
on
Landcover
onNatural
Natural
Landcover

RECLASSIFY

NatCom:
Remaining
Sandhill, Scrub

Overall Matrix MUA

FNAIHAB: 1 on
Natural

CELL STATISTICS MAXIMUM

Landscape Int.: 7‐
10 on Natural
NatCom: Upland
HW Forest, Pine
FW
Panther: 5, 6 on
Natural
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Natural
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Natural

Bear: 8, 9 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 1 on
Working
Greenways: 1, 2
on Working
Panther: 9 on
Working
Riparian Buffers:
1 on Working

Bear: 7 on
Working

FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Working
Greenways: 1‐3
on Working
Panther: 7, 8 on
Working
SHCA 2, 3 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 8,
9 on Working
Rip. Buffers: 2, 3
on Working
Bear: 4‐6 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Working

SCHA: 1 on
Working
Bear: 7 on
Working
Consv. Buffers: 7‐
9 on Working
FNAIHAB: 2, 3 on
Working
Greenways: 1‐3
on Working
Panther: 7, 8 on
Working
SHCA 2, 3 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 8,
9 on Working
Rip. Buffers: 2, 3
on Working
Bear: 4‐6 on
Working
FNAIHAB: 4‐6 on
Working
Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Working
Landscape Int. 7‐
10 on Working

Greenways: 4‐6 /
Rip. Gwy. on
Working

Consv. Buffers: 4‐
6 on Working

Landscape Int. 7‐
10 on Working

Panther: 5, 6 on
Working

Consv. Buffers: 4‐
6 on Working

Conservation
Priorities
on
Conservation
Priorities
on
Working
Landcover
Working
Landcover

SHCA: 4, 5 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Working

Panther: 5, 6 on
Working
SHCA: 4, 5 on
Working
Smoke Buffers: 6,
7 on Working
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Bear: 8, 9 on
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Results and Discussion*
The matrix model’s summation, the Heartland Conservation Priorities map, appears at left. To review, it is the
complex MUA formed by combining the Natural and
Working category MUAs. As an aggregate of these category MUAs, the Conservation Priorities map represents
all of their component SUAs, which in turn represent
their various input datasets reclassified using the stipulated rules. The Heartland Conservation Priorities map is
thus the most important HEI product, communicating the
Heartland 2060
results of six matrix cells (Table 8.3). (As mentioned, the
Resources by Conservation Strategy Final Matrix
Other January
category
Revised
2010is mapped in Appendix B.)

P3, covering some seven percent. Natural P2 and Natural
P3 follow with roughly five and two percent, respectively.
Areas considered non-priorities for conservation comprise the remaining fifteen or so percent.
Why the wide variation in percentages? The
Natural category is probably skewed towards Priority 1
simply because most of what remains in a natural state
is a high conservation priority. A more even distribution
is seen in the Working category, wherein P2 is the largest
class most likely because such a large portion of FNAI
Habitat Conservation priorities fall within that priority
level. In addition, it stands to reason that a large portion
of those lands currently used to
"Natural"
"Working Landscapes"
"Other"
some -degree
by people would
Priority 1 Bear - Values 9, 8 on natural
Bear - Values 9, 8 on working
Recharge
P1
FNAIHAB P1 on natural
FNAIHAB P1 on working
Smoke
Value 9 on conservation
other
not Buffers
have -top-tier
Greenways: C1-2 on working lancover
Greenways: C1-2 on natural lancover
value. As for Working P1, this
NC: Scrub and sandhill if on PNA 1-4,100 or LI 7-10
Panther - Value 9 on working
NC: All dry prairie, seeps, sandhill upland lake
Riparian Buffers - Value 1 on working
class’s area is defined in large
Panther - Value 9 on natural
SHCA P1 on working
part by the Greenways dataset,
Riparian Buffers - Value 1 on natural
SHCA P1 on natural
which includes much working
land in its
higher
priority
Priority 2 Bear - Value 7 on natural
Bear - Value 7 on semi-natural
Conservation
Buffers
- Value
8 on otherclasses.
Conservation Buffers - Value 9, 8, 7 on natural
Conservation Buffers - Values 9, 8, or 7 on working
Recharge
- P2-3 notice that most
In addition,
FNAIHAB P2-3 on natural
FNAIHAB P2-3 on working
Smoke Buffers - Value 8 on other
Working P1 areas are in close
Greenways P1-3 on natural
Greenways P1-3 on working
NC: All Seepage Slope/Bog and Tropical Hammock
Panther - Value 7 and 8 on working
proximity to Natural P1 lands;
NC: Rem. scrub and sandhill
Riparian Buffers - value 2-3 on working
the former’s role in helping link
Panther - Value 7 and 8 on natural
SHCA P2-3 on working
SHCA P2-3 on natural
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on working
and buffer high-priority Natural
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on natural
areas is unmistakable.
Wetlands - all
Furthermore, high conservaPriority 3 Bear - Value 6, 5, 4 on natural
Bear - Value 6, 5, 4 on working
Conservation Buffers - Values 5-6 on other
tion
value was assigned to all
FNAIHAB P4-6 on natural
Conservation Buffers - Value 4-5-6 on working
Recharge - P4-5
Greenways P4-6/Riparian Greenways on natural
FNAIHAB P4-6 on working
Smoke
Bufferslinkages
- Value 6-7(whatever
on other
narrow
their
Landscape Int P7-10 on natural
Greenways P4-6/Riparian Greenways on working
land-use
intensity)
between
large
NC: All upland hardwood forest and pine flatwoods
Landscape Int P7-10 on working
Panther - Value 6 and 5 on natural
Panther - Value 6 and 5 on working
conservation blocks. What might
SHCA P4-5 on natural
SHCA P4-5 on working
be termed bottlenecks can be
Smoke Buffers - Values 6-7 on natural
Smoke Buffers - Values 6-7 on working
seen in northern Hendry County,
Table 8.3: Matrix cells represented by the Heartland Conservation Priorities map.
northeast Glades, and in parts of
Supplementing the map are numerical data
Highlands. Whether Natural or Working at present, these
showing the acreages and percentages covered by the six
areas are of critical value because they provide the kind
classes (Table 8.4 and Figure 8.6). (Note: Numerical data
of connectivity and metapopulation potential described
do not include the ten-mile buffer area.) Classes Natural
in Chapters 3 and 4. Some of these bottlenecks are likely
P1 and Working P2 are the most extensive, each covering
to be constricted or severed in the next fifty years and
more than one-quarter of the Region. Next are Working
will thus be revisited in Chapters 10 and 11.
P1, which occupies about eighteen percent, and Working
Other interesting conclusions may be drawn
Area Figures for Matrix Model
15 46
15.46

*Figures are for the seven study counties only; the ten‐mile buffer is not included.

CLASS
Natural P1
Natural P2
Natural P3
Working P1
Working P2
Working P3
Not Priority
Totals

COLOR

ACRES
1,321,959.11
244,259.35
82,547.99
848,532.02
1,209,459.35
330,974.92
738,476.55
4,776,209.29

PERCENT
27.68
5.11
1.73
17.77
25.32
6.93
15.46
100.00

6.93

N t l P1
Natural

27.68

Natural P2
5.11

25.32

Natural P3
Working P1
Working P2

17.77
1.73

Working P3
Not Priority

Figure 8.6: Class percentages.

Table 8.4: Class acreages and percentages.
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from the final map. The conservation value of riparian
systems, for example, is apparent, particularly in the
cases of the Peace River, which flows southward through
Polk, Hardee, and DeSoto counties, and the Kissimmee
River, which flows southward to Lake Okeechobee (forming the boundary between Highlands and Okeechobee
Counties). That riparian systems are often are at the
core of both habitat blocks and linkages (Forman 1995) is
borne out in the matrix model. In terms of areas deemed
non-priorities, these occur primarily where urban development currently exists (e.g., along the Ridge top), where
intensive agriculture predominates (e.g., south of Lake
Okeechobee), and in areas mined for phosphate (e.g.
western Polk county).

Perhaps most importantly, the final map (and
many of the others) hint at the Region’s strategic conservation value. The Heartland’s north-south linkages are
a bridge between the south Florida conservation block
and those in the north-central portion of the state (Figure
8.7). Broadly speaking, they are a bridge between the
south Florida block and the rest of the continent. Many
fauna (and perhaps flora) in the increasingly isolated
Everglades/Big Cypress complex require connections with
outside populations to remain viable. Most of Florida’s
east and west coasts have developed intensively, leaving
the Heartland as south Florida’s best hope for a natural
terrestrial linkage with the rest of the world.

Figure 8.7: The Heartland as a strategic conservation link. (Data: FGDL)
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9 Heartland Development Suitability
[T]here are other areas that, for perfectly specific reasons, are intrinsically suitable for urban uses.
		
--Ian McHarg (1969), Design With Nature, page 154

Figure 9.1: Nighttime satellite image showing the non-random distribution of development in the northeastern United States and southeastern
Canada. (www.noaa.gov)

The Heartland Ecological Inventory is essentially a
conservation suitability analysis. It identifies portions
of the Heartland where conservation efforts would yield
maximum benefit. This sort of analysis can also be used
identify lands best-suited for development--i.e., places
where homes, offices, schools, plants, etc. can be safely,
efficiently, and profitably built. Development, after all,
does not occur at random; as suggested by Figure 9.1
and by the above quote from Ian McHarg, certain criteria
predispose an area to urban uses. This chapter introduces key development-suitability criteria and models
their distribution in the Heartland, ultimately yielding a
development-suitability inventory for the Region.

Barnett et al. (2005), and Carr and Zwick (2006, 2007).
Listed below are the development suitability
criteria used in the model that follows. Based on input
from faculty here at the University of Florida, they are
arranged from most to least important in terms of their
ability to predict a piece of land’s suitability for and likelihood of development (these are probably not perfectly
identical, but for simplicity I am treating them as so).
--Proximity to existing development: According to
Zwick and Carr (2006), “[n]ew urban development
tends to occur in close proximity to existing urban
development” (page 23). Thus, in the following
model, areas close to existing development were
considered more suitable for development than
more remote locales.
--Absence of open water or wetlands: Barnett et
al. (2005) and Zwick and Carr (2006, 2007) exclude
or assign very low development-suitability weights
to open water and wetlands. For open water, the
rationale is clear. Wetlands, for their part, can usually be developed, but this generally a costly process,
decreasing their suitability for development.
--Higher road densities: High road densities may

Development Suitability Primer
What makes a piece of land safe, efficient, and profitable
for development (and therefore likely to develop)? Obviously there are many relevant factors, not all of which
will be covered here. In fact, this analysis was limited to
development-suitability factors for which ready-to-use
datasets existed for the Heartland Region. Nonetheless,
the list offered here is reasonably complete as compared
with similar criteria sets developed by McHarg (1969),
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make land less suitable for certain species (Chapter
5), but they tend to make it more accessible for
people. As a result, new development usually occurs
in areas with higher road densities (Zwick and Carr
2006).
--Proximity to major roads: If roads create accessibility, major roads support rapid, inter-city accessibility.
Hence the increased development suitability of most
lands close to major roads (Figure 9.2) (Zwick and
Carr 2006).
--Approval of developments of regional impact
(DRI) or planned unit developments (PUD): Where
regulators have already approved these larger-scale
developments, development is very likely to take
place (Zwick and Carr 2006).
--Absence of flood hazard: Naturally it would be
preferable to build in areas not prone to flooding.
Development doesn’t always proceed this way, but
the absence of flood hazard is nonetheless preferred
(McHarg 1969).
--Soils: proper drainage: Well-drained soils are more
suitable for development than poorly-drained soils
(McHarg 1969). This is a response to the flood and
general moisture risks associated with poorly drained
soils.
--Presence of utility service: For obvious reasons,
areas with utility coverage are better-suited for development than areas without.
--Proximity to centers of existing urban areas: Urban
areas support a disproportionate share of economic
activity (O’Sullivan 2009). Lands close to urban areas

are therefore are of relatively high development
suitability. This study defined existing urban areas as
cities of 20,000 or more people. (For more on this
concept, see Zwick and Carr 2006.)
--Soils: absence of corrosion hazard: Certain soils
are corrosive to concrete, the material of choice for
most structural foundations. (Some soils are also
corrosive to steel). For this reason, non-corrosive
soils are of higher suitability for development.
--Absence of steep slopes: As McHarg (1969) pointed out, flat areas are more suitable for development
than steep areas (Figure 9.2). He considered slopes
of 0% most suitable, those of up to 25% somewhat
suitable, and those of more than 25% unsuitable.
My scheme differs somewhat but is based on the
same principle--steep slopes are less suitable to build
upon.
--Absence of habitat mitigation costs: In Florida, the
development of areas considered to be habitat for
gopher tortoise or scrub jay carries mitigation costs,
making the non-habitat of these species areas a
more attractive alternative. (See www.myfwc.com.)
Modeling Process
As mentioned, each of these criteria was represented in
the Heartland by an existing GIS dataset, leaving only the
tasks of preparing and combining them. Table 9.1 lists
the development suitability model’s input datasets by
goal; these are mapped on the following pages. For convenience, some maps show more than one input dataset.

Figure 9.2: As in most areas, development in and around Birmingham, Alabama, generally follows major roads and avoids steep slopes. (Google Maps)
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Development Suitability Model Input Datasets by Goall
GOAL
1. Identify areas proximate to
existing development.

2. Identify areas without open
water or wetlands.

DATASET(S)

DESCRIPTION(S)

Tax parcels (FGDL)

Tax parcel data from the various county appraisers
were used to identify currently developed lands.

The first represents lakes and wetlands; the
1:24,000 hydrography polygons (USGS);
second was built in to be sure all portions of major
Major lakes (ESRI)
lakes were fully represented.

3. Identify areas of high road
density.

1:24,000 roads (USGS)

A detailed representation of roads. Trails were
removed from consideration.

4. Identify areas proximate to
major roads.

Major roads (FDOT)

A catalog of highways and other major roads.

Developments of regional impact
(FGDL); Planned unit developments
(FGDL)

These datasets represent approved DRIs and
PUDs.

5. Identify DRIs and PUDs.

6. Identify areas free from flood
hazard.

The FEMA datasets represent flood hazard areas
Flood insurance rates (FEMA); Natural
but are incomplete; The FNAI dataset was built in
floodplains (FNAI)
as a partial surrogate.

Soils (NRCS)

Delineates various soil types and classifies them by
drainage characteristics (and by several other
p
)
parameters).

Utility service areas (SFWMD,
SWFWMD); City limits (FGDL)

WMD datasets represent areas with existing utility
service; City limits were used as a surrogate
where WMD data are lacking.

Cities and towns (National Atlas)

Represents centroids of cities and towns. Only
municipalities of 20,000 or more inhabitants were
considered for this goal.

10. Identify areas with non‐
concrete‐corrosive soils.

Soils (NRCS)

Delineates various soil types and specifies which
are corrosive to concrete (and by several other
parameters).

11. Identify areas of low and
moderate slope.

National elevation dataset (USGS)

A digital elevation model.

7. Identify areas with well‐drained
soils.

8. Identify areas with utility
coverage.

9. Identify areas proximate to
urban centers.

12. Identify areas free from habitat Scrub jay habitat (UF GeoPlan); Gopher
mitigation costs.
tortoise habitat (UF Geoplan)
Table 9.1: Development suitability model input datasets by goal.
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These datasets represent areas where scrub jay
and gopher tortoise likely live, and thus where
mitigation fees will be assessed.
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(11)
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A few comments are in order with regard to
the input datasets. First, Appendix C describes how the
tax parcels were determined to be developed or undeveloped (this process is not as simple as it might seem).
Second, there is obviously some redundancy between
the inputs labeled Roads and Major Roads (major roads
appear in both), but this overlap serves only to increase
the importance of major roads in determining development suitability. Given the importance of major roads in
attracting development, this redundancy was considered
acceptable.
Third, flood hazard data are incomplete. If
FEMA has created a flood hazard map for Okeechobee
County, it is not readily available. An FNAI natural floodplains dataset takes up some of the slack in that county
but probably does not fully represent its flood hazards.
Large portions of Okeechobee County (i.e., the yellow
parts) therefore received a neutral flood-hazard rating in
the next modeling phase. Fourth, soils data relating to
both drainage and corrosiveness are lacking for portions
of Collier Counties and are suspect for much of Broward
County. These areas thus receive a neutral weighting for
drainage and corrosiveness to concrete. This is not a terribly serious issue as these counties are peripheral to the
Heartland; they are only relevant to this study because
of their inclusion in the ten-mile buffer. Finally, at this
resolution (175 dpi), the slope map does not show much
variation; however, relatively steep slopes do exist in the
Region, particularly along the Lake Wales Ridge.
The next step in the development suitability
modeling process (diagrammed in Figure 9.3) was to reclassify each input dataset along a 1-9 scale, where 9 rep-

resents high development suitability and 1 low. This scale
is akin to the 1-3 prioritization scheme used in Chapter
8, and, like that scheme, it results in a set of single utility
assignment rasters (SUAs), all in parallel, prioritized form.
There is obviously a bit of subjectivity involved in deciding how input classes are to be distributed on the 1-9
scale. For example, the slope dataset was reclassified so
that 0-5% slopes became 9, 5.01-10% slopes 7, 10.0115% 5, 15.01-20% 3, and greater than 20% 1. But is a 4%
slope really three times more suitable for development
than a 17% slope? There is probably no way to objectively divide slope percentages into nine development
suitability categories, and this same issue applies to all
input datasets which involved a gradient-like initial classification. A conscientious effort has nonetheless been
made to reclassify these gradients in a reasonable way.
Other input datasets--i.e., those in which a piece
of land either was or was not affected by a certain variable--were more easily reclassified with what amounts to
a binary system. For instance, in the case of the DRI/PUD
dataset, areas within the bounds of these approved projects became 9 and those outside 1. The Gopher Tortoise
and Scrub Jay reclassification involved a twist in that the
mitigation of scrub jay habitat is more costly. Thus, scrub
jay habitat was assigned a 1, gopher tortoise habitat a 3,
and all other areas a 9. (For details on these reclassifications, see Appendix C.)
The development suitability reclassifications
(SUAs) are mapped on the following pages, with greens
representing higher suitability, yellows moderate, and
reds low.
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Figure 9.3: Diagram of the development suitability modeling process.
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Once the input datasets were reclassified along
a uniform, prioritized scale, it remained only to combine
them. Unlike the matrix conservation suitability model,
the development suitability model relied on a simple
weighted sum combination (Figure 9.3). This operation
generated what is essentially a composite of the inputs;
however, some inputs were assigned more weight in the
combination than others. The various weights are shown
in table 9.2 and the weighted sum combination--the
development suitability model--appears at right.

water, wetlands, and certain floodplains. Among these
unsuitable areas are nearly all major lakes, the Fisheating Creek valley, the Kissimmee River valley, and Hendry
County’s wet, flood-prone central and southern portions.
In quantitative terms, the model produced a
regular, bell-shaped distribution of development suitability values, with a mean of 5.32 and a standard deviation
of 1.16 (Figure 9.4). This pattern suggests that the better
part of the Region is of only moderate suitability for development. However, it appears that there is more highsuitability than low-suitability land. Figure 9.5 (two pages
ahead) represents the development suitability distribution as a nine-class bar graph, confirming the Region’s (or
perhaps the model’s) slight bias toward higher development suitabilities. All told, more acreage is suitable for
development than is unsuitable.

Development Suitability Criteria
Criterion

Weight

Proximity to existing developed areas

17.0%

Absence of open water or wetlands

16.0%

Road density

12.0%

Proximity to major roads

7.0%

Developments of regional impact and planned unit
developments

7.0%

Absence of flood hazard

7.0%

Soils: Drainage

7.0%

Utilities

7.0%

Proximity to centers of existing major urban areas
(>20,000 people)

5.0%

Soils: Corrosiveness to concrete

5.0%

Slope

5.0%

Presence of gopher tortoise or scrub jay (mitigation
costs)

5.0%

Figure 9.4: Histogram representing the distribution of values in the Overall Development Suitability raster.

Three broad development-related implications
are evident in the map and graphs. First, there is likely
ample high and moderately high suitability land for the
Heartland to accommodate its projected population
growth. In other words, there is probably little reason to
force development into wet, remote, steep, or otherwise
unsuitable locations. This impression will be confirmed in
Chapter 11, which explores future development patterns
in the Region.
Second, the Lake Wales Ridge and its smaller
counterparts offer relatively high development suitabilities. (See Figure 7.2, which represents regional topography.) This quality is probably attributable to at least three
ridge characteristics: (1.) The ridges are relatively high
and are therefore free from most flood hazards. (2.) The
ridges’ soils are generally well-drained. (3.) The ridges
have long been home to productive citrus orchards,
which provided an economic base for other nearby development (development having a self-reinforcing effect).

Table 9.2: Weights assigned to individual criteria in the development
suitability model.

Results and Discussion*
The model’s results are relatively straightforward. Development suitability values range from a 1.81 to 8.61,
suggesting that some portions of the Heartland are very
good places for development while others are quite
poor. Notable high-suitability areas include most of Polk
County, the Lake Wales Ridge in Highlands County, portions of Lake Okeechobee’s shoreline, some of the Peace
River valley, and northern Hendry County. As would be
expected given the model’s inputs and weights, these
high-suitability areas correlate clearly with the SUAs representing proximity to existing development, high road
densities, and well-drained soils. Low-suitability areas,
on the other hand, correspond markedly with open
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Figure 9.5: Acres per development suitability class if the Overall Development Suitability raster were distributed across nine classes. Note that in
this graph the distribution has been stretched from 1.81-8.61 to 1-9.

Looking Ahead
With the exception of the input datasets representing
scrub jay and gopher tortoise habitat and wetlands, the
development suitability model has not considered how
development might affect biodiversity and other natural
resources. It has scanned the Region with a developer’s
eye, evaluating only whether a place (i.e., a raster cell)
could effectively (and profitably) support a new home,
office, plant, parking lot, or other urban use. Given this
paper’s theme of integrating conservation and development, the next chapter will explore the relationship between conservation suitability and development suitability in the Heartland. As would be expected, some lands
are well-suited to both uses; in these places, land-use
conflict is likely to occur.

Third, a prominent swath of low-development-suitability
land extends from Osceola County southward into Collier
County. This band of poorly drained, largely undeveloped
land is bisected along the Glades-Hendry County line
by an east-west strip of higher-development-suitability
land. If one thinks of the north-south swath as a potential conservation corridor--after all it is not well-suited to
intensive uses--then the east-west strip could become a
point of conflict between conservation and development.
This potential for land-use conflict points toward the next
phase of this study.
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10 Projected Land-Use Conflict in the Heartland
Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.
						
		
--Box and Draper (1987), Empirical Model-Building and Response Surfaces, page 242

Figure 10.1: A portion of central Florida favored by both people and sandhill cranes. (www.floridahabitat.org)

As posed in Chapter 1, this study’s research questions
are as follows: (1.) Can the Heartland Region accommodate substantial population growth without degrading its
biodiversity and other natural resources? (2.) If so, what
might future development patterns in the Region look
like? So far conservation and development suitability
has been modeled for the Region, and the these models
constitute a kind of foundation upon which the investigation of these core questions can be based. The logical
next step in this process is a comparison of the two
suitability models to evaluate the extent to which they
correlate (spatially). In other words, we would like to
identify areas where conservation priorities may conflict
with development priorities. In these places, conservation and development may compete in the coming years,
frustrating attempts to integrate the two. In this chapter
the two suitability models are combined, and areas of
equivalent suitability--that is, areas of probable land-use
conflict--are identified. The analysis relies on the LUCIS
(land-use conflict identification strategy) system outlined
in Chapter 6.

Modeling Process
The projected land-use conflict modeling approach is
diagrammed in Figure 10.2. The two input layers, the
conservation and development suitability models derived
in Chapters 8 and 9, required simplification and conversion to parallel classification schemes for the conflict
analysis. This was achieved through what the diagram
refers to as the “collapse” process, which, though slightly
different for each input dataset, resulted in all suitability
values for both conservation and development being
distributed across three classes. (LUCIS calls for a threeclass scheme.)
For the conservation suitability dataset--i.e., the
matrix model--the working and conservation categories
were combined, yielding three classes. As LUCIS’s 1-3
prioritization scheme unavoidably reverses that of the
matrix model, matrix priority 1 (highest conservation
suitability) became class 3, and matrix priority 3 (lowest
conservation suitability) became class 1. The 3, 2, 1 class
values were then changed (reclassified) to 30, 20, 10. As
will be shown in a moment, 30, 20, and 10 were used so
that the combination (addition) of the two collapsed suit151
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Figure 10.2: Diagram of the projected future land-use conflict modeling process.

Next, these collapsed surfaces were combined
using a simple addition process, whereby, for example, a
cell location at which the collapsed conservation suitability surface contributed a 30 and the collapsed development surface a 1 was assigned a value of 31. This 31
value means that, at this location, conservation suitability is high and development suitability low. In another
example, if the collapsed conservation suitability surface
contributed a 20 and the collapsed development suitability surface a 3, a value of 23 would be assigned to that
location in the conflict grid. At that location, conservation suitability would be moderate and development suitability high. Combining (adding) the collapsed suitability
surfaces resulted in the conflict surface shown on the
next spread.

ability layers would yield a six-value classification scheme,
with each value representing both suitability models
through what can be thought of as a two-digit code
(more on this approach shortly; see also Appendix D).
Converting the development suitability model,
classified along a gradient, to a three-class surface required a slightly different approach. Its original distribution of suitability values (graphed in Figure 9.4) was
simply divided into three classes based on standard deviation. These three classes were then assigned values of
3 (highest development suitability), 2 (moderate development suitability), and 1 (lowest development suitability).
Thus, for both the conservation-suitability and development-suitability inputs, the collapse process yielded a
simplified, parallel, three-class grid (Figure 10.3).
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Figure 10.3: Conservation and development suitability models were collapsed into three-class grids to simply the conflict-modeling process.
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The conflict surface shown at left was therefore derived by simply adding the two collapsed suitability grids. As mentioned, the first digits in the class
codes represent conservation suitability and the second
development suitability. Obviously, where the two digits
are equal, suitabilities are roughly equivalent, highlighting the potential for land-use conflict. Higher-intensity
conflict (think of conflict as marketplace competition
between the two uses) will occur in areas coded 33, as
these locales are highly suitable for both development
and conservation. Similarly, medium-intensity conflict is
likely in areas coded 22, and lower-intensity conflict in areas coded 11. (Areas coded 11 are poorly suited to both
uses, meaning conflict in these places--e.g., the middle of
Lake Okeechobee--will probably not be a serious issue.)
Given the aim of projecting future land-use conflict, what is wrong with the model at left? The answer
is that it includes many areas whose land uses will not

change and are therefore not subject to conflict. Essentially there are four fixed-land-use categories: open
water, existing conservation lands, existing developed
lands, and rights-of-way. Barring extreme circumstances,
land uses in these areas will not change in the foreseeable future, meaning they should be excluded from the
projection of potential conflict.
This exclusion was achieved through the creation of a mask, termed the development mask, which
was applied to the grid shown at left, removing the four
fixed land uses. The development mask represented
open water, existing conservation lands, existing developed lands, and rights-of-way (Figure 10.4). These four
inputs are mapped on the following spread; they were
simply added together to create the mask. All areas
shown in purple on the map labeled Development Mask
currently have non-fixed land uses and, as such, are subject to conflict.

Figure 10.4: Diagram of the projected future land-use conflict modeling process with development mask inputs highlighted.
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Figure 10.5: Development mask components.
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Figure 10.6: Diagram of the projected future land-use conflict modeling process with the masking process and output highlighted.

The masked conflict surface appears at right.
Obviously quite a bit of land (and water) has been
masked out, as it should be since it is no longer subject to
changes in use. If we consider the Heartland to be a pie
and land-use conflict a competition for pieces of the pie,
the masking process simply acknowledges that portions
of the pie have already been eaten and are thus no lon-

ger objects of competition. This acknowledgement will
figure importantly in the development models presented
in Chapter 11. Finally, the various development mask
components were laid atop the conflict surface, filling in
their respective voids and creating the map shown on the
following spread.
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Results and Discussion*
The model predicts that roughly 30% of the Heartland
will be subject to land-use conflict (Figure 10.7). Conservation suitability exceeds development suitability in
some 36% of the Region, while development suitability
is higher in about 34%. Polk County should enjoy the
least land-use conflict (by area), with Okeechobee County
experiencing the most.

Area Figures for Conflict Model
CONFLICT CLASS
33
32
31
23
22
21
13
12
11
Totals

Collapsed Area Figures for Conflict Model
CLASS
Conservation Wins
Development Wins
Conflict
Totals

ACRES
1,250,328.32
1,169,005.98
1,034,962.98
3,454,297.28

PERCENT
36.20
33.84
29.96
100.00

0.52

29.96

12.74 13
21

COLOR

0.14
9.15 116.58
12 33

32
31
22

31

21

Development Wins
33.84

6.58
32.23
3.45
11.96
23.23
0.52
12.74
9.15
0.14
100.00

23
23
11.96

C
Conservation
ti Wins
Wi

PERCENT

33
32 32.23

23.23 22

36.20

ACRES
227,391.55
1,113,199.51
119,036.79
413,023.77
802,590.93
18,092.02
440,061.95
315,920.26
4,980.50
3,454,297.28

13

Conflict

3.45

12

Figure 10.8: Area figures for the various conflict model classes. The tenmile buffer zone around the Region is not included in these figures.
Figure 10.7: Area figures for the three principal conflict model classes.
The ten-mile buffer zone around the Region is not included in these
figures.

suitable for development, in large part because of its low
risk of flooding. However, as Chapter 7 pointed out, the
Ridge, primarily by virtue of its long history above sea level, is also home to many rare species and communities,
making portions of it highly suitable for conservation.
Why, then, doesn’t the entire Ridge appear in
red? Most likely it does not because so much of its area
has already been modified by human activity. In heavilydeveloped Polk County and the urbanized portions of
Highlands, little red is apparent. But further south into
Highlands, along what might be thought of as development’s frontier, high-value natural areas still exist,
creating the potential for high-intensity conflict between
development and conservation.
Second, development suitability wins in a high
proportion of Polk County, a fortunate outcome given
Polk’s projected population growth of more than 470,000
by 2060 (see Chapter 7). Polk’s southwestern corner,
mined extensively for phosphate, includes large blocks
of development-wins acreage, as does its portion of the
Ridge. The fact that Polk is currently the most developed
of the Region’s counties no doubt contributes its high
relative suitability for future development. As suggested,
development has both a self-reinforcing effect and, of
course, often reduces conservation suitability.
Third, the projected land-use conflict model
highlights conservation priorities that will likely be developed by 2060 if left unprotected. In this way, it could

Breaking the area subject to conflict down by
conflict-intensity level, we see that high-intensity conflict
should be relatively rare, moderate-intensity conflict
widespread (except in Polk County), and low-intensity
conflict almost nonexistent (Figure 10.8). The largest
concentration of high-intensity conflict (excluding the
ten-mile buffer) will likely occur in Highlands County,
mostly along the western side of the Lake Wales Ridge.
Other notable pockets of predicted high-intensity conflict
can be seen in eastern Polk County and western Glades
Counties. Large swaths of moderate-intensity should
flank the north-south “conservation wins” corridor
stretching from Osceola County to Collier County. The
model predicts very little low-intensity conflict, with the
only sizeable block appearing in eastern Hendry County.
At least four general conclusions may be drawn
from the conflict model’s results. First, Highlands County
will likely experience considerable competition between
conservation and development. Many areas around the
Lake Wales Ridge appear in red, while an axis of pink
bisects the county roughly in line with Lake Istokpoga.
This prediction is not surprising given that Highlands
County (a.) contains two critical north-south conservation
linkages and (b.) includes the lower third of the Ridge. As
was explained in Chapter 9, the Ridge is generally quite
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help “prioritize conservation priorities”. That is, knowing
what conservation priorities are likely to develop soon
could help conservationists create a kind of triage list, a
catalog of must-acquire-now areas to whose preservation resources could immediately be applied. These
battleground areas are represented by the 33 conflict
class in general, but an even more specific subset stands
out--those 33 cells whose development would sever a
strategic corridor.
For example, the conflict model predicts that,
if no protective action is taken, major severances will
probably occur in southern Polk County (Figure 10.9) and
southern Glades County (Figure 10.10). In these areas,
the conflict model shows bands of red (high-intensity
conflict) bisecting strips of green (natural corridors).
Given their suitability for development, it stands to reason that these critical linkages should be protected first.
In other words, if matrix model priority class 1 represents
high conservation priorities (see Chapter 8), the conflict
model’s red areas (33 cells) represent very high priorities,
the most strategic of which should be considered ultrahigh priorities.
Most fundamentally, the conflict model identifies places that can be safely, efficiently, and profitably
developed without consuming valuable conservation
lands. In other words, it offers a framework for locating sustainable development. Chapter 11 builds on this
framework by modeling trend (default) development
in the Heartland and then using the conflict surface to
devise three alternative development patterns.

Figure 10.9: An at-risk conservation linkage in southern Polk and northern Highlands counties.

Figure 10.10: A threatened conservation linkage in southern Glades County

10.11

10.12
Enlargement locator
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11 Alternative Futures for the Heartland
Trend is not destiny.
		
--attributed to Lewis Mumford

Figure 11.1: Renderings of conventional and compact development in Lee County, Florida. (www.nrdc.org)

Those portions of the Heartland suitable for conservation, for development, and for both have been identified.
I have also provided an estimate of how many people
the Region is likely to add over the next fifty years. We
are thus in a position to directly address the research
questions posed in Chapter 1: Can the Heartland Region
accommodate substantial population growth without
degrading its biodiversity and other natural resources?
If so, what might future development patterns in the
Region look like?
In response to these questions, this chapter
introduces a model of trend development (i.e., development based on current policies and forecasts) in the
Heartland through the year 2060. It then examines the
implications of trend development, and, finding them
less than ideal, describes three alternative development scenarios for the Region. The models show that
trend development in the Heartland will likely degrade
biodiversity and other natural resources. However, they
also show that realistic modifications to current development practices can allow the Region to accommodate
projected growth without these harmful consequences.
These modifications center on redevelopment, increased
population densities in new development, and a lack of
development on priority conservation lands. In short,
this chapter shows that the first research question may
be answered, “yes”, and that adaptive development
patterns in the Heartland will involve redevelopment,

densification, and a cognizance of land-use suitability.
Modeling Process
The trend and alternative-futures modeling process is
diagrammed in Figure 11.2 (next spread). The pivotal
dataset in this process is clearly the allocation surface.
Though not illustrative as a map, this intermediate layer
contains all data necessary for deriving the four development models. I will thus describe the allocation surface
before proceeding to the development models themselves.
The Allocation Surface
As seen in Figure 11.2, the following five inputs combine
to form the allocation surface: the conflict surface (a.k.a.
the projected land-use conflict model), the development
suitability model, county-by-county urban densities for
2008, county-by-county population projections for the
year 2060, and county names. These are reviewed or
defined below.
--Conflict surface: Described in Chapter 10, the
conflict surface identifies regional lands suitable for
both development and conservation; in these areas,
land-use conflict is likely to occur.
--Development suitability model: The development
suitability model appears twice in Figure 11.2, once
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Figure 11.2: Diagram of the trend-development and alternative-futures modeling process.

trend and alternative development models required
estimates of current urban density in each of the
study counties. Urban density is simply a figure
representing people per developed acre. For each
Heartland county, 2008 population was divided by
2008 developed acreage to yield an urban density
figure. 2008 population figures were provided by
BEBR (2009) (Table 11.1), while an estimate of 2008
developed acreage was obtained by sorting (reclassifying) Florida Department of Revenue land-use data
into developed or non-developed uses. (Details on
this reclassification are found in Appendix C.) The
2008 county population estimates were then divided
by the estimates of 2008 developed acreage. This
process yielded the urban density estimates shown
in Table 11.2.
These estimates of urban density were built
into the allocation surface so that projected popula-

as a component of the conflict surface and once
independently (gray rectangle). Its contribution to
the conflict surface is straightforward (see Chapter
10). Independently it functioned to prioritize new
development. That is, in the trend and alternative
development models, the development suitability
model was used to predict which portions of the
Region’s total available area would develop first.
For example, trend development in the Heartland
through 2060 is projected to require about 289,000
acres. With the Region containing some 3.5 million developable acres, a prioritization dataset was
needed to determine which 289,000 acres would
likely develop. The development suitability model,
which represents areas most hospitable for development--and therefore most likely to develop--served
in this capacity.
--County-by-county urban densities for 2008: The

DE SOTO
GLADES
HARDEE
HENDRY
HIGHLANDS
OKEECHOBEE
POLK
HEARTLAND

2000
32,209
,
10,576
26,938
36,210
,
87,366
35,910
483,924
,
713,133

2008
34,487
,
11,323
27,909
41,216
,
100,207
40,003
585,733
,
840,878

HEARTLAND REGION POPULATION GROWTH PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2060
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
35,100
36,600
38,400
40,100
41,800
43,300
44,884
46,469
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
11,600
12,100
12,600
13,000
13,500
13,900
14,375
14,850
28,400
28,900
29,500
30,100
30,700
31,200
31,809
32,418
42,700
45,700
49,200
52,700
56,100
59,200
62,484
65,769
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
101,900
108,600
116,300
123,700
130,700
137,400
144,548
151,695
40,500
42,600
44,500
46,400
48,200
50,000
52,013
54,026
586,200
,
630,100
,
679,600
,
728,100
,
774,300
,
818,500
,
866,297
,
914,093
,
846,400
904,600
970,100 1,034,100 1,095,300 1,153,500 1,216,410 1,279,319

2050
48,053
,
15,325
33,027
69,053
,
158,843
56,039
961,890
,
1,342,229

2055
2060
49,638
51,222
,
,
15,799
16,274
33,635
34,244
72,337
75,621
,
,
165,991
173,139
58,051
60,064
1,009,686
,
,
1,057,483
,
,
1,405,138 1,468,048

BEBR 2009 medium projections
p j
Extrapolations based on BEBR (2009) data; see Appendix X

Table 11.1 (same as table 7.4): 2000 population by county and region; 2008 population estimates by county and region; 2010-2060 population projections by county and region. (Data: BEBR [2009]; for 2040-2060 projection formula see Appendix A)
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Figures Used to Project Acres Developed Between 2008‐2060
COUNTY
Desoto
Glades
Hardee
Hendry
Highlands
Okeechobee
Polk
TOTALS

POPUL.
34,487
11,323
27,909
41,216
100,207
40,003
585,733
840,878

ACRES DEVEL. 08
20,561.60
6,682.67
14,739.63
20,892.96
44,712.26
22,308.05
258,433.24
388,330.41

POP. DENSITY. 08
1.68
1.69
1.89
1.97
2.24
1.79
2.27

POPUL. 60
51,222
16,274
34,244
75,621
173,139
60,064
1,057,483
1,468,047

POPUL. CHG. 08-60
16,735
4,951
6,335
34,405
72,932
20,061
471,750
627,169

ACRES DEVEL. 08-60
9,977.63
2,922.01
3,345.71
17,440.37
32,542.18
11,187.21
208,142.41
285,557.52

Table 11.2: Figures used to estimate 2008 urban densities by county (POP. DENSITY 08), which were used to translate projected population growth into
projected acres developed. (Population data: BEBR [2009] and extrapolations described in Appendix A; 2008 acres-developed data: See Appendix C)

tion growth in each county could be translated into
a projection of acreage developed. For example, in
DeSoto County, where 2008 urban density was about
1.68 people per developed acre, the 16,735 people
expected to be added between 2008 and 2060
will require some 9,998 acres of new development
(16,735/1.68). This baseline projection of course
assumes that DeSoto’s current urban density will
hold true and that none of its new residents will be
allocated to redevelopment.
The trend model and alternatives A and B are
built upon this assumption of current urban densities
remaining static. Alternative C assumes that current
urban densities will be doubled in new development.
The estimates of 2008 urban density are therefore
integral to all four development models.
--County-by-county population projections for the
year 2060: All four development models were based
on projected regional population growth between
2008 and 2060 (Table 11.2). These figures were
built into the allocation surface and multiplied by
the urban density of choice to produce an estimate
of acres developed between 2008 and 2060 in each
scenario. (Again, current urban densities were used
in trend development and alternatives A and B;
current urban densities were doubled in alternative
C.) County population estimates for 2060 are simple
extrapolations of BEBR’s (2009) projections, which
extend only through 2035. (See Appendix A for a
discussion of this extrapolation process.)
--County names: Each model was run individually
for each county, requiring that the above data be
kept county-specific. Hence all data built into the
allocation surface were tagged with the appropriate
county name.

been manipulated. This study, however, zeroed in on
two: the conflict surface and the dataset representing
urban densities for 2008. The conflict surface was chosen
because it serves as a summation of the conservation and
development suitability models derived in Chapters 8 and
9. For example, by specifying that future development
occur only in the conflict surface’s 13 cells, I am quickly
specifying that development occur only in areas of low
conservation suitability and high development suitability
(see Chapter 10). The ability to select areas based on
their relative suitabilities for conservation and development thus allowed the models to test the feasibility of
accommodating projected population growth without
affecting areas important for biodiversity.
The urban densities dataset was chosen because, except for the magnitude of population growth
itself--possibly an unmanageable variable--population
density is the principal driver of land consumption. Compare for instance the amount of land required for 1000
new residents at an urban density of 100 people per
acre (ten acres) with that required for the same number
of new residents at two people per acre (500 acres).
Population density--for our purposes best expressed as
people per developed acre (urban density)--is therefore a
key variable in determining the spatial impact population
growth will have on the Region. And, unlike population
growth itself, urban density is a variable that land-use
planners may be able to influence.
Though not a component of the allocation surface, one additional model variable requires explanation
here: percent of population growth allocated to redevelopment. Redevelopment is the reuse of already developed lands (often involving renovation). The portion of
an area’s new population allocated to redevelopment
does not require any new development, which is also
referred to as greenfield development. So, for instance,
all other things being equal, if 25% of an area’s population growth is allocated to redevelopment, 25% fewer of
its greenfield acres will be developed. Redevelopment is
therefore an important variable in any effort to accom-

With these five datasets built in, the allocation
surface could be used to model regional development
patterns under various conditions. Strictly speaking, all
five input datasets represent variables that could have
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modate significant population growth without undue
biotic and natural-resource degradation.
The effects of allocating some portion of Heartland population growth to redevelopment were easily
modeled in the context of the allocation surface: That
portion of projected population growth was simply
removed from consideration. By way of example, alternative development scenario B assumed that 25% of
regional population growth would be allocated to redevelopment. That model therefore mapped a development
pattern for 470,377 new residents, which is 75% of the
627,169 additional residents expected by 2060. In other
words, no new development was required for the 156,792
people allocated to redevelopment.

conditions specified by that model’s criteria. For example,
cells selected by the trend model represent areas that
will probably develop by 2060 assuming that areas of
maximum development suitability are used first, that no
new population is allocated to redevelopment, and that
current densities are unchanged in new development. As
shown in Figure 11.2, selection was achieved through the
application of SQL (structured query language) expressions to the allocation surface. These expressions are no
more than requests for the GIS to search all cells in the
allocation surface and select those meeting the specified
criteria. The following SQL expression for the alternative
C model illustrates this selection approach:

The Models
Table 11.3 summarizes the formulae used to create the
trend and alternative development models. The first column simply lists the model names. The second column,
Development Suitability or L.U. Conflict Criteria, describes
the suitability criteria used for each model. As the column
name suggests, suitability was based on either the development suitability model or the conflict surface. The third
column indicates whether a portion of projected population growth was allocated to redevelopment. The fourth
column, Gross Urban Density, describes the urban density
of new development. The red text, which highlights variations from trend conditions, shows that each alternative
deviates a bit further from trend conditions. Notice that
alternative C’s formula differs entirely from that of the
trend model.

(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Highlands’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 666)

Here 2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Highlands’ tells the
model to search only cells in Highlands County; “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 instructs it to find
cells with conflict surface values of 13; and “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 666 specifies that it need not
consider cells with a development suitability of less than
6.66 (see Figure 9.4 for a review of the development suitability scale). The ANDs of course mean the GIS was only
to select cells meeting all three criteria.
How was it determined that this model needed
only evaluate cells with a development suitability value
of 6.66 or higher? A trial and error approach was used to
establish the minimum development suitability value for each SQL expression in each
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--Trend development model: As shown by Table 11.3,
the trend model allocates population growth to areas
most suitable for development irrespective of their
suitability for conservation. It places no new population in redevelopment, and it maintains existing
urban densities in new development. In this way it
projects current development trends into the future.
In this default scenario, we know from table 11.2
how many acres of new development the various
counties will require to accommodate their projected
population gains. Thus for each county an SQL expression was created to reflect the formula shown for
trend development in Table 11.3. The development
suitability value was then lowered until the expressions selected the requisite acreage in each county.
(Appendix E lists the final SQL expressions used for
all four models.) The cells selected in each county
were then aggregated into the single map called 2060
Trend Development (next page), which represents areas likely to develop by 2060 assuming current trends
hold true.
--Alternative A: Alternative A manipulates only one
variable, suitability (column two in Table 11.3). Unlike
the trend model, which simply allocates development to cells with the highest development suitabilities, alternative A allows development only in cells
with conflict-surface values of 13 (low conservation
suitability, high development suitability) or 12 (low
conservation suitability, moderate development suitability). It therefore allocates new development only
to areas that are relatively unimportant for conservation and relatively well-suited to development.
SQL expressions were again used to select cells (see
Appendix E), with the development suitability model
determining which 13 and 12 cells would develop. In
other words, as in the trend model, the development
suitability value was lowered until the expressions selected the required acreage in each county. Because
redevelopment was not specified and urban density
was not changed, the acreages listed in column seven
of Table 11.2 were again targeted.
--Alternative B: Alternative B builds on alternative A

by manipulating an additional variable. Like alternative A, it requires that development occur in cells
with conflict-surface values of 13 or 12. But it also
stipulates that 25% of Heartland population growth
be allocated to redevelopment. As a result, only 75%
of the area figures listed in column seven of Table
11.2 was required to accommodate projected population gains. The SQL expressions used to select cells in
alternative B were very similar to those of alternative
A, with the only difference being that alternative B’s
expressions targeted smaller areas. As a result, development suitability values did not have to be lowered
as far in alternative B to net the smaller required
acreage.
--Alternative C: Alternative C manipulates a third
variable by requiring that existing urban densities be
doubled in new development. As seen in Table 11.3,
alternative C maintains the variations to suitability
and redevelopment introduced by alternatives A and
B, respectively. However, with its increased densities,
alternative C represents a complete departure from
the trend model, at least as far as this study’s variables are concerned. Alternative C of course required
less acreage for new development than the previous
models: The values in column seven of Table 11.2
were multiplied by .75 (because of redevelopment)
and then by .5 (because of doubled densities in new
development). Not surprisingly, early assays at devising SQL expressions for alternative C showed that all
projected population growth could be accommodated
in cells with conflict-surface values of 13; the 12 cells
were thus dropped from consideration.
Results and Discussion*
The four models are mapped on the following pages, with
lavender cells representing areas projected to develop between 2008 and 2060. Priorities 1 and 2 (on both Natural
and Working lands) from the Matrix conservation suitability model (see Chapter 8) have been included so that the
various development scenarios’ impacts on higher-priority
conservation lands may be seen.
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Note: For clarity, ROWs were omitted from the development model maps.
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Figure 11.3: The development models side-by-side.
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Development Scenarios In Brief
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2
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N/A

Alternative A: 13, 12 Cells
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13, 12

None
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286,910
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Alternative B: 13, 12 Cells
+ Redevelopment
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13, 12

25

Existing

216,287

72,715

1,321,959
100

244,259
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100
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100

Alternative C: 13, 12 Cells
+ Redevel. + 2x GUD

388,330 L.U. conflict cells
13

25

2x Existing

109,268

179,734

1,321,959
100

244,259
100

848,532
100
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100

*After removal of existing conservation, existing
development, open water, and new development.

Red text indicates variations from trend model.

Table 11.4: Summary of development model criteria and results. Columns eight through eleven refer to the conservation priorities identified by the matrix
conservation suitability model (see Chapter 8).

Table 11.4 summarizes the modeling results.
Arguably the most important measure here is column six,
New Development, which shows the greenfield acreage
developed in each scenario between 2008 and 2060.
(Figure 11.4 displays these acreages in bar-graph form.)
The trend and alternative A models both consume about
290,000 greenfield acres by 2060. Their precise New Development figures differ only because the SQL expressions
described above usually cannot hit a target acreage with
perfect accuracy. Because both are accommodating the
same population increase at the same density (without redevelopment), the trend and alternative A models should
be thought of as consuming equivalent acreages.
The trend and alternative A models differ,
however, in the location of these approximately 290,000
developed acres. As would be expected given its nonconsideration of conservation suitability, the trend model
consumes some lands of high and moderate conservation value (columns eight through eleven in Table 11.4).
Alternative A, by contrast, because of its stipulation that

ACRES DEVELOPED BY SCENARIO

ACRES DEVELOPED BY SCENARIO
300,000
300,000

289,002
289,002

286,910286,910

250,000

216,287

250,000

216,287

200,000
200 000

200,000
200 000

150,000

109,268
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150,000
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109,268
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50,000

100,000
‐

50,000
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ALT. B
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‐
TREND

ALT. A

ALT. B

ALT. C

development occur only in cells with conflict-surface
values of 13 or 12, leaves areas of high and moderate
conservation value untouched. In fact, by definition, none
of the models allocating development to 13 or 12 conflictsurface cells impacts areas of high or moderate conservation value.
How harmful is the trend scenario? Proponents
of trend development might argue that in percentage
terms it leaves most priority conservation lands undeveloped (Table 11.4, columns eight through eleven). From
a biodiversity perspective, the central problems with
projected trend development in the Heartland are that it
will (1.) jeopardize some of the Region’s more important
conservation linkages and (2.) threaten the rare flora and
fauna of the Lake Wales Ridge (see Chapters 7 and 8).
These points are best illustrated by a few enlargements
of the trend model map. Two of the enlargements reveal
areas where trend development imperils key conservation corridors, confirming the potential hazard to these
linkages discussed in Chapter 10. The third enlargement
illustrates the degree to which development is likely to
modify the Ridge, probably exacerbating its biodiversity
issues (as introduced in Chapter 7).
Enlargements 1A and 1B (next spread) show
existing and projected trend development in and around
the city of LaBelle in northern Hendry County. Currently
LaBelle sits just west of a narrow (approximately five miles
wide) bottleneck in the main corridor between the Big CyACRES
pressDEVELOPED
/ Everglades conservation block and the rest of the
continent. Other north-south avenues parallel this main
corridor, but according to the matrix model they are not
as viable for wildlife movement. Keeping this bottleneck
open is thus a major conservation priority. As Enlargement 1B and its inset show, projected trend development east of LaBelle threatens to sever or at least further

Figure 11.4: Acres developed by scenario.
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Enlargement 1A: Existing Development with Consv. Priorities, LaBelle Area
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Enlargement 1B: Trend Development Model with Consv. Priorities, LaBelle Area

Inset area

Inset: Trend Development Model and Consv. Priorities, East of LaBelle

.66 mi.
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Enlargement 2A: Existing Development with Consv. Priorities, Avon Park Area
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Enlargement 2B: Trend Development Model with Consv. Priorities, Avon Park Area

2 mi.
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Enlargement 3A: The Lake Wales Ridge
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Enlargement 3B: Trend Development Model Along the Lake Wales Ridge
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constrict this corridor at one of its narrowest points, the
vicinity of Highway 80, which runs east out of LaBelle.
Recall from Chapter 4 that conservation corridors, particularly those designed to serve a variety of
species over long periods of time, should be as wide and
natural as possible. With trend development likely to
constrict this linkage--in 2060 its widest point is projected
to be just .66 miles--its biotic functioning would almost
certainly decline. And, looking beyond 2060, it seems
probable that trend development would continue to apply
pressure at this strategic point, potentially closing it off
altogether.
		
Similarly, enlargements 2A and 2B show that
trend development will likely close nearly all gaps in the
now-permeable Highway 27 development corridor. Paralleling the Lake Wales Ridge, this intermittent line of development does not yet completely divide the east and west
sides of the Ridge. According to the matrix model and this
study’s representation of current development, the Highway 27 corridor is currently wildlife-traversable in at least
four locations, highlighted in Enlargement 2A by yellow
numerals. The trend model (Enlargement 2B) shows that
all but one of these gaps will be closed by development by
2060, and that the remaining gap is projected to be only
about two miles wide. In other words, trend development will make it much more difficult for fauna and flora
to cross the Ridge, at least from central Highlands County
northward.
Zooming out, Enlargements 3A and 3B show the
toll trend development is likely to take on the Ridge as a
whole. Notice that with the exception of the gap shown
in Enlargement 2B, the model predicts nearly unbroken
development along the Ridge from northern Polk County
to central Highlands County. This linear concentration is
no doubt a function of the Ridge’s high development suitability; because of its soils, lakes, elevation, highways, and
cities, in the trend scenario the Ridge will develop before
most of its surroundings. But, as explained in Chapter 7,
the Ridge is also home to various rare and unique natural
communities and species. It is a kind of living natural
history museum, providing for millions of years a haven
for terrestrial communities and species as seas advanced
and retreated across the peninsula. From a conservation
perspective, the Ridge is thus an incredibly poor location for extensive development. Unfortunately, as seen
Enlargement 3B, most of the Ridge will likely succumb in
the trend scenario.
The alternative scenarios were of course designed to determine whether/how projected population
growth could be accommodated without trend development’s harmful impacts. As mentioned, alternative A
simply locates new development in areas of low conser-

vation suitability. It avoids all areas identified as Priority 1 or 2 by the matrix model, preserving corridors and
limiting development along the ridge. From a conservation perspective, it is thus preferable to trend development. From a planning perspective, however, alternative
A involves significant drawbacks. Chief among these is
its inducement of urban sprawl. Trend development, for
all its flaws, results in a relatively contiguous urbanization
pattern. Because the trend development model was prioritized exclusively by development suitability, it locates
growth close to existing roads, utilities, and development.
Since alternative A prioritizes new development
first by conflict-surface value and then by development
suitability, it is less cognizant of what makes a location
desirable or cost-effective for human settlement. For
example, developing the phosphate-mined southwest corner of Polk County makes good conservation sense, as this
area contains relatively few biotic priorities. On the other
hand, this area is beyond existing utility coverage and is
not served by any major highways, making its development costly in economic terms.
Several far-flung pockets of development dot
the Region in alternative A. Some, such as the pocket in
northeast Highlands County, are implausibly remote from
existing population centers. Furthermore, even after the
provision of highways and utility service, such a dispersed
development pattern would involve traffic congestion, excess carbon emissions, many new schools, and other costs
associated with urban sprawl.
Alternative A thus makes clear that a sustainable Heartland development pattern will require additional criteria--simply locating development in nonconservation-priority areas will likely create substantial
inefficiencies for people. Alternative B responds to this
concern by introducing a 25% redevelopment component (while maintaining that development locate only in
cells with conflict-surface values of 13 or 12). Obviously
alternative B generates only about 75% of the greenfield
development associated with the trend and alternative A
scenarios. This reduction is evident in the alternative B
map, particularly in Polk County. With less land required
for development, the development suitability threshold
moves higher, meaning that the 25% savings eliminates
some of the most inefficient (often the most far-flung)
development. In sum, alternative B avoids developing
conservation priorities and reduces some of the inefficiencies associated with alternative A.
However, alternative B can clearly be improved
upon. It still consumes some 216,000 greenfield acres
(Table 11.4), and, though less sprawling than alternative
A, it still creates pockets of remote development. Hence
a third alternative was devised wherein existing urban
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development in close proximity to) existing commercial centers can help maintain their economic viability
(HousingPolicy.org n.d.).
--In-tact agricultural lands: Even when greenfield development has minimal impacts on biodiversity, it can
consume valuable agricultural lands. Development
patterns that reduce greenfield consumption typically
protect farmland (EPA n.d.c.).
--Protected aquifers: Generally, infiltration decreases
and runoff increases as development spreads. Limiting development’s area allows more water to reach
the aquifer and reduces flooding. (EPA n.d.c., Steinitz
et al. 1996)
--Reduced visual blight: Many consider sprawling
development a kind of blight on natural and agricultural landscapes. Compact development reduces this
effect.

densities (again, these are county-specific) are doubled
in all new development, while the 25%-redevelopment
and conflict-surface stipulations remain in effect. (As it
turned out, no 12 conflict-surface cells were needed.) As
seen in the alternative C map, doubling existing densities
drastically reduces the spatial extent of development in
the Region. In quantitative terms, alternative C’s 109,268
greenfield acres developed represent a savings of some
180,000 acres over the trend and alternative A scenarios.
Thus, not only does alternative C protect moderate and
high conservation priorities, it also generates compact,
efficient development, which will result in savings and
benefits for people. These savings/benefits would likely
include (but are not limited to) the following, many of
which have been introduced earlier as advantages that
vary directly with conservation efforts:
--Minimized utility costs: Compact development
means less acreage must be covered by water, sewer,
and electrical infrastructure.
--Reduced demand for new roads: Locating development near existing roads reduces demand for new
ones (though existing roads may require expansion).
--Feasible transit, cycling, and walking: More-compact, higher-density development makes mass transit
more feasible (HousingPolicy.org n.d.). In addition,
compact communities foster alternative modes of
transportation, such as cycling and walking (Great
Communities Collaborative n.d.).
--Reduced commutes and emissions: Commutes are
typically shorter in compact communities. Less time
on the road means reduced carbon emissions and
lower fuel costs. (EPA n.d.c., Ewing et al. 2009)
--Viable downtowns: Redevelopment of (and new

Most importantly, Alternative C would provide
these and other benefits to people in the context of largescale biotic conservation. Natural and Working conservation priorities 1 and 2 would be untouched, corridors left
open, and much of the Lake Wales Ridge undeveloped.
Many other greenfields targeted by trend development
(and alternatives A and B), though not necessarily conservation priorities, would be spared, possibly providing
additional habitat and certainly buffering higher-value
natural areas.
Given its benefits to people and biodiversity, Alternative C is the most desirable of the four development
scenarios modeled here. The scenarios are compared in
Table 11.5, which ranks each according to three criteria:
compatibility with conservation, degree of urban sprawl,
and perceived ease of implementation. (Perceived ease of

Development Scenario Rankings
Development Scenario Rankings
Conservation Rank
Conservation Rank

Sprawl Rank
Sprawl Rank

Ease of
Ease of
Implementation
Implementation

Index
Index

Overall Rank
Overall Rank

4
4

3
3

1
1

2.67
2.67

3
3

3
3

4
4

2
2

3.00
3.00

4
4

Alternative B: 13, 12 Cells +
Alternative B: 13, 12 Cells +
Redevelopment
Redevelopment

2
2

2
2

3
3

2.33
2.33

2
2

Alternative C: 13, 12 Cells +
Alternative C: 13, 12 Cells +
Redevel. + 2x GUD
Redevel. + 2x GUD

1
1

1
1

4
4

2.00
2.00

1
1

Scenario
Scenario
Trend
Trend
Alternative A: 13, 12 Cells
Alternative A: 13, 12 Cells

4 = Worst
4 = Worst
1 = Best
1 = Best

Table 11.5: The four models ranked by three criteria: compatibility with conservation, degree of urban sprawl, and percieved ease of
implementation. These criteria were averaged in the column labeled “Index”. The lowest index value indicates the overall best development
pattern (in terms of these criteria).
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implementation simply represents the relative ease/difficulty likely involved in making the scenario a reality.) Rankings
for the three criteria were averaged for each model to create an index, which was then was used to devise an overall
ranking of the scenarios. Not surprisingly, alternative C
rates highest, despite probable implementation challenges.
It compares favorably with the other models both in terms
of compatibility with conservation and compactness of
development (Sprawl Rank in Table 11.5). Alternative B
comes in second, followed by the trend model, leaving
Alternative A in last place.
The Index is, however, a simple average and thus
does not take into account the relative importance of its
three components--and this will no doubt vary across
individuals and interest groups. An ardent conservationist,
for example, might focus on Table 11.5’s second column,
Conservation Rank. For that individual, alternative A might
win out over the trend model. A city planner might give
extra consideration to Sprawl Rank, making alternative C

the best scenario. A political leader might be more attuned
to column four, Ease of Implementation, in which case the
trend scenario would look best.
On the other hand, there is little doubt that all
three criteria are important and therefore that all three
should be included in any evaluative formula. This simplifies the contest in that Alternative C will win out in any
formula involving all three components--provided that Ease
of Implementation is not overly weighted. And if any one
criterion deserves a lower weight in terms of its importance to the biota and people of the Heartland, it is Ease of
Implementation. Making and implementing land-use policy
is rarely easy in the United States, but it is arguably the
most important responsibility we delegate to our planners
and local elected officials. Hopefully they will recognize
and promote the fact that a development pattern based
on conservation priorities, redevelopment, and increased
density will likely serve Heartland flora, fauna, and people
quite well over the next fifty years and beyond.
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12 Conclusions
The trouble with land is that they’re not making it anymore.
		
--Will Rogers, quoted in O’Sullivan, Urban Economics (Seventh Ed.), 2009, page 121

Figure 12.1: Peninsular Florida from space. (www.eosnap.com)

Where do these 200 pages of data leave us? What
general conclusions can be drawn, what practical recommendations made? Have the research questions posed
in Chapter 1 been answered? The short answers to these
questions are: “At a crossroads”, “Several”, and “For the
most part”. The expanded answers are the subject of
this final chapter, which recaps certain already-stated
conclusions and makes explicit some that have only been
implied.

Chapter 11 demonstrated that trend development in the
Heartland will have a deleterious effect on biodiversity
by virtue of its undermining of natural corridors and
its impact on the Lake Wales Ridge. This is a recipe for
diminished, fragmented, and possibly extinct wildlife
populations and natural communities (see Chapters 4 and
5). As stated in Chapter 7, many of the Region’s species
and communities are already imperiled (see Figure 7.8
and Table 7.1), and, as mentioned in Chapter 11, biodiversity in south Florida will be impacted to a large degree
by changes in the Heartland, particularly the severing of
north-south corridors. In fact, given the constricting nature of inward-spreading urban areas on both of Florida’s
coasts, biodiversity on the peninsula’s southern half may
hinge on Heartland conservation efforts (see Figure 8.7).
Furthermore, it bears mentioning that these
projections of trend development (A.) extend only
through the year 2060, beyond which it is unlikely our
biodiversity issues will have subsided; and (B.) do not
factor in the regional population boom that would probably accompany significant sea-level rise. In other words,
the estimate of trend development presented herein is
a fairly short-term, conservatively calculated one. We

Region-Specific Conclusions and Recommendations*
There are two main Heartland-specific conclusions to be
drawn from this effort, both of which entail a corollary or
two, and both of which point toward one or more solutions. These primary conclusions are: (1.) Trend development in the Heartland will negatively impact biodiversity
and will involve unnecessary social costs. (2.) The Heartland can accommodate its projected population growth
in a way that is less detrimental to biodiversity and less
costly to people. These points are discussed below.
Trend Development’s Impact on Biodiversity and Its Social
Costs
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should expect the Heartland to add at least one million
other services for trend development in the Heartland
people by 2100, which, assuming trend development
would cost about $26 billion (289,002 acres x $90,000
patterns, will result in a much more complete degradaper acre) compared with roughly $10 billion for Alternation of its natural systems than is projected by this study.
tive C (109,269 acres x $90,000 per acre).
Well into this process, once the damage reached critical
Third, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the Central
stages, we would realize that trend development patterns
Florida Regional Planning Council’s Heartland 2060 effort
required modification. Barring a drastic slowing in or
lists among its goals the protection of historic downstoppage of human migration to Florida, this realization is
towns, small-town atmospheres, and the Region’s “mix of
almost inevitable. If we are nearly certain that trend derural and urban lifestyles”. These qualities are generally
velopment will prove unsustainable, why wait to improve
not associated with sprawl (see Barnett et al. 2005); in
upon it? By the time current practices have been proven
fact, were there a recipe for the destruction of these and
absolutely incompatible with biodiversity, it will be too
other cultural/visual resources, sprawl would probably be
late to salvage many of its components.
its principal ingredient. As is widely known, with sprawl
Trend development in the Heartland will also
comes the marginalization of town centers, which are
carry unnecessary social costs. Here I am essentially
replaced by characterless strip development and treeless
referring to the non-biodiversity-related costs of sprawl.
subdivisions, all linked by heavily congested roads. (For a
No one needs another lecture on the ills of sprawl, so
more complete discussion of sprawl’s costs, see Benedict
I will limit discussion of these costs to those directly
and McMahon 2006 or O’Sullivan 2009.)
Trend Model vs. Alternative C: Acres Developed by
relevant to the Region.
Finally, trend developTrend Model
vs. Alternative
C: AcresClass
Developed by
Aquifer
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ment
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30000
land economy (see Chap- 20000
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20000
ter 7). It is always costly 10000
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10000
0
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scenario, while the more
0
Not
Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Priority 4 Priority 5 Priority 6
(see Randolph 2004 and
compact Alternative C
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Not
Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Priority 4 Priority 5 Priority 6
Priority
Benedict and McMahon
develops only about
TREND
ALT. C
2006), and this is particu109,000. Low-impact
TREND
ALT.recharge
C
Figure 12.2: Consumption
of aquifer
land by Trend
larly true in the Heartdevelopment techniques
development and Alternative C. Priority 1 is most valuable for recharge.
land, which offers unique
could lessen trend
climatic conditions and soils. Few other parts of the U.S.
development’s impact on the aquifer, but with limits to
can produce citrus, sugar, and winter vegetables (among
peninsular Florida’s water supply already emerging (see
other crops), so paving over the Heartland’s working
C. Barnett 2007), why risk further damage to the Region’s
landscapes would be particularly foolish.
hydrologic systems?
Second, the sprawling nature of trend develIn sum, trend development in the Heartland
opment will lead to higher infrastructure costs, most
involves setbacks to biodiversity and costs to people.
notably those associated with new roads and utilities. As
It should be pointed out that, ultimately, setbacks to
discussed in Chapter 6, in their evaluation of projected
biodiversity are also a cost to people (actually a range of
growth between 2005 and 2050 in the Orlando regioncosts; see Chapter 2), which leads to this clinching point:
-a study that included Polk County--Barnett et al. (2005)
All of the drawbacks associated with trend development,
found that urbanization costs (i.e., “the cost of providing
whether biological, financial, or cultural, might be termed
roads, utilities, and other services for newly developed
social costs--that is, expenses of one form or another that
land”; page 52) for trend development would total about
are borne by the population at large, usually for the ben$104.7 billion, compared with $37.8 billion for a more
efit of special interests. On the broad, all-inclusive ledger
compact alternative. Using their $90,000-per-new-acresheet of total regional costs versus total regional benefits,
developed cost estimate, providing roads, utilities, and
trend development is probably unprofitable for the vast
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majority of Heartland residents. It is almost certainly not
the most efficient alternative.

market-based incentives within a regulatory framework-may be most effective at promoting efficient development (Nuissl and Schroeter-Schlaack 2009).

The Heartland Can Grow Without Detriment to Biodiversity and High Social Costs*
Simply stated, the Heartland need not damage its biotic/
natural resources, empty its public coffers, and reduce
its quality of life to accommodate projected population
gains. The maps and figures presented in Chapter 11 go a
long way toward proving that non-drastic land-use policy
changes--specifically an emphasis on redevelopment and
an increase in gross urban densities--would enable the
Region to compactly absorb the expected 600,000-plus
newcomers. A compact development pattern would
significantly limit the environmental/social costs outlined in the preceding section: Fewer lands of value to
biodiversity, agriculture, and aquifer recharge would be
developed. Road, utility, and other infrastructure costs
would be reduced. And one of peninsular Florida’s last
culturally distinctive regions would do much to preserve
its character and quality of life.
The maps and figures point to Alternative C (or
a similar scenario) as a superior and viable option. Allocating about 25% of Heartland population growth to
redevelopment--coupled with requiring roughly twice
existing GUDs in new development (or some equivalent
variation of this formula)--would provide for projected
increases and would avoid a large portion of trend development’s harmful impacts on biodiversity and people.
While the particulars of implementing a more
compact future are beyond the scope of this paper, to
avoid accusations of utter impracticality, I list below a few
(but by no means all) possible techniques for achieving
a development pattern along the lines of Alternative C.
These suggestions are divided among three categories,
market mechanisms, regulatory tools, and miscellaneous
approaches. A multi-pronged approach--for example,

Market Mechanisms
--Development impact fees: These are charges
levied upon greenfield development to cover the
costs of new supporting infrastructure, such as roads
and utility lines. They force developers to internalize
many of the social costs generated by their projects.
--Mitigation fees: These are fees assessed for developing environmentally sensitive areas, for example
wetlands or rare-species habitat. Proceeds go to
protect or create similar landscapes (e.g., wetlands
or rare-species habitat) in other locations. In Florida,
mitigation fees already exist for the development
of wetlands, gopher tortoise habitat, and scrub jay
habitat; this list could be expanded and the fees
increased.
Regulatory Tools
--Urban growth boundaries: Used in several metropolitan areas (e.g., Portland, OR; Figure 12.3),
UGBs limit the development of greenfields beyond
a certain urban perimeter, usually only until population density inside the perimeter reaches a certain
level. Then the UGB is moved outward. The effect
is increased efficiency in the use of lands currently
within the perimeter.
--Conservation zoning: This type of zoning relaxes
density requirements (i.e., allows more units per
acre) for new subdivisions provided they cluster
development in non-sensitive portions of their sites.
Gross density for the site remains low, but de facto
density is relatively high. This technique can forestall
sprawling residential development in areas zoned for
low-density housing.

Figure 12.3: Portland, Oregon, urban growth boundary. (www.oregonmetro.gov)
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Miscellaneous Approaches
--Conservation easements: These are conservation
areas created when a landowner sells his/her development rights to a conservation entity but retains
ownership of the property. The conservation entity
might be non-profit (e.g., The Nature Conservancy)
or governmental (e.g., Alachua County, Florida). The
advantage here is that the purchase of development
rights is typically less costly than fee-simple acquisition of the property.
--Fee-simple acquisition of key conservation (and
aquifer recharge) lands: In this often costly method,
conservation entities simply purchase the full set of
rights associated with a piece of land and hold (and
often manage) that parcel for conservation. Florida
Forever, the state’s publicly funded land-acquisition
program, is such an organization, holding title to
some 2.4 million acres of conservation land (FDEP
n.d.).

25% of low-conservation-suitability, high-developmentsuitability acres being consumed by 2060.1 In other
words, as long as it avoids developing priority conservation lands, DeSoto really need not densify or redevelop
by 2060 to avoid negative impacts on its biotic resources.
Nor would existing-density development on non-conservation-priority lands in DeSoto lead to an overwhelmingly
sprawlish pattern by 2060 (see map 2060 Alternative
A). Thus for some lower-growth areas, it may suffice to
simply avoid developing environmentally sensitive lands.
That said, DeSoto County and its peers can certainly think
long-term and improve their land-use policies early.
Despite these variations, this paper’s core
conclusions are probably relevant across much of the
country and in many parts of the world. Does the following expansion of this study’s Region-specific conclusions
seem far-fetched?
(1.) Trend development in the United States will
negatively impact biodiversity and will involve unnecessary social costs. (2.) The United States can
accommodate its projected population growth in a
way that is less detrimental to biodiversity and less
costly to people.

Again, a combination of these and other approaches will probably be most effective at promoting
sustainable development patterens. (For a more complete list of growth management tools, see Randolph
2004.) The sticking point, of course, will be the political
(im)palatability of these techniques. Market mechanisms, with their well-deserved reputation for allocating
resources efficiently, may circumvent political protest, as
may reminders that the above policies are intended to
minimize the influence and subsidization of special interests.
General Applicability of These Conclusions
How applicable are these conclusions to the U.S. and
world at large? Their relevance will of course vary
according to regional conditions. Areas facing higher
growth pressures may require more drastic measures to
protect biodiversity and limit social costs. In their study
of metropolitan Orlando, for example, Barnett et al.
(2005) recommended the acquisition and protection of
some 600,000 acres of environmentally sensitive land by
2050 (see Chapter 6). This approach, they felt, was the
only means of protecting these areas in face of Orlando’s
rapid development. Barnett et al. also suggested that
compact development in the Orlando area would require
rail-based transit, which is probably the case for many
high-growth urban regions.
On the other hand, some areas might require
less-intensive interventions. To consider one portion of
the study area, development at DeSoto County’s current urban density (1.68 people/acre) will result in only

These are probably safe generalizations for the nation,
especially in light of the gloomy national biodiversity
figures presented in Chapter 2 (see also Figure 12.4) and
the worrisome sprawl issues seen in regions ranging from
San Diego County, California, (see Steinitz et al. 1996) to
Washington, D.C. (Sierra Club 1998). In these and other

Figure 12.4: Habitat loss caused by urban growth in select metropolitan
areas, 1990-2000. (McDonald et al. 2010)
Figure 2. Change in population and land-cover, 1990–2000. A.) Population growt
C.) Open space loss within each MSA. The size of the bubble indicates the amount of op
1 This statement assumes the population projections preland-cover lost. Cities are only marked when greater than 5000 ha was lost in at least o
sented in this
document
are accurate.
level rise
couldused less land per-capita in
consumption
from
1990 to 2000.
Cities withSea
negative
numbers
more
land per-capita.
drastically
alter population dynamics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0009509.g002
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Greater amounts of conservation funding are associated with
a greater decrease in per capita land consumption (Table 1;
F(3, 270) = 3.8, P = 0.01). Although per capita land consumption
generally declined across most cities, those cities with no
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Figure 12.6: Urban growth in New Delhi, India.
(www.flickr.com)

high-growth areas, redevelopment and increased urban
densities are a must if biotic impoverishment and social
costs are to be limited (The Nature Conservancy n.d.b.,
O’Sullivan 2009). Moreover, the need for improved landuse practices is not limited to growth regions. In one
famous example of unsustainable development amidst
population decline, metropolitan Detroit lost 7% of its
population between 1970 and 1990 but increased its
urban area by 28% (Sierra Club 1998).
Regarding the nation’s prospects for sustainably
accommodating 130 million or so additional residents by
2060 (www.census.gov/population/projections/), a focus
on conservation, redevelopment, higher urban densities would surely improve our chances. A recent study
by McDonald et al. (2010) found that, nationwide, cities
with more-progressive land-use policies and a greater
emphasis on conservation and were able to decrease per
capita land use more than others. The formulas found
to be successful by McDonal et al. are quite similar to
the recommendations made herein, suggesting a certain
universality to the integrated conservation and growthmanagement approach.
Speaking of universality, large portions of the
world face many of the same challenges and therefore
may benefit from similar techniques. According to The
Nature Conservancy (n.d.b.), this is particularly true in
China, India, and Africa, parts of which are urbanizing
at high rates (Figures 12.5, 12.6). Trend development
patterns in these areas (and elsewhere) will negatively
impact biodiversity and water supplies (McDonald et al.
2008, The Nature Conservancy n.d.b.), not to mention
their costs in terms of quality-of-life, agriculture, and
infrastructure. According to McDonald et al. (2008), “this

massive [worldwide] urbanization will likely have significant effects on the natural environment and the services it can supply to humanity” (page 1696). Compact
development, carefully located to avoid biologically rich
and hydrologically important areas, is surely part of the
worldwide solution to many urban-growth problems.
Process-Related Conclusions
Several process-related conclusions--essentially recommendations for those interested in undertaking similar
studies--may also be drawn from this effort. These are
summarized below, arranged in order of importance.
--Conservation inventories will never be perfect but
are still of value. As suggested in Chapter 5 and perhaps demonstrated in Chapter 8, attempts to model
biological and other natural resources will probably
never be founded upon an ideal range of input data.
The natural world is simply too complex for flawless
large-scale spatial modeling. Given the Heartland’s
nearly five million acres, there is little doubt that
important patches, corridors, or in-tact natural communities were overlooked. However, the biologists
involved in this effort clearly consider its results
valuable, and these results are expected to influence
land-use decisions in the Region. A conscientious
but imperfect inventory is almost certainly better
than no inventory. (See Hoctor 2003.)
--Maps and charts showing the effects of various land-use policies can be more compelling
than numbers or words. Compare, for example,
the table entitled Development Scenarios in Brief
(Table 11.4) with the corresponding maps and bar
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graph. For many people, especially those who live
in the Region, the numbers will mean far less than
the graphics, particularly the maps. Visualizing the
consequences of land-use decisions appears to carry
more weight than simply describing or tabulating
them. (See also Noss and Cooperrider 1994 and Carr
and Zwick 2006.)
--For areas where reasonably good GIS data exist,
studies of this kind can be inexpensively and quickly
conducted. The Heartland Ecological Inventory,
which relied upon two paid consultants, several
volunteers, and one graduate student, remained
within the budget of a relatively small regionalplanning body. All told, the process took about ten
months, probably involving around 500 man-hours.
The development-suitability, land-use-conflict, and
alternative-futures analyses were done at no cost
and took three months.
--Modeling projected land-use conflict can catalyze
alternative future concepts. Models of projected
land-use conflict are a way of summarizing various
land-use suitabilities and their interactions, all on
a single map. With a simple numeric code, like the
11-33 system used in this study (adapted from Carr
and Zwick 2007), areas suitable for development but
not for conservation (etc.) can be highlighted and
their population capacities evaluated very quickly.
In addition, conflict and allocation surfaces can help
planners and citizens quickly visualize the effects of
alternative land-use-policies, such as density and
amount of redevelopment.
--Modeling projected land-use conflict can help
prioritize conservation acquisitions. Knowing what
prime conservation parcels are at high risk for development should allow conservation entities like The
Nature Conservancy and Florida Forever to prioritize
their acquisitions. For example, parcels keeping
natural corridors open with conflict-surface values of
33 should be high priorities for protection. The flip
side of this, of course, is that development interests
could also prioritize their purchases using the conflict
surface.
--In this study area, and presumably many other
regions, agricultural lands should be factored into
the projected land-use conflict model. This study’s
most important flaw is its omission of an agricultural
suitability analysis (Figure 12.7), which should also
have been included in the projected land-use-conflict
analysis. This omission was made due to time constraints. In a region as agriculturally oriented as the
Heartland, inclusion of an agricultural layer would

have allowed for more accurate land-use conflict
projections along with more-agriculture-friendly
alternative development scenarios. One point to be
made here is that the matrix conservation-suitability
model does designate some working (essentially
agricultural) lands as conservation priorities, but this
assessment was based on their conservation value
and not on their agricultural productivity. Inefficient
development threatens agricultural lands, too, making them an important factor in land-use modeling.

Figure 12.7 (same as Figure 6.3): Agricultural preference (suitability)
model for north central Florida. (Carr and Zwick 2007)

Suggestions for Future Study
The most common research finding across disciplines
seems to be that more research is needed. In highlighting six opportunities for future conservation- and landuse-related research, this paper fits that mold. These
opportunities are outlined below, arranged from simplest
to most complex.
--As explained above, these models would benefit
from an agricultural suitability component. Most
necessary input datasets probably already exist for
this sort of project (e.g., soils, land cover, slope, access to roads, etc.). They would need to be gathered, combined (probably via a weighted sum operation) and then built into the conflict and alternative
futures models.
--It was mentioned in Chapter 7 that human migration driven by sea level rise could lead to higherthan-expected Heartland population growth. Given
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the likelihood of sea level rise over the next century,
it would be useful for Heartland conservationists
and planners to have a “trend-with-sea-level-rise”
model, along with a few alternatives to this potentially frightening picture. Simple sea level rise
models are available for Florida (see www.fgdl.org),
and could easily be combined with current census
data for an estimate of displaced individuals. The
tricky part, however, would be deciding how many
of the displaced would migrate into the Heartland.
Some speculate that, because Florida would likely
be bankrupted by a significant rise in sea level, many
refugees would leave the state altogether. However, facing imminent sea level rise, the state might
choose to avoid catastrophe by promoting inland
development ahead of time.
--In this chapter I have argued that many of the
Heartland’s biodiversity issues and population
pressures are being felt around the world. And I
have suggested that some of the regional solutions
proposed by this paper may have wider relevance.
I would like to add that the methods employed in
this study are also of general importance. Florida
could certainly benefit from statewide developmentsutiability and land-use conflict analyses and from a
set of proposed alternative futures. (Fifty-year trend
development in the state has already been modeled
by Zwick and Carr [2006], while FNAI, the University
of Florida, and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission have developed statewide
conservation inventories.) Similar methods could
no doubt be productively applied in all states and in
many rapidly developing countries.
--Along the same lines, do any general principles
emerge from the (small) range of existing conservation inventories, conflict analyses, and biodiversity-focused alternative-future studies? A sort of
meta-analysis of this literature might yield a semistandardized recipe for accommodating the world’s
expanding population without compromising its
natural and financial resources.
--In more practical terms, what are the best methods for promoting sustainable, biodiversity-friendly
growth patterns? This chapter has introduced a few
such tools (e.g., mitigation fees, conservation easements), but I have seen only limited analysis of their
effectiveness, particularly relative to one another.
(Bento et al. [2006] model the relative effectiveness
of urban growth boundaries, development taxes,

and gasoline taxes at limiting urban growth, but their
evaluation is purely hypothetical.) How, in the real
world of self-interest and economic viability, can conservationists and land-use planners move from GIS
models to actual conservation networks? As Hoctor
(personal communication) puts it, “[h]ow do you
coax, push, pull, cajole people to grow more wisely?”
Research is urgently needed in this area.
--Finally, many investigators of population growth
and future development in Florida wonder whether
the state’s carrying capacity for humans has already
been or will soon be exceeded. What is a safe maximum population for Florida? For the United States
as a whole? Assuming these limits are to be reached
this century (if they have not already been reached),
what policies might serve to limit human population
growth with minimal restriction of economic development and individual liberties? This is a thorny but
critical issue in Florida and beyond.
Bottom Line*
The many harmful consequences of inefficient development in Florida and the United States are catching up
with us in terms of species and natural community loss,
public expenditure, and decreased quality of life. As our
state and national populations continue to grow, this
effect will probably intensify. However, the models presented in this paper show that at least one high-growth
region, Florida’s Heartland, can accommodate its projected population increase without undue costs to biodiversity and people. Achieving such a future will involve
(1.) minimizing development in areas found to be of high
conservation and low development suitability, (2.) encouraging redevelopment, and (3.) promoting increased
densities in new development. It is recommended that
a combination of ecological inventories, developmentsuitability models, land-use conflict projections, trend
development models, and alternative-future studies be
conducted in any high-growth region seeking an adaptive, sustainable future.
Land really isn’t being made anymore. As a
scarce, life-sustaining resource in an increasingly crowded
world, its use must be carefully planned. Fortunately, we
possess the science and technology to evaluate land-use
suitability and to visualize the long-term consequences
of seemingly insignificant land-use decisions and policies.
Unfortunately, these tools have thus far seen only limited
application.
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Appendix A Population Estimates
and Projections
Population estimates and projections through 2035 are based on the University of Florida Bureau of Economic and Business Research’s 2009 population report (i.e., BEBR 2009). BEBR’s figures for the Heartland counties appear in Table A.1.
Population projections from 2040-2060 are linear extrapolations of the BEBR figures. For each county (and the Region),
an average five-year-population-increase figure was derived from the BEBR data. Multiples of this figure were added to
the 2035 projections as seen in Table A.2.
Projections of Florida Population by County, 2008-2035

County
and State

Census
April 1, 2000

Estimate
April 1, 2008

DE SOTO
Low
Medium
High

32,209

34,487

GLADES
Low
Medium
High

10,576

11,323

HARDEE
Low
Medium
High

26,938

27,909

HENDRY
Low
Medium
High

36,210

41,216

HIGHLANDS
Low
Medium
High

87,366

100,207

OKEECHOBEE
Low
Medium
High

35,910

40,003

Projections, April 1
2020
2025

2010

2015

2030

2035

34,000
35,100
36,100

34,500
36,600
38,900

35,000
38,400
41,900

35,300
40,100
45,000

35,600
41,800
48,100

35,700
43,300
51,400

11,200
11,600
12,100

11,100
12,100
13,100

11,100
12,600
14,100

11,000
13,000
15,100

10,800
13,500
16,200

10,600
13,900
17,300

27,500
28,400
29,200

27,200
28,900
30,700

26,900
29,500
32,200

26,500
30,100
33,800

26,100
30,700
35,300

25,700
31,200
36,900

41,000
42,700
44,400

42,200
45,700
49,600

43,400
49,200
55,300

44,400
52,700
61,300

45,100
56,100
67,600

45,300
59,200
74,000

97,800
101,900
106,000

100,200
108,600
117,700

102,500
116,300
130,500

104,100
123,700
143,800

105,000
130,700
157,400

105,100
137,400
171,500

39,300
40,500
41,700

40,100
42,600
45,200

40,600
44,500
48,600

40,900
46,400
52,000

41,100
48,200
55,600

41,200
50,000
59,200

599,400
679,600
762,900

613,000
728,100
846,500

621,900
774,300
932,900

626,400
818,500
1,022,100

POLK
483,924
585,733
Low
562,700
581,700
Medium
586,200
630,100
High
609,600
682,900
Table A.1: Population estimates and projections for the Heartland counties. (BEBR 2009)
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DE SOTO COUNTY

GLADES COUNTY

32209

2000
34487

2008
35100

2010
36600

2015
38400

2020
40100

2025
41800

2030
43300

2035

44884

2040

46469

2045

48053

2050

49638

2055

51222

2060

11323

2008
11600

2010
12100

2015
12600

2020
13000

2025
13500

2030

13900

2035

14375

2040

14850

2045

15325

2050

15799

2055

16274

2060

11091
317
1584

2000

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

10576

27909

2008
28400

2010
28900

2015
29500

2020
30100

2025

30700

2030

31200

2035

31809

2040

32418

2045

33027

2050

33635

2055

34244

2060

3324
95
475

2000

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

26938

41216

2008
42700

2010
45700

2015

49200

2020

52700

2025

56100

2030

59200

2035

62484

2040

65769

2045

69053

2050

72337

2055

75621

2060

4262
122
609

2000

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

36210

100207

2008
101900

2010

108600

2015

116300

2020

123700

2025

130700

2030

137400

2035

144548

2040

151695

2045

158843

2050

165991

2055

173139

2060

22990
657
3284

2000

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

87366

2008

40500

2010

42600

2015

44500

2020

46400

2025

48200

2030

50000

2035

52013

2040

54026

2045

56039

2050

58051

2055

60064

2060

2008

586200

2010

630100

2015

679600

2020

728100

2025

774300

2030

818500

2035

866297

2040

914093

2045

961890

2050

1009686

2055

1057483

2060

2008

846,400

2010

904,600

2015

970,100

2020

1,034,100

2025

1,095,300

2030

1,153,500

2035

1216410

2040

1279319

2045

1342229

2050

1405138

2055

1468048

2060
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HARDEE COUNTY

HENDRY COUNTY

HIGHLANDS COUNTY

40003

50034
1430
7148

2000

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

35910

585733

14090
403
2013
2000

334576
9559

840,878

47797
2000

440367
12582
62910

713133

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

483924

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

OKEECHOBEE COUNTY

POLK COUNTY

HEARTLAND REGION

TOTAL DIFFERENCE
AVG ANNUAL DIFFERENCE
AVG 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE

Table A.2: 2040-2060 county and regional population projections for the Heartland.
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Appendix B: Supplemental Data for the Heartland Ecological Inventory
Table B.1: Reclassification table used to
convert FLUCCS codes
(representing land-use
as designated by Florida’s water managment
districts) to land-use
intensity.

FLUCCS Land-Use Codes to Land-Use Intensity
VALUE RECLASS
DESCRIPTION
1100
3
Residential, low density (less than 2 dwelling units per acre)
1110
3
Fixed Single Family Units
1120
3
Mobile home units, low density
1130
3
Mixed units (fixed and mobile homes)
1180
3
Low densityy residential other
1190
3
Low density under construction
1200
3
Residential, medium density (2-5 dwelling units per acre)
1210
3
Fixed single family units
1220
3
Mobile home units, medium density
1230
3
Mixed units (fixed and mobile homes)
1290
3
Medium density under construction
1300
3
Residential, high density
g familyy units
1310
3
Fixed single
1320
3
Mobile home units, high density
1330
3
Multiple dwelling units low rise
1340
3
Multiple dwelling units high rise
1350
3
Mixed units (fixed and mobile homes)
1390
3
High density under construction
1400
3
Commercial and services
1411
3
Retail sales and services - shop
1423
3
Wholesale sales and services - junkyards
1460
3
Oil and Gas Storage
1480
2
Cemeteries
1490
3
Commercial and services under construction
1500
3
Industrial
1510
3
Food processing
1520
3
Timber processing
1540
3
Oil and gas processing
1550
3
Other light industrial
1560
3
Other Heavy Industrial
1562
3
Prestressed concrete plants
1600
3
Extractive
1611
3
Clay
1620
3
Sand and gravel pits
1630
3
Rock quarries
1633
3
Phosphate
1640
3
Oil and
d gas fields
fi ld
1650
1
Reclaimed land
1660
2
Holding ponds
1700
3
Institutional
1710
3
Educational facilities
1730
3
Military
1760
3
Correctional
1800
2
Recreational
1810
1
Swimming beach
1820
2
Golf Courses
1830
3
Race Tracks
1840
3
Marinas and fish camps
1850
2
Parks and zoos
1860
3
Community recreational facility
1870
3
Stadiums
1890
2
Other recreational
1900
1
Open land (Urban)
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FLUCCS Land-Use Codes to Land-Use Intensity

VALUE RECLASS
DESCRIPTION
1100
31
Residential,
(less than 2 dwelling units per acre)
1920
Inactive landlow
withdensity
street patter
1110
31
Fixed
Single
Units
2100
Cropland
andFamily
pastureland
1120
31
Mobile
home
units, low density
2110
Improved
Pasture
1130
31
Mixed
units (fixed
and mobile homes)
2120
Unimproved
pastures
y residential other
1180
31
Low
density
2130
Woodland
pastures
1190
3
Low density under construction
2140
2
Row crops
1200
3
Residential, medium density (2-5 dwelling units per acre)
2150
2
Field crops
1210
3
Fixed single family units
2156
2
Sugar Cane
1220
3
Mobile home units, medium density
2160
Mixed crops;
usedand
if crop
type homes)
cannot be determined
1230
32
Mixed
units (fixed
mobile
2200
Tree crops
1290
32
Medium
density under construction
2210
Citrus
1300
32
Residential,
high density
g family
y units
1310
32
Fixed
single
2220
Fruit orchards
1320
32
Mobile
home units, high density
2230
Other groves
1330
31
Multiple
dwelling
units low rise
2240
Abandoned
Groves
1340
3
Multiple
units high rise
Feeding dwelling
2300
operations
1350
33
Mixed
units (fixed
and mobile homes)
2310
Cattle feeding
operations
1390
33
High
density
under
construction
2320
Poultry
feeding
operations
1400
3
Commercial and services
2400
2
Nurseries and vineyards
1411
3
Retail sales and services - shop
2410
2
Tree nurseries
1423
3
Wholesale sales and services - junkyards
2420
2
Sod farms
1460
32
Oil
and Gas Storage
2430
Ornamentals
1480
2
Cemeteries
2431
2
Shade Ferns
1490
32
Commercial
and services under construction
2500
Specialty farms
1500
3
Industrial
2510
2
Horse farms
1510
32
Food
processing
2520
Dairies
1520
3
Timber processing
2540
2
Aquaculture
1540
3
Oil and gas processing
2550
2
Tropical Fish Farms
1550
3
Other light industrial
2600
1
Other open land (Rural)
1560
3
Other Heavy Industrial
2610
1
Fallow crop land
1562
31
Prestressed
3100
Herbaceous concrete plants
1600
3
Extractive
3200
1
Shrub and brushland
1611
30
Clay
3210
Palmetto prairies
1620
3
Sand and gravel pits
3230
0
Shrub and brushland
1630
3
Rock quarries
3300
1
Mixed rangeland
1633
30
Phosphate
4100
Upland coniferous forests
1640
30
Oil
and
d gas fields
fi ld
4110
Pine
flatwoods
1650
10
Reclaimed
land
4120
Longleaf pine
- xeric oak
4130
Sand pines
1660
20
Holding
ponds
1700
30
Institutional
4200
Upland hardwood forests
1710
30
Educational
4210
Xeric oak facilities
1730
32
Military
4220
Brazilian Pepper
1760
32
Correctional
4240
Melaleuca
1800
20
Recreational
4270
Live oak
1810
10
Swimming
4271
Oak/Sabal beach
Forest
1820
2
Golf
Courses
4280
0
Cabbage
palm
1830
30
Race
4340
MixedTracks
coniferous/hardwood
1840
32
Marinas
and
fish camps
4370
Australian
Pine
1850
21
Parks
and zoos
4400
Tree plantations
4410
Coniferous plantations
1860
31
Community
recreational facility
4420
Hardwood plantations
1870
31
Stadiums
4430
Forestrecreational
regeneration areas
1890
21
Other
5100
Streams
and
waterways
1900
10
Open
land
(Urban)
5110
0
Streams and waterways
5120
0
Streams and waterways
5200
0
Lakes
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FLUCCS Land-Use Codes to Land-Use Intensity

Table B.1 (continued)

VALUE RECLASS
DESCRIPTION
1100
30
Residential,
low density
(less than
2 dwelling units
5250
Open water within
a freshwater
marsh/marshy
lake per acre)
1110
31
Fixed
Single Family Units
5300
Reservoirs
1120
30
Mobile
home
units, low density
5400
Bays and
estuaries
1130
30
Mixed
(fixed and mobile homes)
5600
Sloughunits
waters
y residential
1180
30
Low
density
other
6100
Wetland
hardwood
forests
1190
3
Low
density
under
construction
6110
0
Bay swamps
1200
30
Residential,
medium density (2-5 dwelling units per acre)
6111
Bayhead
1210
3
Fixed
single
family units
6120
0
Mangrove swamps
1220
3
Mobile
home
units,
medium density
6150
0
Stream and lake
swamps
1230
30
Mixed
units (fixed
and mobile homes)
6170
Mixed wetland
hardwoods
1290
30
Medium
densityhardwoods
under construction
6172
Mixed wetland
- mixed
1300
3
Residential,
high
density
6180
0
Willow and Elderberry
gpalm
y units
1310
30
Fixed
single
family
6181
Cabbage
hammock
1320
3
Mobile
home
units,
high density
6191
0
Exotic wetland hardwoods
1330
3
Multiple dwelling units low rise
6200
0
Wetland coniferous forests
1340
3
Multiple dwelling units high rise
6210
0
Cypress
1350
3
Mixed
units (fixed and mobile homes)
6215
Cypress
domes/heads
1390
30
High
density
under construction
6216
0
Cypress/mixed
1400
3
Commercial andhardwoods
services
6220
Pond pine
1411
30
Retail
sales and services - shop
6240
Titi swampssales and services - junkyards
1423
30
Wholesale
6250
0
Stream
and lake
swamps
1460
3
Oil
and Gas
Storage
6260
0
Inland ponds and sloughs
1480
2
Cemeteries
6300
0
Wetland Forested Mixed
1490
3
Commercial and services under construction
6410
0
Freshwater
F h t marshes
h
1500
3
Industrial
6411
0
Freshwater
marshes
- sawgrass
1510
3
Food processing
6420
0
Pond
pine
1520
3
Timber processing
6430
Atlantic
cedar
1540
30
Oil
and gas
processing
6440
0
Cypress
- pine
- cabbage palm
1550
3
Other light
industrial
6460
Mixed Heavy
scrub-shrub
wetland
1560
30
Other
Industrial
6500
0
Non-vegetated wetland
1562
3
Prestressed concrete plants
6520
0
Shorelines
1600
3
Extractive
6530
0
Intermittent ponds
1611
3
Clay
6600
Cut over
1620
30
Sand
andWetlands
gravel pits
7100
Beaches
1630
30
Rock
quarries
7200
Sand other than beaches
1633
30
Phosphate
7400
Disturbed
land
1640
31
Oil
and
d gas
fields
fi ld
7410
1
Rural
land
transition
1650
1
Reclaimed in
land
7420
1
Borrow areas
1660
2
Holding ponds
7430
1
Spoil areas
1700
3
Institutional
7440
1
Fill areas (highways-railways)
1710
3
Educational facilities
8100
2
Transportation
1730
3
Military
8110
3
Airports
1760
3
Correctional
8113
3
Private Airports
1800
2
Recreational
Airports
8115
3
1810
1
Swimming beach
8130
3
Bus and truck terminals
1820
2
Golf Courses
8140
3
Roads and highways
1830
33
Race
Tracks
8200
Communications
1840
32
Marinas
8300
Utilities and fish camps
1850
23
Parks
andpower
zoos facilities
8310
Electrical
1860
31
Community
recreational
facility
8320
Electrical power
transmission
lines
8330
3
Water supply plants
1870
Stadiums
8340
Sewage
treatment
1890
23
Other
recreational
8350
Solid waste
disposal
1900
13
Open
land (Urban)
8360
3
Treatment ponds (non-sewage)
Other utilities
8370
3
NoData
N/A
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Heartland 2060
Resources by Conservation Strategy Matrix - revised "strict" scenario

Jon Oetting - revised 7 October 2009, 14 November 2009, 6 January 2010, 13 January 2010
NOTE: This scenario is intended to reflect the consensus of the advisory group at the last meeting.

OUTPUT

DONE

v
v

EXPRESSION

v
v
v
v
v
v

"Natural"

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

fnaihab1_natR
shca_1natR

fnaihab2_natR
shca2_natR
natcom_2remss
natcom_2ssbth
gw_2natR3 reclassed to gw_2n
panhab2_natR
habear2_nat2R
same as wetl_all_NLU
smobuf2_natR
conbuf2_natR

NC: All G1, PLUS Scrub and sandhill if on PNA 1-4,1CON((((pna_li_good == 1) and (natcom_v3_22 == 3) or (natcom_v3_22 == 7)) or (natcom_v3_22 == 1) or (natcomnatcom1_g1ssh
Riparian Buffers - Value 1 on natural
CON(((wetflowbufndf == 1) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
ripbuf1_nat2R
Panther - Value 9 on natural landcover
CON(((hab_pant_fin == 9) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
panhab1_natR
Bear - Values 9, 8 on natural landcover
CON((((hab_bear_ff == 9) or (hab_bear_ff == 8)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
habear_1na2R
NC: All dry prairie, seeps, SH upl lakes
CON(((natcom_v3_22 == 5) or (natcom_v3_22 == 8) or (cuthrtseep == 1)), 3, 0)
natcom1_dpssu
Greenways: C1-2 on natural lancover
CON((((grnway_v3_1 == 1) or (grnway_v3_1 == 2)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
gw_1natR3 reclassed to gw_1n

FNAIHAB P1 on natural landcover
SHCA P1 on natural landcover

CON(((LU_Final == 5) and ((fnaihab_v3 == 2) or (fnaihab_v3 == 3))), 2, 0)
CON((((shca_v3_1 == 3) or (shca_v3_1 == 2)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
CON((((pna_li_good == 0) and ((natcom_v3_22 == 3) or (natcom_v3_22 == 7)))), 2, 0)
CON(((natcom_v3_22 == 4) or (natcom_v3_22 == 6)), 2, 0)
CON((((grnway_v3_1 == 3) or (grnway_v3_1 == 4) or (grnway_v3_1 == 5)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
CON((((hab_pant_fin == 7) or (hab_pant_fin == 8)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
CON(((hab_bear_ff == 7) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
RECLASS of wetlands grid such that all wetlands are assigned a value of 2
CON((((smokbf_re_6_9 == 9) or (smokbf_re_6_9 == 8)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
CON((((cons_buf_max == 9) or (cons_buf_max == 8) or (cons_buf_max == 7)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)

CON(((LU_Final == 5) and (fnaihab_v3 == 1)), 3, 0)
CON(((shca_v3_1 == 1) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)

Priority 2
FNAIHAB P2-3 on natural
SHCA P2-3 on natural
NC: Rem. scrub and sandhill
NC: All Seepage Slope/Bog and Trop. Hammock
Greenways P1-3 on natural
Panther - Value 7 and 8 on natural
Bear - Value 7 on natural
Wetlands - all
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on natural landcover
Conservation Buffers - Value 9, 8, 7 on natural
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Priority 1

Priority 3

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

v

CON(((LU_Final == 5) and ((fnaihab_v3 == 4) or (fnaihab_v3 == 5) or (fnaihab_v3 == 6))), 1, 0)
fnaihab3_natR
CON((((shca_v3_1 == 4) or (shca_v3_1 == 5)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
shca3_natR
CON(((natcom_v3_22 == 9) or (natcom_v3_22 == 10)), 1, 0)
natcom3_uhpfw
CON((((landscape_int == 7) or (landscape_int == 8) or (landscape_int == 9) or (landscape_int == 10)) and (LU_Finl_int3_natR
CON(((gw_ripgw_nlur == 3) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
gwrgw_3natR
CON((((hab_bear_ff == 6) or (hab_bear_ff == 5) or (hab_bear_ff == 4)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
habear3_nat2r
CON((((hab_pant_fin== 5) or (hab_pant_fin== 6)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
panhab3_natr
CON((((smokbf_re_6_9 == 6) or (smokbf_re_6_9 == 7)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
smobuf3_natr

nat_cat_mua3

v

FNAIHAB P4-6 on natural
SHCA P4-5 on natural
NC: All upland hardwd forest and pine flatwoods
Landscape Int P7-10 on natural
Greenways P4-6/Riparian Greenways on natural
Bear - Value 6, 5, 4 on natural
Panther - Value 6 and 5 on natural
Smoke Buffers - Values 6-7 on natural landcover

nat_cat_mua3r

CON((((PNA == 1) or (PNA == 2) or (PNA == 3) or (PNA == 4) or (PNA == 100)) or ((landscape_int == 7) or (landspna_li_good
gw_ripgw_nlur

See Model MATRIX_01_10
(cell stats maximum for the 2 category MUAs)

See Model NATURAL_CAT_01_10
(cell stats maximum for the natural category outputs)
Reclassified to 0,4,5,6

Intermediate layers

Overall Matrix

COMBINATION Natural Category

Table B.2.A: GIS
operations used for
the matrix conservation suitability model’s
Natural category.
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Heartland 2060
Resources by Conservation Strategy Matrix - revised "strict" scenario

Jon Oetting - revised 7 October 2009, 14 November 2009, 6 January 2010, 13 January 2010
NOTE: This scenario is intended to reflect the consensus of the advisory group at the last meeting.

"Natural"
"Working
Landscapes"

EXPRESSION
EXPRESSION

OUTPUT
OUTPUT

DONE
DONE

v
v

v
v

fnaihab1_natR
fnaihab_1_w
shca_1natR
shca_1_w

FNAIHAB P1 on natural
landcover
FNAIHAB
seminatural
SHCA P1
P1 on seminatural
natural landcover
SHCA

v
v
v
v

CON(((LU_Final
== 5) and
== 1)), 3,==0)1)), 3, 0)
CON(((LU_Final
== (fnaihab_v3
3) and (fnaihab_v3
CON(((shca_v3_1
== 1) and
== 5)), 3,==0)3)), 3, 0)
CON(((shca_v3_1
== (LU_Final
1) and (LU_Final

== 1) and
== ==
3) or
(natcom_v3_22
== 7)) or (natcom_v3_22 == 1) or (natcomnatcom1_g1ssh
v
NC: All G1,
PLUS- Value
Scrub and
if on PNA 1-4,1CON((((pna_li_good
Riparian
Buffers
1 onsandhill
seminatural
CON(((wetflowbufndf
==(natcom_v3_22
1) and (LU_Final
3)),
3, 0)
ripbuf_1_w
Riparian-Buffers
1 on natural
CON(((wetflowbufndf
== 1) and
(LU_Final
== 5)), 3,
ripbuf1_nat2R
v
Panther
Value 9- Value
on seminatural
landcover (or other
ag)CON(((hab_pant_fin
== 9)
and (LU_Final
==0)3)), 3, 0)
habpan_1_w
Panther
- Value
landcover
CON(((hab_pant_fin
== 9) and
== 5)), 3, ==
0) 8)) and (LU_Final == 3)), 3, 0)
panhab1_natR
v
Bear
- Values
9,98on
onnatural
seminatural
landcover (or other
ag CON((((hab_bear_ff
== (LU_Final
9) or (hab_bear_ff
habear_1_w
Bear - ValuesC1-2
9, 8 on
on seminatural
natural landcover
CON((((hab_bear_ff
== 9) or (hab_bear_ff
== 8)) and (LU_Final
5)), 3, 0) == 3)), 3, 0)
habear_1na2R
v
Greenways:
lancover
CON((((grnway_v3_1
== 1) or (grnway_v3_1
== 2)) and==
(LU_Final
gw_1_w3 reclassed to gw_1_
NC: All dry prairie, seeps, SH upl lakes
CON(((natcom_v3_22 == 5) or (natcom_v3_22 == 8) or (cuthrtseep == 1)), 3, 0)
natcom1_dpssu
v
Greenways: C1-2 on natural lancover
CON((((grnway_v3_1 == 1) or (grnway_v3_1 == 2)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
gw_1natR3 reclassed to gw_1n
v
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Priority 1

Priority 2

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

v

FNAIHAB P2-3 on natural
CON(((LU_Final
== 5) and
== 2) or ==
(fnaihab_v3
== 3))), 2,==
0) 3))), 2, 0)
fnaihab2_natR
v
FNAIHAB
seminatural
CON(((LU_Final
== ((fnaihab_v3
3) and ((fnaihab_v3
2) or (fnaihab_v3
fnaiha_2_w
SHCA P2-3
P2-3 on natural
CON((((shca_v3_1
== 3) or==
(shca_v3_1
== 2)) and
== 5)), 2,==
0) 3)), 2, 0)
shca2_natR
v
SHCA
seminatural
CON((((shca_v3_1
3) or (shca_v3_1
== (LU_Final
2)) and (LU_Final
shca_2_w
NC: Rem. scrub
sandhill
CON((((pna_li_good
== 0) and
== 3) ==
or (natcom_v3_22
== 7)))),
v
Greenways
P1-3and
on seminatural
(or other ag)
CON((((grnway_v3_1
==((natcom_v3_22
3) or (grnway_v3_1
4) or (grnway_v3_1
== 2,
5))0)and (LU_Final == 3)), 2, 0) natcom_2remss
gw_2_w3 reclassed to gw_2_
NC: All Buffers
Seepage
Slope/Bog
Hammock
CON(((natcom_v3_22
== 4) or (natcom_v3_22
== 6)), 2, 0)== 9)) and (LU_Final == 3)), 2, 0)
natcom_2ssbth
v
Smoke
- Value
9 or and
8 onTrop.
seminatural
landcover
CON((((smokbf_re_6_9
== 8) or (smokbf_re_6_9
smobuf_2_w
Greenways
P1-3 -on
natural
CON((((grnway_v3_1
== 3) or==
(grnway_v3_1
== 4) or (grnway_v3_1
== 5)) and
gw_2natR3
reclassed to gw_2n
v
Riparian
Buffers
value
2-3 on seminatural
CON((((wetflowbufndf
2) or (wetflowbufndf
== 3)) and (LU_Final
==(LU_Final
3)), 2, 0) == 5)), 2, 0)
ripbuf_2_w
Panther -- Value
Value 7 and
CON((((hab_pant_fin
== 7) or==
(hab_pant_fin
== 8)) and
== 5)), 2, ==
0) 3)), 2, 0)
panhab2_natR
v
Panther
and 88 on
onnatural
seminatural (or other ag)
CON((((hab_pant_fin
7) or (hab_pant_fin
==(LU_Final
8)) and (LU_Final
habpan_2_w
Bear -- Value
Value 7 on natural
CON(((hab_bear_ff
== 7) and
== 5)), 2,==0)3)), 2, 0)
habear2_nat2R
v
Bear
semi-natural (or other ag)
CON(((hab_bear_ff
== (LU_Final
7) and (LU_Final
habear_2_w
Wetlands - all Buffers - Values 9, 8, or 7 on seminatural
RECLASS
of wetlands grid such
all(cons_buf_max
wetlands are assigned
a value
of 2
as wetl_all_NLU
v
Conservation
CON((((cons_buf_max
==that
7) or
== 8) or
(cons_buf_max
== 9)) and (LU_Final == 3)), 2,same
0) conbuf_2_w
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on natural landcover CON((((smokbf_re_6_9 == 9) or (smokbf_re_6_9 == 8)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
smobuf2_natR
v
Conservation Buffers - Value 9, 8, 7 on natural
CON((((cons_buf_max == 9) or (cons_buf_max == 8) or (cons_buf_max == 7)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
conbuf2_natR
v

v

v

Priority 3

nat_cat_mua3
wkg_cat_mua3

v

mat_mua_01_13

CON((((PNA == 1) or (PNA == 2) or (PNA == 3) or (PNA == 4) or (PNA == 100)) or ((landscape_int == 7) or (landspna_li_good
gw_ripgw_nlur
See Model
NATURAL_CAT_01_10
See Model
WKG_LDS_CAT_01_10
(cell stats
for the natural
category
outputs)
(cellmaximum
stats maximum
for working
landscape
category outputs)
Reclassified to 0,4,5,6
See Model MATRIX_01_10
(cell stats maximum for the 2 category MUAs)

v

nat_cat_mua3r

FNAIHAB P4-6 on natural
CON(((LU_Final
== 5) and
== 4) or ==
(fnaihab_v3
== 5) or (fnaihab_v3
== 6))), 1, ==
0) 6))), 1, 0)
fnaihab3_natR
FNAIHAB
seminatural
CON(((LU_Final
== ((fnaihab_v3
3) and ((fnaihab_v3
4) or (fnaihab_v3
== 5) or (fnaihab_v3
fnaiha_3_w
SHCA P4-5
P4-5 on natural
CON((((shca_v3_1
== 4) or==
(shca_v3_1
== 5)) and
== 5)), 1,==
0) 3)), 1, 0)
shca3_natR
SHCA
seminatural
CON((((shca_v3_1
4) or (shca_v3_1
== (LU_Final
5)) and (LU_Final
shca_3_w
NC: All upland
hardwdon
forest
and pine flatwoods
CON(((natcom_v3_22
== 9) or==
(natcom_v3_22
== 10)),==
1, 8)
0) or (landscape_int == 9) or (landscape_int == 10)) and
natcom3_uhpfw
Landscape
Int P7-10
seminatural
CON((((landscape_int
7) or (landscape_int
(Ll_int_3_w
Landscape Int
P7-10 on natural
CON((((landscape_int
== 7) or==
(landscape_int
== 8)==
or 3)),
(landscape_int
== 9) or (landscape_int == 10)) and (LU_Finl_int3_natR
Greenways
P4-6/Riparian
Greenways on seminatural
CON(((gw_ripgw_nlur
3) and (LU_Final
1, 0)
gw_3_w
Greenways
Greenways
natural
== 3) ==
and6)(LU_Final
== 5)), 1,
gwrgw_3natR
Bear
- ValueP4-6/Riparian
6, 5, 4 on seminatural
(oronother
ag) CON(((gw_ripgw_nlur
CON((((hab_bear_ff
or (hab_bear_ff
==0)5) or (hab_bear_ff == 4)) and (LU_Final == 3)), 1, 0)
habear_3_w
Bear - Value
6, -5,Values
4 on natural
CON((((hab_bear_ff
== 6) or (hab_bear_ff
== 5) or (hab_bear_ff
4))(LU_Final
and (LU_Final
==1,5)),
habear3_nat2r
Smoke
Buffers
6-7 on seminatural
CON((((smokbf_re_6_9
== 6) or (smokbf_re_6_9
== 7))==
and
== 3)),
0) 1, 0)
smobuf_3_w
Panther -- Value
Value 6 and
CON((((hab_pant_fin==
5) or (hab_pant_fin==
6)) and (LU_Final
== 5)), 1, ==
0) 3)), 1, 0)
panhab3_natr
Panther
and 55 on
onnatural
semi-natural (or other ag)
CON((((hab_pant_fin==
5) or (hab_pant_fin==
6)) and (LU_Final
habpan_3_w
Smoke BuffersBuffers
- Values
6-7 on4-5-6
natural
== 6) or
== 7)) and
(LU_Final
== 5)), 1, 0)== 6)) and (LU_Final == 3)), 1,smobuf3_natr
Conservation
- Value
onlandcover
seminaural CON((((smokbf_re_6_9
CON((((cons_buf_max
==(smokbf_re_6_9
4) or (cons_buf_max
== 5)
or (cons_buf_max
0) conbuf_3_w

Intermediate layers

Overall Matrix

COMBINATION Working
Natural Category
Landscapes

Table B.2.B: GIS
operations used for
the matrix conservation suitability model’s
Working category.

Appendix B: Supplemental Data for the Heartland Ecological Inventory
The matrix model’s “Other” category is briefly presented here. This portion of the Heartland Ecological Inventory was
detached from the matrix model per TAG (see Chapter 8). The Other category highlights conservation priorities on
lands whose uses are more intensive than those in the Natural and Working categories. From a conservation perspective, areas identified by the Other category model are probably most useful as buffers for core conservation lands and/
or as aquifer recharge areas. As such, they are compatible with a certain level of development--though probably not
with high-intensity uses, particularly those involving extensive paving.
Table B.3 shows the GIS operations used to map the Other category model, while the map itself appears on the
next page. The aquifer recharge model, shown in Chapter 8, dominates the Other category model. Because there are
few high-priority conservation and smoke buffers1 (shown in Chapter 8) on lands whose uses are classified as Other, the
buffer
models
influence the Other model to a far lesser degree that does the aquifer recharge model.
Heartland
2060
In broad
terms, the Other
category
model
identifies
some scenario
Priority 1 and 2 lands in northern and central Polk
Resources
by Conservation
Strategy
Matrix
- revised
"strict"
Jon Oetting a
- revised
7 October
2009, 142November
2009, 6 January
2010, 13 January
2010 portion of the Lake Wales Ridge, and bands of Priority 2
County,
cluster
of Priority
lands along
the Highlands
County
lands
in northeastern Glades County. Other Priority 2 pockets exist against a background of Priority 3 and non-priority
NOTE: This scenario is intended to reflect the consensus of the advisory group at the last meeting.
lands.
Priority 1

"Natural"
"Other"
FNAIHAB P1
Recharge
- P1on natural landcover
SHCA P1
on natural
landcover
Smoke
Buffers
- Value
9 on other landcover

EXPRESSION

EXPRESSION

CON(((LU_Final
== 5) and (fnaihab_v3 == 1)), 3, 0)
Reclass to 3
CON(((shca_v3_1
== 1) ==
and9)(LU_Final
== 5)),==
3, 0)
CON(((smokbf_re_6_9
and (LU_Final
1)), 3, 0)

OUTPUT
rec_rechv3_o
smobuf_1_o

DONE
v
v

O

fnaihab1_na
shca_1natR

NC: All G1, PLUS Scrub and sandhill if on PNA 1-4,1CON((((pna_li_good == 1) and (natcom_v3_22 == 3) or (natcom_v3_22 == 7)) or (natcom_v3_22 == 1) or (natcomnatcom1_g1
Riparian Buffers - Value 1 on natural
CON(((wetflowbufndf == 1) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
ripbuf1_nat2
Panther - Value 9 on natural landcover
CON(((hab_pant_fin == 9) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
panhab1_na
Bear - Values 9, 8 on natural landcover
CON((((hab_bear_ff == 9) or (hab_bear_ff == 8)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
habear_1na
NC: All dry prairie, seeps, SH upl lakes
CON(((natcom_v3_22 == 5) or (natcom_v3_22 == 8) or (cuthrtseep == 1)), 3, 0)
natcom1_dp
Greenways: C1-2 on natural lancover
CON((((grnway_v3_1 == 1) or (grnway_v3_1 == 2)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 3, 0)
gw_1natR3

Priority 2

FNAIHAB -P2-3
Recharge
P2-3on natural
SHCA P2-3
on natural
Smoke
Buffers
- Value 8 on other landcover
NC: Rem. scrub
and sandhill
Conservation
Buffers
- Value 8 on other
NC: All Seepage Slope/Bog and Trop. Hammock
Greenways P1-3 on natural
Panther - Value 7 and 8 on natural
Bear - Value 7 on natural
Wetlands - all
Smoke Buffers - Value 9 or 8 on natural landcover
Conservation Buffers - Value 9, 8, 7 on natural

CON(((LU_Final
== 5) and ((fnaihab_v3 == 2) or (fnaihab_v3 == 3))),
2, 0)
Reclass to 2
rec_rechv3_o
v
CON((((shca_v3_1
== 3)==
or 8)
(shca_v3_1
== 2))==
and
(LU_Final
2, 0)
CON(((smokbf_re_6_9
and (LU_Final
1)),
2, 0) == 5)),
smobuf_2_o
v
CON((((pna_li_good
====
0) and
((natcom_v3_22
== 7)))), 2, 0)
CON(((cons_buf_max
8) and
(LU_Final == ==
1)),3)2,or0)(natcom_v3_22
conbuf_2_o
v
CON(((natcom_v3_22 == 4) or (natcom_v3_22 == 6)), 2, 0)
CON((((grnway_v3_1 == 3) or (grnway_v3_1 == 4) or (grnway_v3_1 == 5)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
CON((((hab_pant_fin == 7) or (hab_pant_fin == 8)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
CON(((hab_bear_ff == 7) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
RECLASS of wetlands grid such that all wetlands are assigned a value of 2
CON((((smokbf_re_6_9 == 9) or (smokbf_re_6_9 == 8)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)
CON((((cons_buf_max == 9) or (cons_buf_max == 8) or (cons_buf_max == 7)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 2, 0)

Priority 3

FNAIHAB -P4-6
Recharge
P4-5on natural
SHCA P4-5
on natural
Smoke
Buffers
- Value 6-7 on other
NC: All uplandBuffers
hardwd- forest
and
Conservation
Values
5-6pine
on flatwoods
other
Landscape Int P7-10 on natural
Greenways P4-6/Riparian Greenways on natural
Bear - Value 6, 5, 4 on natural
Panther - Value 6 and 5 on natural
Smoke Buffers - Values 6-7 on natural landcover

CON(((LU_Final
== 5) and ((fnaihab_v3 == 4) or (fnaihab_v3 == 5)rec_rechv3_o
or (fnaihab_v3 == 6))), 1, 0)
fnaihab3_na
Reclass to 1
v
CON((((shca_v3_1
== 4) ==
or (shca_v3_1
== 5)) and (LU_Final
1, 0)
shca3_natR
CON((((smokbf_re_6_9
6) or (smokbf_re_6_9
== 7)) and==(L5)),
smobuf_3_o
v
CON(((natcom_v3_22
oror
(natcom_v3_22
====
10)),
0) (LU_conbuf_3_o
natcom3_uh
v
CON((((cons_buf_max====9)5)
(cons_buf_max
6))1,and
CON((((landscape_int == 7) or (landscape_int == 8) or (landscape_int == 9) or (landscape_int == 10)) and (LU_Finl_int3_natR
CON(((gw_ripgw_nlur == 3) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
gwrgw_3nat
CON((((hab_bear_ff == 6) or (hab_bear_ff == 5) or (hab_bear_ff == 4)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
habear3_na
CON((((hab_pant_fin== 5) or (hab_pant_fin== 6)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
panhab3_na
CON((((smokbf_re_6_9 == 6) or (smokbf_re_6_9 == 7)) and (LU_Final == 5)), 1, 0)
smobuf3_na

Intermediate layers
Intermediate
layers

CON((((PNA
== 1) or (PNA
or (PNA
== 3) or
(PNA == 4) or (PNA
== 100)) or ((landscape_int == 7) or (landspna_li_good
smokebuff reclassed
such ==
that2)1234
becomes
6789
smokbf_re_6_9
gw_ripgw_n
cons_buf_max

COMBINATION Other
Natural
Category
Category
Low-Impact
Development

See Model
Model NATURAL_CAT_01_10
OTH_CAT_12_09
(cell stats
naturalLID
category
outputs)
stats maximum
maximumfor
forthe
working
category
outputs)
Reclassified
to 0,4,5,6
MAPPED SEPERATELY
PER TM

oth_cat_mua

nat_cat_mua

mgm_mua010710

nat_cat_mu

Overall Matrix
See Model MATRIX_01_10
Table B.3: GIS operations
used for the matrix conservation suitability model’s Other category. Conservation
buffers are not included in the Priority 1
(cell statswere
maximum
for the 2by
category
MUAs)
row as there are no Priority 1 conservation buffers on “Other” lands. Aquifer recharge priorities
not sorted
land-use
intensity and therefore
extend into areas previously shown as Natural and Working.

1 Smoke buffers are lands adjacent to conservation areas whose management includes controlled burns. The smoke
buffer priorities shown here are based on distance from these conservation areas and prevailing winds.
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fnaihab2_na
shca2_natR
natcom_2rem
natcom_2ss
gw_2natR3
panhab2_na
habear2_na
same as we
smobuf2_na
conbuf2_nat

Appendix B: Supplemental Data for the Heartland Ecological Inventory
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Appendix C Supplemental Data:
Development Suitability Analysis
On the following pages are two tables supplemental to Chapter 9. Table C.1 details the reclassification of
parcel data from the Florida Department of Revenue’s UCOLD system to the developed-or-undeveloped scheme used in
Chapter 9. (This scheme was also used to calculate existing urban densities as shown in Appendix E.) Table C.2 outlines
the GIS operations used to build the development suitability model.
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Appendix C: Supplemental Data for the Development Suitability Analysis
Table C.1: Reclassification table used to convert
Department of Revenue
land-use codes (UCOLD)
to the developed-or-undeveloped scheme used in
Chapters 9 and 11.

UCOLD Land Use to Developed or Undeveloped 02/12/10
LAND USE
VAC RESID
SING FAM
MOB HOMES
MULT FAM
CONDOS
CO‐OPS
RET HOMES
BOARD HOMES
MULT FAM < 10 UNITS
VAC COMMER
STORES 1 STORY
MIXED USE
DEPT STORES
SUPERMARKETS
REG SHOPPING MALLS
COMTY SHOP CENTER
1 STORY NP OFFICE
>1 STORY NP OFFICE
PROF SVC
AIRPORTS, MARINA, ETC
RESTAURANT
DRIVE IN REST
FINANCIAL INST
INSURANCE CO
REPAIR SHOPS
SERVICE STATIONS
AUTO REPAIR/SALES
PKG LOTS
WHOLESALE ETC
FLORIST/GREENHOUSE
DRIVE IN THEATER/STADIA
THEATER/AUDITOR
NIGHTCLUBS/BARS
BOWLING, SKATING, ETC
TOURIST ATTRACTNS
CAMPS
TRACKS
GOLF COURSES
HOTEL/MOTEL
VAC INDUST
LIGHT MFCT
HEAVY MFCT
LUMBER YARDS ETC
FRUIT/MEAT PACKING
CANNERIES, ETC
OTH FOOD PROCESS
MINERAL PROCESS
WAREHOUSES/DIST CTRS
INDUST STORAGE

VALUE
000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
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RECLASS KEY
0
0=UNDEV
1
1=DEV
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Appendix C: Supplemental Data for the Development Suitability Analysis

UCOLD Land Use to Developed or Undeveloped 02/12/10
LAND USE
VAC
RESID AG
IMPROVED
SING
FAM
CROPS
SOIL CLASS 1
MOB
HOMES
CROPS
SOIL CLASS 2
MULT
CROPSFAM
SOIL CLASS 3
TIMBER
CONDOS
TIMBER
CO‐OPS
TIMBER
RET
HOMES
TIMBERHOMES
BOARD
TIMBER
MULT
FAM < 10 UNITS
TIMBER
VAC
COMMER
GRAZING
SOIL CLASS 1
STORES
1 STORY
GRAZING
MIXED
USESOIL CLASS 2
GRAZING
SOIL CLASS 3
DEPT
STORES
GRAZING SOIL CLASS 4
SUPERMARKETS
GRAZING
SOIL CLASS
REG
SHOPPING
MALLS5
GRAZING
SOILCENTER
CLASS 6
COMTY
SHOP
1ORCHARD/CITRUS
STORY NP OFFICE
POULTRY,
BEES,
ETC
>1
STORY NP
OFFICE
DAIRIES,
PROF
SVCFEED LOTS
ORNAMENTALS/
MISC
AG
AIRPORTS,
MARINA,
ETC
VAC INST
RESTAURANT
CHURCHES
DRIVE
IN REST
PRIV SCHOOLS
FINANCIAL
INST
PRIV HOSPITALS
INSURANCE
CO
HOMESSHOPS
FOR AGED
REPAIR
ORPHANAGES
SERVICE
STATIONS
MORTUARY/CEMET
AUTO
REPAIR/SALES
CLUBS,
LODGES, ETC
PKG
LOTS
SANITARIUMS
ETC
WHOLESALE
ETC
CULTURAL ORGS
FLORIST/GREENHOUSE
UNDEFINED
DRIVE
IN THEATER/STADIA
MILITARY
THEATER/AUDITOR
FOREST, PARK, REC AREA
NIGHTCLUBS/BARS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOWLING,
SKATING, ETC
COLLEGESATTRACTNS
TOURIST
PUBLIC HOSPITALS
CAMPS
OTHER COUNTY
TRACKS
OTHER
STATE
GOLF
COURSES
OTHER FEDERAL
HOTEL/MOTEL
OTHER
MUNICIPAL
VAC
INDUST
GOV OWNED
LIGHT
MFCT W/ NON‐GOV LESSEE
UTILITIES
HEAVY
MFCT
MINING/PETROL/GAS
LUMBER
YARDS ETC
SUBSURFACEPACKING
RIGHTS
FRUIT/MEAT
ROW,
STREETS,
CANNERIES, ETCROADS, CANALS
RIV, LAKE,
LAND
OTH
FOODSUBMERGED
PROCESS
SEWAGE, PROCESS
BORROW, WETLANDS
MINERAL
OUTDOOR REC
WAREHOUSES/DIST
CTRS
CENTRALLY
ASSESSED
INDUST
STORAGE
NOT ZONED AG
NO LABEL
NO LABEL

VALUE
000
050
001
051
002
052
003
053
054
004
055
005
056
006
057
007
058
008
059
010
060
011
061
012
062
013
063
014
064
015
065
016
066
017
067
018
068
019
069
020
070
021
071
022
072
023
073
024
074
025
075
026
076
027
077
028
078
029
079
030
080
031
081
032
082
033
083
034
084
035
085
036
086
037
087
038
088
039
089
040
090
041
091
042
092
043
093
044
094
045
095
046
096
047
097
048
098
049
099
100
999
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RECLASS
00
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
11
11
11
11
11
01
11
11
11
11
01
11
01
11
11
11
01
01
01
11
01
11
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
0
0
0

KEY
0=UNDEV
1=DEV

Table C.1 (continued)
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Urban Suitability Criteria and Datasets 02/19/10
Criterion
Proximity to existing
developed areas

Absence of open water
or wetlands

Road density

Proximity to major roads
Developments of
regional impact and
planned unit
developments

Absence of flood hazard

Soils: Drainage

Dataset

Dataset Details

parcels_09

TAX PARCELS BY
COUNTY

HY24P

USGS 1:24,000
HYDROGRAPHY POLYGONS

Operation 1 Details

Output Grid 1

euclidean distance function w/
no max

dis_dev_2_19

rec
wi

Merged to hy24_all; rasterized
to hy24_all

hy24_all

Are
g
outs

trails removed via
ROADS_24_LIMITING
USGS 1:24,000 ROADS
_EXPR.expr to yield
roads24_notrails

Density function with search
radius at 1 mile; units = sq.
miles

rdsnt24dens

rec
wi

MAJRDS_OCT09

FDOT - MAJOR ROADS

Euclidean dist function w/ no
max

majrd09_disb

relc
wi

dri_dca_2009q3

DEVELOPMENTS OF
REGIONAL IMPACT 2008 QUARTER 2

pud_2007q4

PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENTS

RDS24

Notes
start = par_dev4_flp2
(See reclass table:
UCOLD_DEV_RECLA
SS.xls)

clipped to dri_dca_2009q3_Clip;
dri_dca_2009r
this rasterized to
rasterized to pud07

Slope

Presence of gopher
tortoise or scrub jay
mitigation costs

pud07

Re
no data for
merged to fema_all; rasterized
fema_all_SFHA
HYBRID OF FEMA
Okeechobee Co.
to fema_all_SFHA
FLOOD INSURANCE
RATE MAPS 1996 AND FNAI dataset added
FEMA96; floodpl_v3
NATURAL FLOODPLAIN
reclassed so that all three
primarily to
REPRESENTATION
compensate for lack of floodplain values are 1, all other flodpl_v3_re2
fema
FROM FNAI
values 9
Okeechobee Co. data
from FEMA
NRCS_SOILS

NRCS UPDATED
SPECIFIC SOILS

sossrunt from sfwmd
used to fill in some
missing areas; still lack
Big Cypress

soils_all rasterized on
drainagecl to soils_all_dra

PS_SERVICEAREAS
(SWFWMD);
service area files used projected state plane datasets;
utwatpbc_POLYGON
merged PS_SERVICEAREAS,
HYBRID OF SVC AREAS for most regions; for
(SFWMD);
Utilities
utwatpbc_POLYGON,
gaps in these,
AND CITY LIMITS
utwatkis_POLYGON
utwatkis_POLYGON
subsituted city limits
(SFWMD);
par_citylm_2007
(FGDL)
Proximity to centroids of
NATIONAL ATLAS
Centroid = the point
Euclidean dist function w/ no
existing major urban
CITIES_FEB04
CITIES AND TOWNS OF
displayed?
max
areas (>20,000 people)
FLORIDA
Soils: Corrosiveness to
concrete

recl

NRCS_SOILS

NRCS UPDATED
SPECIFIC SOILS

NED

scrubj_ph; gtort_ph
from Tom

soils_all_dra

util_merge

cit20up_di_19r
clipped to
cit20updi19rc

soils_all rasterized on corcon to
soils_all_con

soils_all_con

USGS NATIONAL
ELEVATION DATASET

merged to ned_all; this
0-5%=9, 5-10%=7, 10-15%=5,
converted via slope
15-20%=3, 20%+=1
tool to ned_all_slope

ned_all_sl19r

GOPHER TORTOISE
HABITAT, SCRUB JAY
HABITAT

scrubjay_ph reclassed so that
mitigation required to
scrubj hab=1, all else=9;
build where these
animals live; scrub jay gtort_ph reclassed so that gtort
hab=3, all else=9
mitig more expensive

scrubj_rec;
gtort_rec

Table C.2: GIS operations used to build the development suitability model. Gray text denotes grids that were superseded by others. The
grids derived here were combined using a simple weighted-sum combination based on the values shown in the “Weight” column.
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exs
WD
=

sin
Gla
limit

relc
wi

High

ration 1 Details
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Output Grid 1

Operation 2 Details

Ouput Grid 2

Weight

Region Buffer

dis_dev_2_19

reclassed to 1-9; jenks breaks
with 9 classes as inputs; see
dis_dev216_19_reclass

dis_dev219_19

17.0%

10 mile

hy24_all

Areas inside HY24P polygons
given a value of 1; areas
outside, 9. ESRI Lakes built in
as double-check (see
hy_lakes_stat).

hylak_iewet19

16.0%

10 mile

function with search
at 1 mile; units = sq.
miles

rdsnt24dens

reclassed to 1-9; jenks breaks
with 9 classes as inputs; see
rdsnt24dens19_reclass

rdsnt24dens19

12.0%

10 mile

an dist function w/ no
max

majrd09_disb

relcassed to 1-9; jenks breaks
with 9 classes as inputs; see
majrd09_dib19_reclass

majrd09_dib19

7.0%

10 mile

dri_dca_2009q3_Clip;
dri_dca_2009r
s rasterized to

reclassed: inside DRI polys=9,
outside=1

dri_2009r_19;
see Misc

pud07

reclassed: insuide PUD
polys=9, outside=1

pud07_19; see
Misc

fema_all_SFHA

Reclassed: inside SFHA=1,
outside=9

femaallsfha19

sed so that all three
values are 1, all other
values 9

flodpl_v3_re2

this combined with
femaallsfha19 with cell stats min

femfldplv3_19

_all rasterized on
gecl to soils_all_dra

soils_all_dra

exsv WD = 9; smwt exsv WD &
WD = 8; mod WD = 5; swht PD
= 3; PD = 2; Very PD = 1

soilsall_dr19

state plane datasets;
PS_SERVICEAREAS,
tpbc_POLYGON,
atkis_POLYGON

util_merge

since no service area data for
Glades & Hendry, clipped city
limits for these co's and merged
with util_merge

util_hybr; see
misc

7.0%

10 mile

an dist function w/ no
max

cit20up_di_19r
clipped to
cit20updi19rc

relcassed to 1-9; jenks breaks
with 9 classes as inputs; see
_reclass

cit20upd19rcr

5.0%

for inputs, 50
miles; 10 mi
shown in output

asterized on corcon to
soils_all_con

soils_all_con

High = 1; Moderate = 5 ; Low =
9

soil_all_co19

5.0%

10 mile

5-10%=7, 10-15%=5,
20%=3, 20%+=1

ned_all_sl19r

N/A

N/A

5.0%

10 mile

_ph reclassed so that
hab=1, all else=9;
eclassed so that gtort
b=3, all else=9

scrubj_rec;
gtort_rec

scrubj_rec and gtort_rec
combined with cell stats
minimum

scrj_gtor_19r

5.0%

10 mile

n distance function w/
no max

o hy24_all; rasterized
to hy24_all

erized to pud07

o fema_all; rasterized
ema_all_SFHA

7.0%

10 mile

Misc

dri_2009r_19 and
pud07_19 combined
using cell stats max to
yield dri_pud_19
Gray cells superseded by
row below

7.0%

10 mile

7.0%

10 mile
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Intermediate layer:
flodpl_v3_rec (showed
3rd floodplain value not
visible in floodpl_v3
attribute table)

utl_hybr rasterized to
util_hybr_ras; this
reclassed so that
coverage areas = 9, all
other =1 (util_hybr_19)
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Appendix D Supplemental Data:
Projected Land-Use Conflict Analysis
Table D.1 (next spread) outlines the GIS operations used to create the conflict model. The development mask,
representing areas whose land uses are not subject to change, was created first. Then the conservation and development suitability models were normalized and collapsed. The normalized-collapsed conservation suitability model was
multiplied by ten to derive a 10-20-30 classification scheme which could be added to that of the development suitability model (1-2-3) to yield a two-digit conflict code (e.g., 13). For details on this process see Carr and Zwick 2007. The
collapsed (and otherwise prepared) suitability models were then combined to produce the conflict model, from which
fixed land uses were removed using the development mask.
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Appendix D: Supplemental Data for the Projected Land-Use Conflict Analysis

Conflict Analysis Key 02/16/10
Development Mask
Goal

Removal of existing
conservation lands

Removal of open water

Removal of rights of way

Dataset

Dataset Details

Notes

Operation 1 Details

Output

Operation 2 Details

flma_sep09; all_sites
from Nature
Conservancy

FLORIDA MANAGED
LANDS AND TNC
CATALOG OF
MANAGED LANDS IN
REGION

these datasets
represent existing
conservation lands

flma_sep09 merged with
all_sites

flma909_allsites
_merge

flma909_allsites_merge
rasterized (on manname
column)

select by attributres: only lakes
selected; these exported to
lakes_region

lakes_region

mjwaterbnd

MAJOR WATERBODIES clipped to region with
OF FLORIDA
10 mile buffer

lakes_region rasterized (o
feature column) to lakes_r

separated: class 1 roads, class rds24nt_clas1;
buffered: class 1 roads--2
2/3 roads, all other (except
rds24nt_clas23; meters; class 2/3--10 mete
trails)
rds24nt_oth
all other--8.75 meters

rds24_notrails

CLASS 1 - 4 ROADS

parcels_09 by county

TAX PARCEL DATA

merged and clipped

rasterized on LUCODE

parc_all_lu2

Dataset

Dataset Details

Notes

Operation 1 Details

Output

Normalization and
collapse of conservation
suitability grid

mat_mua_01_13

FINAL MATRIX MODEL
MADE FOR TNC

reclassed to remove "natural"
and "working" designations;
end result a 1,2,3 prioritization

consu_123

map algebra--multiplied by

Normalization and
collapse of development
suitability grid

dev_sui_2_19

FINAL DEVELOPMENT
SUITABILITY GRID

divided by highest value in
dev_sui_2_10 (8.61)

devsu_219_nor

devsu_212_nor reclassed u
standard deviations into 1,2
standard dev; see
devsu_219_nor_reclass

Removal of existing
developed lands

reclassed so that develop
areas become 1 and all ot
areas 0; see
UCOLD_DEV_RECLASS.

Normalization, Collapse, and Combination
Goal

Table D.1: GIS operations used to build the conflict model. First the development mask (see Chapter 10) was created; then
the conservation and development suitability models were normalized and collapsed; finally the normalized-collapsed
suitability models were combined with the development mask serving to remove areas with fixed land uses.
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only lakes
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Output

Operation 2 Details

Output

flma909_allsites
_merge

flma909_allsites_merge
rasterized (on manname
column)

flma_allst_mg

reclassed so that all
managed areas
flma_alls_
become NoData and all
m_1
other areas 1

10 mile

lakes_region

lakes_region rasterized (on
feature column) to lakes_reg

lakes_reg

reclassed so that all
lakes_reg_
lakes become NoData
1
and all other areas 1

10 mile

ads, class rds24nt_clas1;
buffered: class 1 roads--20
except
rds24nt_clas23; meters; class 2/3--10 meters;
rds24nt_oth
all other--8.75 meters

ODE

ails

"natural"
nations;
ritization

alue in
.61)

Operation 3 Details

Output

Region Buffer

flma_alls_m_1,
lakes_reg_1, and
parc_dev4 combined
(addition)

rds24nt_clas1_
buf; r
ds24nt_clas23
_buf;
rds24nt_oth_b
uf

merged; See misc.

rds24nt_R
OWs

10 mile

parc_all_lu2

reclassed so that developed
areas become 1 and all other
areas 0; see
UCOLD_DEV_RECLASS.xls

par_all_lu2r4

reclassed so that all
developed becomes
NoData and all other
areas 1

parc_dev4

10 mile

Output

Operation 2 Details

Output

Operation 3 Details

Output

Region Buffer

consu_123

map algebra--multiplied by 10

consu_102030
combined using map
algebra (addition)

conflict_2_
19

devsu_219_nor

devsu_212_nor reclassed using
standard deviations into 1,2,3 (1 devsu_219_12
standard dev; see
3
devsu_219_nor_reclass)

Operation 4 Details

10 mile

10 mile
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Misc

operation 3 used
dev_mask8 as mask;
unmasked version called
conflic_2_19u

Output

Misc

map algebra:
dev_mask7 no
dev_mask7 (a
operation with
clipped version of
mask
this somewhere?) rds24nt_ROWs
to yield
dev_mask8

Misc 2

built in as
failsafe:
rds24_notrails
rasterized with
17.5 meter cell
size
(rds24n_gridrr;
this built into
ROW mask
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Appendix E Supplemental Data:
Development Models
Modeling future development involved two steps: (1.) estimating the number of acres likely to develop in each
scenario, and (2.) determining where those developed acres were likely to be. The first step required projections of
population growth (see Appendix A) and estimates of population density (gross urban density). Population density figures were calculated for 2008 (the most recent year for which complete data were available) by dividing estimated 2008
population by 2008 developed acreage. (Developed acreage was calculated through a reclassification of Department of
Revenue parcel data; see Appendix C.) These county-specific and regional densities appear in column four of Table E.1.
The regional GUD figure was not used in the development models; it was calculated to verify the county figures.
Gross Urban Density Table
County
2008 Est. Pop
2008 Developed Acreage
Desoto
34,487
20,561.60
Glades
11,323
6,682.67
Hardee
27,909
14,739.63
20,892.96
41,216
Hendry
44,712.26
100,207
Highlands
22,308.05
Okeechobee
40,003
258,433.24
Polk
585,733
840,878
388,330.41
Region
Table E.1: Gross urban density figures for the study counties and Region.

2008 GUD
1.68
1.69
1.89
1.97
2.24
1.79
2.27
2.17

Projected population growth was then divided by existing densities to determine how many acres would develop in the trend and alternative A models. For alternative B, 75% of projected population growth was divided by current densities to determine its developed acreage. Alternative C required dividing 75% of projected population growth
by twice existing densities.
Determining where these developed acres were likely to be required the SQL expressions listed on the following spread. In each of the four scenarios, an SQL expression was created for each county. In the case of the trend
model, these expressions were based on development suitability; alternatives A-C were based on conflict-surface
values and development suitability. Development suitability was manipulated in each of the 28 expressions until the
requisite acreage was selected.
For example, we know from table 11.1 that DeSoto County is projected to add 16,734 people between 2008
and 2060. We know from Table E.1 (or Table 11.2) that DeSoto’s existing density is 1.68, meaning the County will need
9,977.63 acres for new development in the trend scenario. Thus development suitability was manipulated until the
SQL expression for trend model in DeSoto County had selected approximately 9,977.63 acres. (Because raster cells
are discrete units, hitting the required acreage precisely is usually not possible.) The logic behind this manipulation of
the development suitability value is that areas with the highest development suitabilities would probably develop first.
Thus, as seen on the next page, portions of DeSoto County with development suitabilities of 673 (6.73 multiplied by 100
to remove decimal values) or higher would develop in the trend scenario. Lowering this value to 672 would select more
acreage than is projected to be needed, while raising it to 674 would select less.
This trial-and-error process yielded seven SQL expressions for each scenario, which were combined into the
four that appear on the next spread. Notice that in scenarios requiring reduced acreage (alternatives B and C), development suitability values are generally higher than those in the trend and alternative A scenarios. Less acreage required
means developers can be more selective in determining where to build.
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Appendix E: Supplemental Data for the Alternative Future Models
The following SQL expressions were used to select those portions of the allocation surface (see Chapter 11) meeting
the criteria specified by each model. The cells selected by each expression represent the areas likely to develop in that
scenario.
Key
1. 2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY: County name
2. DEVSU_219_100: The developments suitability model multiplied by 100 (to remove decimal values)
3. CONFLIC_2_19U: The conflict surface (unmasked)
4. allocation4.vat refers to the allocation surface, which included DEVSU_219_100 and CONFLIC_2_19U; the allocation
surface was masked to remove fixed land uses
Trend Model
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Polk’ AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 686) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Desoto’ AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 673) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Glades’ AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 653) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hardee’ AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 709) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hendry’ AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 641) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Highlands’ AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 670) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Okeechobee’ AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 642)
Alternative A
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Desoto’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 651) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Glades’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100”
>= 606) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hardee’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 699) OR
(( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hendry’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 ) OR ( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” =
‘Hendry’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 12 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 549)) OR
(( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Highlands’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 ) OR ( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” =
‘Highlands’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 12 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 509)) OR
(( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Okeechobee’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 ) OR ( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY”
= ‘Okeechobee’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 12 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 586)) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Polk’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100”
>= 628)
Alternative B
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Desoto’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 662) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Glades’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100”
>= 619) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hardee’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 709) OR
(( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hendry’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 ) OR ( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” =
‘Hendry’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 12 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 561)) OR
(( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Highlands’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 ) OR ( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” =
‘Highlands’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 12 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 546)) OR
( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Okeechobee’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 608) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Polk’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100”
>= 666)
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Appendix E: Supplemental Data for the Alternative Futures Models
Alternative C
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Desoto’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 680) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Glades’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100”
>= 641) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hardee’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 723) OR
( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Hendry’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 597) OR
( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Highlands’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 666) OR
( “’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Okeechobee’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.
vat:DEVSU_219_100” >= 667) OR
(“’2_20_DATA$’.COUNTY” = ‘Polk’ AND “allocation4.vat:CONFLIC_2_19U” = 13 AND “allocation4.vat:DEVSU_219_100”
>= 719)
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